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INSPIRATIONS & INFLUENCES FOR THIS SETTING
At it's core,  Vampire: Danse Macabre is a shameless ripoff of the legendary White Wolf classic
Vampire: the Masquerade. More broadly, this SAGA supplement borrows much of its information
from the setting in which V:tM and White Wolf's  other games are set,  known as the  World of
Darkness. Players and storytellers familiar with White Wolf's extenseive mythos will be plenty familiar
with the information presented herein.

In addition to shamelessly stealing White Wolf's brilliant ideas, Vampire: Danse Macabre also borrows a
few  vampire  clans,  ideas,  and  tropes  from  other  fiction,  namely  from  the  Magic:  the  Gathering
multiverse. For example, the Falkenrath, Markov, and Stromkirk bloodlines.

GENERAL INFORMATION, ADAPTING THIS 
SUPPLEMENT TO VARIOUS CAMPIGN SETTINGS
Vampires. The undead, blood-sucking demon-children of the night. This supplement provides a wealth of
information on these vicious hellspawn, including how to play a vampire character and how to integrate 
the information in this supplement into various SAGA campaigns and campaign settings.

As mentioned previously, most of the information herein is borrowed from White Wolf's Vampire: the
Masquerade, which is set in the contemporary or modern era on mundane earth. However, in the spirit
of SAGA's universal roleplaying system, the information provided within this supplement has been made
generic and non-specific in regards to campaign settings and era. This is intentional, and is intended to
accomodate the wants and needs of a diversity of roleplaying groups.

With that  in mind,  the information in Vampire:  Danse Macabre can be adapted to any imaginable
campaign setting, especially all of the campaign settings written and published for use with the SAGA
system. Ideally, the information within this supplement is to be used in a contemporary or modern earth
campaign. Likewise, it can be seemlessly integrated into medieval or pre-modern earth campaigns. The
vampiric bloodlines, powers, and factions are also perfectly suited to high-fantasy campaigns, steampunk
campaigns, even cyberpunk campaigns. For those gaming groups using SAGA campaign settings, the
information in this supplement is recommnended to be used with the Neverwhere campaign setting.

Of course, not all genres and campaign settings suit vampiric activity. Sci-fi, post-apocalyptic, and low-
fantasy (e.g.- Hyboria) campaigns are probably not the best place for the clans and factions presented
herein.

MAJOR CONFLICTS & MOTIVATIONS IN 
VAMPIRE CAMPAIGNS
Although this supplement is not a campaign setting in itself,  the information within Vampire: Danse
Macabre will be used in a variety of campaigns. Just so, vampire PCs and NPCs, and gaming groups in
which  vampires  are  a  major  part  of  a  roleplaying  campaign,  will  discover  and  utilize  a  variety  of
motivations for vampires and for non-vampires who interact with them. This section elaborates a bit on
various motivations of and surrounding vampires, and the conflicts that arise from those motivations in
any campaign featuring vampirism.
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VAMPIRES VS. MORTALS, VAMPIRISM ITSELF
Perhaps the most pervasive conflicts in a campaign featuring vampires is the curse/disease of vampirism
itself, and the perceptions and attitudes of mundane humans (or other mundane humanoids in the case of
fantasy  worlds)  toward  the  Kindred.  Vampires  are  almost  universally  feared  and  despised  by  non-
vampires, and in many vampire stories and mythologies, mundane humans actively seek to eradicate
vampire kind. 

On the other side of this conflict is the constant struggle of vampire Kindred to deal with vampirism
itself.  They  must  feed  on  humanity  (or  other  humanoids)  while  maintaining  complete  secrecy  and
obfuscation.

VAMPIRES VS. THE BEAST, THE STRUGGLE TO MAINTAIN HUMANITY
Vampires also battle with the perpetual primal urges and beastial rage that flow through them, striving to
maintain their humanity in the face of demonic immortality and bloodlust. For more on this conflict, see
the chapter entitled Humanity & The Beast.

VAMPIRE POLITICS & FACTIONS
Internal conflict between the Kindred is all too common. Bloodlines, factions and sects, and the two major
vampire power groups- The Camarilla and The Sabat- are locked in a neverending war of politics, ethics,
ideological disputes, tastes, and opinions. The reasons for such conflict are made clear in the chapters
Vampiric Lineages and Vampiric Ideologies.

ENEMIES OF THE KINDRED
Besides the hatred and scorn they receive from mundane mortals, vampires also face an onslaught of
supernatural and ancient foes. Werewolves, for example, are considered to be sworn enemies of vampire
kind in just  about every vampire mythos in existence.  For more on this  topic,  refer  to the chapter
Antagonists & Foes – Enemies of the Kindred.

THE EMBRACE: BECOMING A KINDRED
The first step into the world of the Kindred (vampire kind) is known as the Embrace, also known as
the Siring, the process by which an existing vampire kills a mortal and resurrects them as a child of the
night. To sire a potential  childe,  an existing vampire first drains a mortal of all their blood. As the
lifeforce empties out of the victim, the sire then cuts her wrist, bites her lip, or otherwise draws her own
blood, then allows the dying mortal to drink of her blood. As the vampiric blood trickles down the
childe's throat, she is reborn into undeath.

The process of siring is quite painful and is often terrifying, as it involves the physical act of dying. The
rebirth that follows a vampire's physical and spiritual death, however, is considered a moment of pure
ecstacy and bliss, far better than the best orgasm of that mortal's life.

When a newly sired vampire awakens, she is ravenously hungry, as only a small amount of her sire's
blood nourishes and sustains her. Just so, the first act that most newly spawned vampires pursue is that of
feeding. Some vampiric sires such as vampire lords and affluent vampiric princes keep mortals in thrall to
feed their new children. These unfortunates are known colloquially by vampire kind as  cattle. Other
vampires aren't so wealthy or influential, and the children of such vampires must hunt as soon as they
are sired.
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When a vampire is sired, he inherits the blood of a particular lineage, known as a B loodline. Bloodlines
are colloquially known as  Clans  and/or  Families.  Whatever the bloodline of the sire, so too the
bloodline of the childe. Depending on a particular vampire's lineage, that vampire will have access to
different powers,  abilities,  and status within the hierarchy of the underworld.  Vampire bloodlines are
detailed in the chapter Vampire Lineages: Bloodlines, Clans, & Families.

VAMPIRE GENERATIONS & HIERARCHIC RANKINGS
Regardless of a vampire's bloodline, all vampires can be spoken of in terms of Generation. This refers
to the number of vampiric sires between a particular vampire and the progenitor of any given bloodline.
For example, a seventh generation Nosferatu has five vampiric sires between herself and the progenitor
of the Nosferatu line (who would be considered first generation). All vampire are ranked according to
their  generation by elders  and important  princes,  though not all  vampires  know or  understand the
generational ranking. This is especially true of many young vampires, and almost universally true for
those of weak blood (14th and 15th generations). A breakdown of Generations follows bellow:

FIRST GENERATION – LORDS, PROGENITORS
The progenitors of each vampiric bloodline are considered First Generation. Each such progenitor has
his or her own story, history, and means of becoming a vampire, though the trait they all share in
common is tremendous, unimaginable power. Vampires of the first generation are collectively known as
Lords or simply as Progenitors. Progenitors of certain clans remain undead, while others have been
slain, and others still have slipped into beastly malaise and no longer concern themselves with vampire
politics. Whatever the case, all vampires of the first generation are nearly invisible socially and politically,
and are terribly difficult  to find and interact  with. These are creatures shrouded in secrecy,  webs of
deception and obfuscation, and they are among the most powerful creatures in existence.

GAME MECHANICS & RULES FOR VAMPIRE LORDS:
Because vampires of this generation are exceedingly secretive and powerful, they most likely won't be
appearing in campaigns. However, if a storyteller does include such a potent creature, their stats and
powers must be adjusted accordingly. Vampires of the first generation are masters of every Discipline in
their bloodline, having a stat of at least 7 and often beyond 8 in each of those Disciplines. After all, these
are the vampires who invented such powers. A first gen vampire lord should also receive huge bonuses
to all  their  Attributes  and Skills  (again,  often above 8),  seeing as  they've lived for  millennia.  Some
vampire lords may even have insight or even mastery in the Disciplines of other bloodlines.  These
creatures are mythic, and should reflect their legendary nature in their statistics and powers.

SECOND & THIRD GENERATIONS – ANCIENTS
The vampires of the Second Generation are collectively known as  Ancients, and like their first gen
sires they are creatures of immense and terrifying power. Only the mildest thinning of blood separates
them from the progenitors of their clan, and the difference in power and ability is almost imperceptible.
Second and Third generation vampires often comprise the inner circles and elite councils of their first gen
sires. Vampire Ancients are more often than not the secret overlords and administrators of their given
clans, and are also often in charge of overseeing and pursuing the political and social goals of their clans.
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GAME MECHANICS & RULES FOR VAMPIRE ANCIENTS:
Like their first gen sires, these vampires are mighty and terrible. However, also like their progenitors,
these vampire are super-elusive and are very unlikely to appear in a vampire campaign. Should such a
vampire make an appearance, she should receive large bonuses to Attributes and Skills, and should be
masterful or even legendary in terms of their bloodline's powers. Obviously, Vampire Ancients aren't
quite as powerful as Vampire Lords, but they are still  immeasurably powerful compared to mundane
mortals.

FOURTH & FIFTH GENERATIONS – METHUSELAHS
It is with generations four and five that the weakening of a progenitor's blood becomes apparent, though
only just. Vampires of these generations still possess vast power and skill, and they are held in the highest
reverence. Many of these powerful beings, sit within the Camarilla's Inner Circle, and among te Sabat, a
number of influential and power-mad leaders are Methuselahs.

GAME MECHANICS & RULES FOR METHUSELAHS:
Vampires of these generations, though slightly and visibly less powerful than Vampire Lords and Vampire
Ancients, are still leauges more powerful than ordinary mortals and lesser vampires. Methuselahs may
appear rarely in a vampire campaign, so it's important to implement them correctly. Such vampires will
often have stats of 6 or 7 in all the Disciplines of their bloodline, and likewise in their Attributes and
Skills. Such vampires should also be particularly knowledgeable about current affairs, politics, and power
struggles among the Kindred, as they make up the largest percentage of the vampire ruling caste.

SIXTH, SEVENTH, & EIGHTH GENERATIONS – ELDERS
Most of the powerful, visible masters of vampiric territories and clans hail from these generations, and are
known collectively as  Elders. The primary difference between these creatures and greater vampires is
twofold- first, Elders are somewhat less powerful than preceeding generations, and second, they are much
more common. Witnessing or even interacting with an Elder is not uncommon for most vampires, as
these vamps are the foremost administrators and enforcers of vampire law, custom, and conflict resolution.
Most princes and justicars come from this generation. Vampire Elders tend to be old enough to hold
power and wisdom, but think themselves beyond control and higher influence, often blinding themselves
to the fact that they are pawns to Methuselahs, Ancients, and Lords.

GAME MECHANICS & RULES FOR ELDERS:
Vampires of this generation are somewhat less powerful than vampires of previous generations, but much
more potent than younger vampires. They tend to have Attributes and Skills at or slightly above 6, and
almost universally have 5 or 6 rankings in all the Disciplines of their bloodline. These vampires also tend
to hold positions of power within various factions, clans, and sects.

NINTH & TENTH GENERATIONS – ANCILLAE
The vampires of these generations tend to claim between one and two hundred years of unlife, and are
known collectively as  Ancillae. Vampires of these generations are the pawns and agents of greater
Kindred. Those who show promise and tact are fated to be the Elders of tomorrow. Ancillae are old and
wise enough to have a taste for power and prestige, but too young and inexperienced to seize and hold a
position within Kindred society.  Most PCs and NPCs in a vampire campaign will be either
Ancillae or Neonates (see below). 
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GAME MECHANICS & RULES FOR ANCILLAE:
At one to two hundred years of age, Attributes and Skills to which Ancillae have devoted time and
energy should be at ranks 5 and 6. Disciplines belonging to an Ancillae's bloodline should be ranked
between 2 to 4.

ELEVENTH, TWELFTH, & THIRTEENTH GENERATIONS – NEONATES
Vampires of these generations are fledglings, untested and unproven, and often disdained by Kindred of
all greater generations. Neonates vampires range between a single night and upwards of a century of
unlife.  Although they are powerful  beings when compared to mundane mortals,  these vampires are
relatively weak compared to their Kindred of higher generations. Neonates are often considered their
sires' property until they prove themselves in vampire society. Most PCs and NPCs in a vampire
campaign will be either Neonates or Ancillae (see above). 

GAME MECHANICS & RULES FOR NEONATES:
Vampires of these generations are the most numerous vampires in existence. Neonates are relatively
young in terms of unlife, and are thusly inexperienced. Neonates tend to have whatever Skills they had
in life,  and their Attributes are only slightly augmented by their vampirism. Neonates tend to have
rankings of 1 in the Disciplines of their bloodlines, though they may have 2 ranks if they are particularly
talented or devoted.

FOURTEENTH & FIFTEENTH GENERATIONS – WEAK-BLOODS
Vampires of this generation are universally loathed by all but the most compassionate and forgiving
Kindred. These vampires are so far removed from the progentior of their bloodline that they hardly
qualify as vampires. They still lust for mortal blood and are still immortal, but they gain few, if any, of the
other benefits of vampirism. They are physically as weak and vulnerable as mortals, and they have little
access to the Disciplines of their bloodline. Most vampires consider Weak-Bloods to be as worthy of
attention and consideration as mortals, which is to say not at all. It is believed, though not definitely
known, that weak-bloods are too far removed from their bloodline's progenitor to sire new vampires. The
non-existence of vampires of younger generations suggests this is true.

GAME MECHANICS & RULES FOR WEAK-BLOODS:
Weak-bloods receive no bonuses to their Attributes and Skills- they're too young and too feeble. If weak-
bloods have any access to the Disciplines of their bloodline, they almost universally have rankings of 1,
and almost never gain further mastery. Weak bloods are also too diluted to receive the universal +1
bonus that all vampires receives to damage resistance.
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COMMON TRAITS & NEEDS AMONG THE 
KINDRED – WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A VAMPIRE
Despite an individual vampire's lineage and generation, all vampires share a number of commonalities.
This applies to all vampire PCs and NPCs in a vampire campaign, and this chapter illuminates all such
similarities.

BLOODLUST & SUSTENANCE
The most sweeping commonality among vampires is the need for nourishment in the form of blood.
Typically,  the  blood  most  desired  and  most  consumed  by  the  Kindred  is  human  blood.  In  non-
contemporary and fantasy settings, this applies to all humanoids (goblins, halflings, birdfolk, tauren, etc.)
and  not  just  Humans  themselves.  However,  vampires  don't  have  to  drink  the  blood  of
humans/humanoids to sustain themselves. The Nosferatu are known to drink the blood of rats, cats,
dogs, small lizards, birds, and other small creatures due to their inability to integrate into human society.
Simiarly, due to their pervasive insanity, vampires of the Malkavian bloodline feed on whatever blood
they can find, oblivious to the source or "purity" of the blood. Generally though, polite vampire society
tends to shun feeding on anything but "pure" blood, and believes that human/humanoid blood is the
proper food source for the Kindred.

Regardless of the cultural taboos, vampire PCs and NPCs in a vampire campaign must feed on blood
throughout the game. Ideally, this blood comes from humanoids,  although the blood/lifeforce of any
creature – even other vampires – will sustain the Kindred.

The sensation of drinking a mortal's blood is an exquisite, pseudo-sexual experience for the Kindred. To
quote from the original Vampire: the Masquerade:

"Drinking blood... provides a sensation unlike anything else has to offer. What is it like? Imagine
drinking the finest champagne and the sensation of the most sensual lovemaking you've ever
experienced. Overlay that with the rush the opium fiend feels as he takes that first breath on a
pipe, and you begin to have some sense, some tiny, infinitesimal sense of what it feels like to drink
the blood of a living human being..."

For more information on blood, feeding, and the rules mechanics for vampire characters, please see the
Chapter SAGA Rules & Systems Errata.

IMMORTALITY
All vampires, even the lowliest of weak-bloods, live forever. This is not to say vampires are invulnerable
to physical damage and being slain, nor is it to say they don't require sustenance to live (see preceeding
section). However, provided she feeds regularly and stays safe from physical harm, a vampire character
will never die. This is most evident among the Vampire Lords, progenitors of vampiric bloodlines, some
of whom are thousands and thousands of years old.

The  trade-off  of  this  seemingly  endless  life,  of  course,  is  that  vampires  are  actually  dead.  They're
animated, sentient corpses, and they lose much of what biological life has to offer. They can't nourish
themselves with food and drink, they can't procreate sexually, and emotional connection with others
becomes extremely rare and exceedingly difficult.
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THE SUN, DAYLIGHT
Perhaps one of the most poorly understood qualities of the Kindred is their inability to withstand direct
sunlight. Contrary to popular belief, vampires (at least in this supplement) don't instantly burst into flames
or  ashes  when sunlight  touches  their  bodies.  However,  all  Kindred  do  suffer  intense  burning from
exposure to the sun. Those unfortunate vampires who find themselves in daylight can't access their
Disciplines, and they will, given sufficient time, immolate into nothingness.

Generally, it is considered unhealthy and faux pas for a vampire to be out during the day. The Camarilla
frowns  upon  it,  and  in  polite  vampire  society  it's  simply  considered  a  bad  idea.  Vampires  almost
universally  avoid  daylight,  and  those  who  don't  walk  on  thin  ice,  both  where  the  Camarilla  and
Masquerade are concerned and in terms of their un-health and well-being.

DEGENERACY, MADNESS, & THE BEAST
Another universal trait among vampire kind is the struggle to retain one's humanity while living as an
undying corpse. Living an unlfe veiled in shadows, secrets, and predation also leads many vampires to
wrestle with sanity and their fading humanity. This is most apparent among the Malkavians, all of whom
are quite insane. For more information on Humanity and losing it (i.e.- giving into the Beast), please see
the following chapter, Humanity & The Beast.

PHYSICAL ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES
Except in the case of weak-bloods (vampires of any generation younger than the 13 th), all vampires gain
additional constitution and fortitude when they enter unlife. Compared to mundane humans/humanoids,
vampires are stronger, faster, more agile, more endurable, and much more resistant to injury. They are
also completely immune to all bacteria, viruses, and parasites, and never fall ill with disease. Vampires also
tend to be more attractive and supple than ordinary humans, with the notable exceptions of the hideous
Nosferatu and the beautiful, though mutated, Tzimisce.

Conversely, vampires suffer a number of disadvantages that mortals don't face. Vampires can't procreate
sexually, as they are all sexually unviable, although they can desire and engage in sexual behavior. Also,
though vampires are in truth physically dead, the blood they consume allows their bodies to continue
functioning in other ways. Their liver and kidneys still process toxins, allowing vampires to experience
intoxication and revelry with alcohol, narcotics, and other drugs without fear of overdosing or suffering
any physical drawbacks. Vampires may also crave and devour foodstuffs for the shear pleasure of it,
though they draw no actual nourishment from non-blood sources.

In tune with their noctural nature, most vampires find it difficult (though not impossible) to stay awake
during the daytime. Vampires don't necessarily need sleep for physical restoration, but the nevertheless
struggle against sleep during the hours of daylight.

Although  vampires  are  more  physically  resistant  to  injury,  they  can  still  be  killed.  Decapitating,
dismembering, or otherwise causing a  vampire to lose too much blood will kill the Kindred same as any
other physical creature.

GARLIC, RUNNING WATER, FIRE, RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS, STAKES IN THE HEART
In a great  deal  of  vampiric  fiction,  vampires  are said  to be vulnerable to a variety of  methods of
dispatching. Garlic is held to be the traditional bane of vampires. So too are fire, running water, crosses,
holy water, other religious symbols, and the good ol' stake to the heart.
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Within the mythos presented in this supplement, none of these things are especially effective against
vampires. Garlic has no effect whatsoever, nor does water of any kind. Fire, however, has disastrously
potent  effects  on  Kindred.  In  a  contemporary  or  real-world  vampire  campaign,  traditional  religious
symbols (crosses, stars of David, etc.) have little to no power against vampires, save in situations in which
the bearer of said symbol has epic faith in the power of their symbol. In such cases, religious symbols
may be imbued with the power inherent in the bearer's belief,  but have no power of their own. In
fantasy  campaigns involving vampires,  magical  items and symbols  may indeed hold  extreme power
against the Kindred.

Despite the popular fiction claiming otherwise, stakes to the heart are likewise non-lethal to vampires.
They do, however, totally paralyze a Kindred until removed by another, rendering the vampire helpless
and immobile.

BLOODLINE DISCIPLINES
All vampire Kindred except for the lowly weak-bloods begin to learn a variety of supernatural powers in
their unlife. These powers are dependent upon a given vampire's lineage, or bloodline, though some
skilled vampires also learn disciplines from and share with vampires of other bloodlines. Despite individual
variances, all vampires have access to disciplines, and often use them to terrible effect.

HUMANITY & THE BEAST
Vampirism is rooted in predation on the blood of mortals, and the sensation of drinking mortal blood for
the vampire (as described above) is an indescribable, orgasmic, erotic experience. This perpetual drive, the
constant  urge  to  feed  on  human  (or  humanoid)  blood,  drives  vampires  to  perform  all  manner  of
unspeakable, ghastly, inhuman acts in pursuit of their prey.

And that's just their need for physical sustenance.

Many vampires also seek new and thrilling forms of entertainment in an unlife without end. As decades,
centuries, even millennia pass, a vampire grows increasingly more bored with existence, and must find
new forms of stimulation. Coupled with their insatiable appetites for mortal blood, many vampires give in
to perverse, wicked, and diabolical lusts.

Also, vampires are walking corpses, fully aware that they're dead.

These pressures of vampiric existence test the fading humanity of all Kindred. The struggle to retain one's
humanity  is  often a  vampire's  primary conflict.  When a  vampire  fails  to  keep her  composure  and
humanness, she gives in to what vampires call  The Beast, the internal spirit of unchecked, mindless,
and vicious predation. Most vampires who give in to The Beast never return to a conscious state of
being, transforming instead into a mindless and brutal murdering debauchery. Such vampires are hunted
down and killed by the justicars of The Camarilla, and by other vampires who see them as a threat.

All vampire characters must constantly stay vigilant to protect and preserve their humanity, lest they
submit to The Beast and lose control of themselves forever. For more information on the rules and
system mechanics involving Humanity and The Beast, please see the Rules & System Errata chapter.
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VAMPIRIC POLITICS: THE CAMARILLA, THE SABAT, 
THE INDEPENDENTS, THE ANARCHS
Besides the many bloodlines or clans that determine a vampire's lineage and generation (see the chapter
Vampiric Lineages: Bloodlines, Clans, & Families), there are also two umbrella organizations into which these
clans fall. These two organizations, and the Independents who break away from them, are the basis for
vampire politics and the social hierarchy of the night. Understanding these groups is crucial to running a
vampire character and/or campaign.

THE CAMARILLA
The Camarilla  touts itself  as  the  society of
the Kindred, and it is partially correct. It is by
far  the  largest  and  most  comprehensive
vampire faction in existence.  Any vampire,
regardless of lineage, may claim membership
in  The  Camarilla.  In  fact,  The  Camarilla
asserts that all Kindred are already under its
jurisdiction,  whether  or  not  individual
vampires  claim  association  with  The
Camarilla.

As an organization, The Camarilla exists solely
to  enforce  The Masquerade,  the  code  of  Six  Traditions  that  governs  vampiric  life.  To  The
Camarilla, these laws are immutable, and exist for the protection of all Kindred. Those who break from
these Traditions and violate The Masquerade are considered enemies and are dealt with as such.

Although Camarilla membership is nominally open to all vampires, in truth the organization is made up
primarily  of  members  from the seven founding bloodlines.  These  are:  the  Brujah,  the  Gangrel,  the
Malkavian, the Nosferatu, the Toreador, the Tremere, and the Ventrue. Of these, the Ventrue are the
most adamant at upholding The Camarilla as an organization and The Masquerade as a set of tradtions,
and Ventrue claim the largest number of Camarilla adherents among the member clans. Furthermore,
although these seven clans founded and officially uphold The Camarilla, many individuals within these
clans are openly dissenting or outright hostile toward The Camarilla.

Along  these  lines,  two  of  the  seven founding  clans  have  grown apart  from The  Camarilla  as  an
organization and the clans that uphold its tradtions. Although they nominally support The Camarilla,
clans Brujah and Gangrel are also openly defiant of the Masquerade, the Six Traditions, Camarilla law,
and of vampire traditions in general. For more information on individual clans and their attitudes and
behaviors, please see the chapter Vampiric Lineage: Bloodlines, Clans, & Families.

CAMARILLA ORGANIZATION & OFFICES
The ultimate directorate of The Camarilla is called the Inner Circle. This ruling body is made up of
seven individual vampires, each one appointed by one of the seven founding Camarilla clans. These
seven individuals are among the most powerful vampires in existence, and are respected even by their
dire enemies.

As previously mentioned, the Camarilla exists to enforce the Six Traditions, colloquially known as The
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THE VIEW FROM WITHOUT
  THE SABBAT
Camarilla? The relic of frightened elders who prey upon their  
childer and cling to dreams of glory that are long gone.

       - Polonia, Sabbat Archbishop

THE INDEPENDENTS
Their overwhelming ideal of “for the good of Kindred“ leads  
them to sweep you along with their plans, and if you don't 
want to go, then you must be the enemy. That's a reason why 
we prefer to stay on our side of the street.

       - Ambrogino Giovanni



Masquerade. To accomplish this hefty task, the Camarilla appoints seven powerful individuals to enforce
their will. These enforcers are known as Justicars, and they are among the most fearsome vampires in
existence.  Each of the seven Justicars comes from one of the seven founding clans, ensuring individual
clan autonomy and maintaining a balance of power between the clans of The Camarilla.

Justicars serve for 13 years, and due to the traditions and pride that come with the position, never before
has a Justicar attempted to hold on to his or her power when the term has elapsed. According to
Camarilla law, the actions of a justicar may only be challenged by another justicar. Such events are rare,
but when they do occur, few kindred are safe from the ensuing power struggle and conflict.

Due to the prestige and violent nature of the position, Justicars tend to be Elders or older. This is not
offical Camarilla law, but it is standard practice to appoint older and more powerful vampires. This insures
that justicars are able to carry out punishment and sentencing for Masquerade violations, and insures that
they're powerful enough to survive potential assassination.

To help them carry out their grisly mission, justicars select a number of minions to serve under them.
Those who serve justicars are known as  Archons, and they are nearly as feared as their masters. If
Justicars are the hands of the Inner Circle, Archons are the fingers of those hands. Archons serve as long
as their masters desire their service.

CAMARILLA CONCLAVES
Any time the Camarilla meets to discuss issues and deicde upon courses of action, the meeting is known
as a Conclave. Conclaves are part parliament, part court, and part festival. Typically, conclaves are most
often called for by Justicars. However, powerful Princes and other vampires in positions of power may
also call Conclaves.

When a conclave is called, it is held within the geographical region most concerned with the issue at
hand. Vampires who attend a given conclave are known as  The Assembly, and all are entitled to
speak on the issue at hand. Vampire conclaves are majoritarian and democratic in nature- each vampire
who attends a conclave is entitled to a single vote on each issue being discussed, witha simple majority
being required to settled an issue.

Of course, as in life, so in death. Not all vampire support majoritarian organizing and decision making.
Some vampires, especially powerful elders and Princes, support authoritarian tyrany, and have no time for
petty democratic squabbling. Other vampires, notably the Independents or Anarchs, favor consensus-
based decision making and/or dismiss the entire system of voting and majority rule. These very issues-
the disparities in political systems and decision making- are central to the political struggles of nightly life
among the kindred.

Conclaves  are  most  usually  called  to  address  breaches  of  The Masquerade,  and  hold  the  violating
individual(s) accountable. In other cases, conclaves coalesce to discuss Camarilla policy, to interpret or
rewrite the Traditions, and generally to appoint new Justicars. Conclaves are also rarely held to settle or
mediate disputes between rival Princes, or between other powerful members of undead society.

When an individual vampire is on trail at a conclave for violating The Traditions, a few things may
occur. If the crime is considered relatively minor, the offender may be given the option to undergo an
Ordeal. An ordeal can be almost any exacting, difficult task by which the offending kindred may prove
his loyalty and redeem himself in the eyes of his clan and peers. Justicars often offer Ordeals when
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minor infractions occur, and impose the task itself, the time in which it must be completed, and the
penalty or penalties for failure upon the Accused.

In the event of serious crimes and infractions, Accused vampires may still appeal in the form of ritual
combat. The Accused may challenge the Accuser(s), but those making accusations may always defer to
the Justicar as their Champion. This means that the ritual combat appeal is all but suicide, but in serious
violations of the Masqerade,  the Accused is almost  sure to be executed anyway.  When such ritual
combat occurs, the rules are randomly decided by The Assembly. Ritual combats may be to the death, to
first blood, blindfolded, with or without the use of Disciplines, and so forth.

There are, on occasion, Conclaves that are less serious and more convivial. These conclaves are held to
encourage fraternizing and discussion of general vampire goings-on between members of The Camarilla.
These  are  considered festive  and  joyous  events,  and serve to  build  cohesion  between vampires  of
different clans.

THE SABBAT, "THE BLACK HAND"
The largest,  most  organized,  and
most  consistent  enemy  of  The
Camarilla  is  a  rival  power group
known as The Sabbat, sometimes
cryptically called The Black Hand.
The  Sabbat  are  organizationally
and  politically  similar  to  The
Camarilla,  althougfh their  actions
and  philosophies  couldn't  differ
more  drastically.  Whereas  The
Camarilla believe in upholding the
Masquerade and Six Traditions in
order to protect vampire kind and
remain concealed from Humanity,
The  Sabbat  see  things  very
differently.

The Sabat no longer cling to their humanity, nor to the ethics and ideals that come with being human.
Clans and individuals within the Sabat wholeheartedly embrace their vampire-ness, and the beastial and
predatory nature thereof. Sabat vampires embrace violence and revel in bloodshed; they also have no
fear of revealing themselves to Humanity, and have no compunctions about violating the Masquerade.

Plain and simple, The Sabbat seeks to enslave humanity and treat the human race as livestock. Sabbat
kindred most  certainly don't  fear humanity,  and they see the vampires of The Camarilla  as craven
wretches too cowardly and feeble to fully accept and embrace their predatory natures. The Sabat is not
necessarily more "evil" than the vampires of The Camarilla or the Independent kindred, but they are
definitely more blatant and overt in their monstrousness.

In terms of makeup, the Sabat were founded by and are primarily composed of two clans: Clan Lasombra
and Clan Tzimisce. The Sabat is also composed of many dissenting vampires belonging to the bloodlines
loyal to the Camarilla. All such vampires are known as Antitribu ("anti-clans"), and they number many
within the Sabat.
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THE VIEW FROM WITHOUT
  THE CAMARILLA

I heard that the Sabbat drink each other's blood and burn their sires at 
their coven meetings. I've been to Sabbat cities before, and they're the 
most run-down, violent hellholes in the world.

       - Pentagellis, Tremere neonate

  THE INDEPENDENTS
They're insidious. At least with the Camarilla, you know they're going 
to stab you in the back. They're chatting you up and smiling while 
they're burning down your haven and murdering your sister in the cellar.

       - Ambrogino Giovanni



SABBAT ORGANIZATION & PRACTICES
Sabat culture revolves heavily around the twin principles of loyalty and freedom. In practice, this allows
Sabat vampires to do whatever they please, provided they stay loyal to the Sabat itself.

The Lasombra and Tzimisce are both believed to have  Diablerized and destroyed their progenitors.
Diablerie is the act of one vampire preying upon another, almost always a younger vampire upon an
elder, for the purpose of absorbing and internalizing that vampire's power. Among the kindred, Diablerie
is almost universally considered a heinous, unthinkable crime. Among the Sabat, it is not so.

Diablerie and the destruction of older vampires is considered par for the course among the Sabat. Sabat
vampires value freedom, after all,  and elderly vampires tend to desire control and power over their
youngers.

Unlike Camarilla vampires and Independents, who both tend toward individuality and reclusiveness, the
Sabat typically run in Packs. Sabbat Packs are loosely knit confederations of kindred united in pursuing
shared goals. Packs tend to be nomadic, traveling from place to place in search of prey and destruction. In
keeping with loyalty, the members of Packs are devoted to their brethren; in keeping with freedom, Packs
operate on the principle of free association, allowing members to come and go as they please.

SABBAT RITUALS
Upon their Embrace, Sabbat vampires are unceremoniously whacked in the skull with a blunt implement
then buried in the ground. The subsequent rite of clawing their way out of the cold, blind earth while
feeling the burning sting of head trauma strips much of the Sabbat neonate's Humanity. This leaves the
novice Sabbat in a state of fierce beastial struggle, awakening her as a monster rather than a feeble
mewling.

The Sabbat also takes great pleasure in distorting and perverting the religious rites of humanity. Perhaps
their most common religious rite is the consumption of the Vaulderie, a kind of dark sacrament and
communion. During this ritual, each Sabbat kindred present spills her blood into a communal chalice.
When the vessel is full, it is passed from kindred to kindred, each imbibing a mouthful. This sharing of
blood and vital lifeforce strengthens not only loyalty, but each member of The Sabbat.

The vampires of the Sabbat also participate in numerous other rituals, of which there is a seemingly
endless supply. The sect makes regular use of serpents, fire, violence, and blood at its rituals, which may
take the form of  snake-handling,  fire-dancing,  torture,  ceremonial  slaughter  and sacrifice,  and other
debased practices. These rituals serve to create solidarity and oneness among Sabbat vampires, in addition
to encouraging Sabbat vampires to remember that they are apex predators and that they are free to
explore unlife to its full potential.

SABBAT OFFICES
For all its disorganization and revelry, the Sabbat maintains numerous positions for its members. Each pack
usually has a Priest, an individual who leads the pack in rituals and some other affairs. Certain cities and
towns are governed by Sabbat Princes. Such Princes style themselves Archbishops, and they are often
aided and served by Bishops. Both these titles carry tremendous respect within the Sabbat and even
among rival vampires.
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Above  these  offices  are  the  Cardinals,  those  individual  Sabbat  kindred  who  are  responsible  for
coordinating and overseeing Sabbat  influence over a given region.  Above Cardinals  are the  Prisci
(singular Priscus), who act as advisors to the "supreme" leader of the Sabbat sect,  The Regent. The
martial  arm of  the  Sabbat  governing body comprises  the  Templars  and  Paladins,  who serce  as
assassins and bodyguards to the Regent, Prisci, and Cardinals.

INDEPENDENT KINDRED
As in all  great political conflicts,  there
are  those  who  choose  neither  option
when  presented  with  two  oppressive
sides.  Among  vampiric  kindred,  those
who  give  allegiance  neither  to  The
Camarilla  nor  The  Sabbat  are
collectively  known  as  The
Independents. The Independents are
traditionally  composed  of  four  distinct
clan  bloodlines,  as  well  as  individual
vampires  from  all  the  Camarilla  and
Sabbat clans who want nothing to do
with that conflict.

The  four  major  clans  that  remain
independent  in  the  ongoing
Camarilla/Sabbat  conflict  are:  The
Assamites,  The Followers of Set,
The  Giovanni  Family,  and  Clan
Ravnos. Besides their disdain for both
The Camarilla  and The Sabbat,  these
four clans and their individual kindred
have very little in common.

As mentioned,  The Independents aren't composed entirely of vampires from these four clans.  Many
individual kindred with dissenting opinions and philosophies have broken away from The Camarilla and
The Sabbat, despite their clans being allied with one or the other. Being born in a given nation doesn't
make one nationalistic and loyal; similarly, being sired into a given bloodline doesn't make an individual
beholden to that clan's politics and stances.

Little can be said of the Independents in terms of organization and structure, since each of the officially
independent clans has its own customs, beliefs, and practices.

ANARCHS
The final major group among kindred political organizing is The Anarchs. Unsurprisingly, most Anarchs
were, in life, anarchists. Anarchs are those rebellious kindred who seek to abolish hierarchy and power
structures in vampire society. Anarchs despise the tyrany of Princes and Archbishops alike, and likewise
froth at their undead mouths about the injustices and oppressive nature of both the Camarilla, the Sabbat,
and every other group that seeks to dominate others.
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THE VIEW FROM WITHOUT
  THE CAMARILLA

As if we didn't have enough to worry about, these vipers insist on 
playing both sides against one another. It's certain they're up to no 
good; what else could convince them they can surive without allies? 
They are perfectly capable of shifting the ballance in the war of 
the underworld, and they know it full well.

       - Anne Bowesley, Camarilla Prince

  THE SABBAT
They are too weak to threaten our power – but also too strong to 
crush easily. Sometimes we lose a pack, or more, to idiocy; only a 
fool tries to wrest a Serpent from its den, or beat one of those 
damned Giovanni at her own game. But we learn from such 
things. We learn where the so-called “free clans“ are strong, and 
where they're not. 

       - Cicatriz, Sabbat Bishop



Although Anarchs arise from every clan,
some generalizations can be made about
Anarchs as a whole. Moreso than any
other clan, an overwhelming majority of
Anarchs come from Clan Brujah, many
of  whom  were  agitators  and  political
subversives  in  life.  Besides  the  many
Brujah Anarchs, a large number of these
vampiric rabble-rousers come from Clan
Gangrel.  Gangrel  vampires  are  the
wildest  and  most  feral  of  the  kindred,
and  have  the  greatest  connection  to
wild nature (as great a connection as an
undead,   immortal  freak of nature can
have,  anyway).  As  such,  Gangrel
kindred  tend  to  be  drawn  to  the
wilderness and its chaos, and have little
interest  in  political  scheming,  power
structures and hierarchy, and cities and
civilization in general. This leads a great
many  Gangrel  to  the  path  of  the
Anarch.

As with anarchists in the real world, Anarch kindred hold a number of different ideologies, and come
from a number of different schools of thought. Their organizing is factious, bickering, and sometimes
petulant, although they are singlemindedly unified in their passion for destroying hierarchy and power.
One aspect of Anarch activism that breaks firmly away from human anarchists is the use of violence as a
political tool.  Mortal anarchists are often torn between using violence or engaging in symbolic non-
violent resistance;  vampire Anarchs,  however,  are all  entirely in favor of  using violence,  and do so
regularly.

As with the Sabbat, almost all Anarchs also distance themselves from vampiric tradition and law. Few
Anarchs think twice about the validity of the Six Traditions. However, whereas the Sabbat break the
Traditions mindlessly and with chaotic, destructive intent, Anarchs are more concerned with analyzing
whether or not the Traditions are ethically and socially just. While Anarch kindred work to destroy the
Traditions, as do the Sabbat, Anarchs still want what is best for themselves and best for vampire kind,
while the Sabbat seek to enslave humanity at any cost, and don't think twice about the wellbeing of
vampires as a whole. Sabbat kindred also strive to take power for themselves; Anarchs work to destroy
the power structure and institutionalized power altogether. The differences in dogma are subtle, but they
drive Sabbat and Anarchs alike in vastly different directions.
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THE VIEW FROM WITHOUT
  THE CAMARILLA
  The Anarchs? The ANARCHS?! ::hysterical, derisive laughter::
       - Nico, Ventrue Archon

  THE SABBAT
They wisely reject the traditions forced upon us by the Camarilla. 
And yet, they cling to human politics and simpering morality like 
a bunch of raving halfwits. Fools, the lot of them! Wasting their 
immortality on idealistic nonsense, and missing out on the true 
pleasures of unlife...

       - Magdalena Lasombra

  THE INDEPENDENTS
  What's an Anarch?
       - Aziz, Setitie Acolyte



VAMPIRIC LAW: THE SIX TRADITIONS, THE 
MASQUERADE

As discussed in the preceeding chapters, The Camarilla exists as an organization first and foremost to
enforce the code of vampiric law known as The Six Traditions. The first of these traditions is known
as The Masquerade, and so in colloquial vampire palaver, the whole code has come to be known as The
Masquerade.

This set of laws exists to protect and shroud the kindred, or so say The Camarilla. Not all vampires
follow these laws, most especially NOT the Sabbat, but they still remain a critical and universal aspect in
vampiric unlife. In any campaign using the information within this supplement, Storytellers and Players
must understand the Six Traditions whether their characters follow them or not.

Among the Camarilla, the penalties for breaking the traditions ("violating the Masquerade") are stiff and
unforgiving. Seven Justicars and their many Archon minions tirelessly and brutally pursue those who
violate this covenant. For more on The Camarilla and how it enforces these laws, please see the previous
chapter.

What follows is the most common wording of the Six Traditions. Bear in mind that this is the phrasing
and language used by Elders and on formal occasions. The wording may change according to specific
clans, sires, the age of a vampire speaking, and context. The Traditions are:

THE FIRST TRADITION:
THE MASQUERADE
Thou shalt not reveal thy true nature to those not of the Blood. Doing so shall renounce thy
claims of Blood.

THE SECOND TRADITION:
THE DOMAIN
Thy domain is thy concern. All others owe thee respect while in it. None may challenge thy
word within thy domain.

THE THIRD TRADITION:
THE PROGENY
Thou shalt sire another only with permission of thine elder. If thou createst another without
thine elder's leave, both thou and thy progeny shalt be slain.

THE FOURTH TRADITION:
THE ACCOUNTING
Those thou createst  are thine own childer.  Until  thy progeny shalt  be released,  thou shalt
command them in all things. Their sins are thine to endure. 

THE FIFTH TRADITION:
HOSPITALITY
Honor one another's domain. When thou comest to a foreign city, thou shalt present thyself to
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the one who ruleth there. Without the Word of Acceptance, thou art nothing.

THE SIXTH TRADITION:
DESTRUCTION
Thou art forbidden to destroy another of thy Kindred. The Right of Destruction belongeth only
to thine elder. Only the eldest among thee shalt call the Blood Hunt.

Obviously, not all Kindred agree with or uphold the Six Traditions. More specifically, vampires of the
Sabbat and the Anarchs blatantly defy this code, and their collective dismissal of vampiric tradition is
perhaps the most potent source of hostility and outright warfare between the Camarilla and the Sabbat
and Anarchs.

VAMPIRIC LINEAGE: BLOODLINES, CLANS,
& FAMILIES
Though "vampire" is a blanket term used to describe all beastly creatures afflicted with the vampiric curse,
in reality,  there are many types of vampiric  Kindred.  All  vampires are delineated according to their
lineage, as all vampire bloodlines can trace their existence back to a unique and fearsome progenitor. This
chapter details the various bloodlines, clans, and family lineages.

These various clans are grouped according to their sect allegiance, at least nominally. The Camarilla clans
are those bloodlines who founded the Camarilla as an organization. All of the clans listed under the
Camarilla heading are nominally members of the Camarilla, but not all the individuals of those clans
believe in or uphold Camarilla dogma (namely the Brujah, their sometimes allies the Gangrel, and many
disenfranchised Nosferatu). Schisms of this sort and inner-clan politics are discussed in each following
section.

CAMARILLA CLANS:
 

Far and away the least orthodox of the Camarilla clans, the Brujah
bloodline is composed mainly of vampires with social, political, and
ethical  causes  near  to  their  hearts.  Individualistic,  outspoken,  and
turbulent,  Brujah  hold  social  change  and  the  destruction  of  o
ppressive paradigms near to their undead,  unbeating hearts.  Most
other Kindred perceive the Brujah as no thing more than punks and
miscreant  upstarts,  but  the  truth  of  the  matter  is  that  genuine
passion lies behind their fiery polemics.

Almost all Brujah adopt pet passions and causes, which they support with volume and vitriol. Some
Brujah unite and in collectives of struggle, while others prefer stances of blatant, defiant individualism.
Clan Brujah has a history rich with warrior-poets, and it maintains this tradition at present – Brujah are
happy to have an opportunity  to  speak their  minds,  then indulge in  a bit  of  explosive destruction
afterward to illustrate their point.
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- STEREOTYPES -
Assamites: They fell too far from the tree to have 
a place in our world.
Followers of Set: Snake-worshiping bastards. I 
have to wonder what they're hiding if what they 
don't mind showing you is so heinous.
Gangrel: They fight well and they're willing to die 
for what they believe in. They also hate the 
Camarilla. Good allies and friends, if a bit mangy.
Giovanni:  I'm not sure what their angle is, but it 
can't be good. Don't trust them, don't care to.
Lasombra:  Swing first and ask questions later, or 
they'll talk you into slitting your own throat.
Malkavian: They're completely batshit, but at least 
they don't immediately hate others for who they 
are.
Nosferatu:  Geh! Still, they know everything and 
they're the most marginalized of all Kindred, so it's 
probably best to be kind to them. Plus, they need all 
the friends they can get.
Ravnos: Thieves, the lot of them. Sketchy 
enemies, and dangerous but valuable allies.
Toreador: Have any of these Kindred actually done 
anything? Or do they just snipe at each other every 
night?
Tremere: Sorcerous freaks.
Tzimisce: Take 'em or leave 'em. They seem more 
trustworthy than most of the Camarilla Kindred, but 
who knows what they really want?
Ventrue:  Fascist assholes and complete hypocrites, 
like everyone with a bit of power to throw around. 
Our worst enemies, without a doubt.
Caitiff:  We're the only clan who treats these the 
unfortunate Clanless as equals.
The Camarilla: The lesser of two monolithic 
evils, but still fucking evil. We'll pretend allegience 
for now.
The Sabbat: Evil, power-hungry fucks. Still, there's 
something to be said for decisive action...
The Anarchs: Solid politics, and effective action. 
More of us join them every night.

The Rabble's espousal of change unites them,
albeit tenuously, in their nightly crusades. Given
a common enemy, Brujah with vastly different
ideals will band together to crush their common
foe.  After the enemy is defeated,  however,  all
bets are off, and it's back to business (violence)
as  usual.  A  common  Brujah  theme  is  the
concept of a Kindred Utopia, or the re-creation
of a mythical one from nights past. 

Of  course,  Brujah  individuals  and  collectives
rarely reach a concensus as to what said Utopia
is or ought to be, so the clan's efforts tend to be
tumultuous ones.

Brujah rely on chaotic behavior and upheaval to
get  their  ideas  across,  and  so  the  Camarilla
allows  the Rabble a certain leeway that other
clans do not receive. In fact, Brujah are almost
expected  by other  Kindred to  be bellicose  and
fervent  to  the  point  of  incoherence;  this
stereoytpe works to the advantage of many of
the  clan's  eloquent,  diplomatic  demogogues,
who  have  no  need  to  resort  to  violence  to
convey their politics.

Respected  for  their  martial  prowess  and
eagerness to rally under a common banner, the
Brujah are the physical strength of the Camarilla
when the organization must engage in violence.
Of  course,  almost  every  Brujah  views  the
Camarilla  as an oppressive,  authoritarian cabal
in dire need of destruction. Every night, more
and more Brujah defect from the Camarilla and
join the ranks of the Anarchs. A few Brujah also
claim membership in the Sabbat.

NICKNAME: The Rabble, Zealots, Agitators.

SECT:  Nominally, the Camarilla. However, almost half of the Brujah are secretly Anarchs, posing as
upstanding Camarilla  members  for  subterfuge and sabotage.  Indeed,  the Anarchs claim more Brujah
adherents than all the other bloodlines combined.
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APPEARANCE: Brujah vary widely in appearance,
and have no common physical traits. However, due to
the  intensity  of  their  politics,  it  has  become
fashionable among the Brujah to adopt radical styles
and  bold,  standoffish  looks.  Among  young  Brujah,
dressing  in  stark  contrast  to  whatever  styles  are
currently "in" in both human and Kindred society is
the  trend.  Tattoos,  piercings,  and  outlandish,  high-
maintenance  hair  styles,  as  well  as  eyeblack  and
warpaint  are  common  features.  Older  Brujah  who
want  to  be  taken  seriously  often  dress  in  the
acceptable  fashion  of  contemporary  human  and
Kindred society.

In  general,  assumptions  about  a  Brujah's  ideals  or
activities  based  on her  appearance  can  be  a  fatal
mistake. Brujah look and dress how they want, period.
 

HAVEN: Anywhere they damn well please. Few are
brave (or stupid) enough to tell them to leave.

Moreso  than  any  other  clan,  the  Rabble  keep  the
company of other vampires, and are glad to do so.
Because they are oft persecuted for their beliefs and
actions, Brujah tend to keep multiple safehouses and
boltholes. Some hotheaded young Brujah are fond of
breaking into the homes of humans, murdering them,
and  squatting  their  homes.  Other  less  aggressive
Brujah  may  simply  squat  abandoned  buildings  or
swathes of wilderness near cities. 

BACKGROUND: Brujah prefer to sire those who
espouse social change in one form or another,  and
especially  desire  those  who  in  life  are
radicals/anarchists,  feminists,  labor  organizers,  and
anti-civilization  dissidents.  Brujah  often  recruit
oppressed and marginalized minorities. Of course, no
political ideology has the penchant for in-fighting and
horizontal hostility that anarchism does, and so, as a
clan, the hatred between Brujah is often more potent
than the hatred of the clan's external enemies.

CHARACTER CREATION/CONCEPTS:  Brujah often have violent,  criminal aspects,  but also
tend toward the intellectual, theoretical, and practical pursuits of politics and ethics. Many are also skilled
public speakers wan war-leaders, well-spoken, articulate, and able to inspire and embolden others. Any
background may be appropriate for a Brujah character, and just about any combination of physical and/or
mental traits and skills is encouraged.
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CLAN DISCIPLINES: Celerity, Potence, Presence

WEAKNESSES:  Fiery passion is at once the Brujah's blessing and curse. Though they are quick to
adopt a cause, they are equally quick to fall to frenzy. All Brujah suffer a -2 penalty to all rolls to resist
frenzy. Please see the chapter SAGA Rules & System Errata for more.

ORGANIZATION: Clan Brujah is far too fractious and torn by internecine strife to have a true
organization;  formal  meetings  as  a  clan  are  unheard  of.  Two  conventions  the  clan  does  support
universally are the  Rant  and the  Rave. Rants are just that: informal meetings between Brujah (and
other insurgents, Kindred and kine) at which anyone who can scream loudly enough can have her
opinions heard. Raves are social gatherings in the guise of large-scale musical or entertainment events,
typically used for morale and affinity-building. Raves almost always degenerate (or head intentionally)
into riots and revels of destruction, further eroding the organization base of the clan. 

IN OTHER FACTIONS:  The few Brujah who claim allegiance to the Sabbat are essentially the
slavering shock-troops of that sect. The care less for political and social causes than other Brujah, and
tend  to  see  beauty  and  value  only  in  impassioned,  murderous  destruction.  Anarch  Brujah  are  the
mainstay of that organization. They are, at their core, identical to Camarilla Brujah, except that they have
followed their politics to their logical extreme- opposing and destroying the Camarilla itself. More and
more Brujah represent the Anarchs every night, as the ranks of Camarilla Brujah dwindle.

BLOODLINES: Within the Brujah clan is one distinct offshoot, known as the Osebo, or leopards.
These Brujah are known for indulging the Beast and causing massive mayhem on a whim, and they also
engage in the practice of craddle-robbing. Osebo Brujah lose the Presence Discipline and instead learn
the Auspex Discipline.

QUOTE: "Think for yourself, or you're better off dead. Either way, I'm satisfied."
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Of all vampires, Gangrel are perhaps the closest to their true inner
nature. These nomadic, beastly loners spurn the constraints of society,
preferring the comfort of wilderness. Though the wilds are typically
frought with werewolves (the ancestral enemies of the Kindred), the
Gangrel themselves are shapeshifters, and their close kinship with the
Beast keeps them on friendly terms with werewolves. When a mortal
speaks of a vampire changing into a bat or wolf, she is most likely
referencing a Gangrel.

Like the Brujah, Gangrel are fierce warriors. Unlike
the  Brujah,  Gangrel  ferocity  does  not  stem  from
anarchic,  political  rage,  but  from  animal  instinct.
They are among the most predatory Kindred, and
love  to  lose  themselves  in  the  thrill  of  the  hunt.
Gangrel have a keen understanding of the Beast in
their  souls,  and  often  spend  their  nights  in
communion with their animal kindred,  rather than
their  vampiric  Kindred.   Indeed,  Gangrel  are  so
attuned to the Beast and to their wild nature that
they all develop a variety of feral features on their
bodies.  These  range  from  patches  of  thick  hair
and/or  fur,  sharp  talons  istead  of  fingernails,  and
exaggerated canines. A few gangrel even sprout tails,
which they must hide to maintain the Masquerade.
 
The clan itself has little contact with and regard for
the rest of vampire kind. This is due in part to the
Gangrel's disdain for Kindred politics and infighting,
and in part to their wild, nomadic lifestyle. Just so,
other  Kindred  view  the  Gangrel  as  quiet  and
reclusive. Of all the stereotypes pervading vampiric
society, this is definitely the most truthful.

NICKNAME: Outlanders, Wolfkin

SECT: As with their friends in clan Brujah, the Gangrel are nominally Camarilla, though in reality most
Gangrel aren't politically aligned or inclined at all. Those Gangrel who are active in politics tend to ally
themselves with the Anarchs, but the first and truest allegiance of all Gangrel is to the wilderness itself.

APPEARANCE:  The harsh and rugged unlifestyle of Gangrel vampires gives them an appearance
that matches their wildness. Coupled with the animal features that members of this clan develop, and the
Gangrel often appear downright frightening. Others, especially the Gangrel themselves, tend to see these
features as graceful, predatory beauty. When they interact with Kindred and kine society, the Kindred
typically wear whatever is functional, practical, and available. They have a propensity toward leather, furs,
and rugged fabrics, and care nothing for popular trends in fashion.
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- STEREOTYPES -
Assamites: Jackals playing at being lions.
Brujah: Their fury and ferocity is inspiring. If only 
they weren't addicted to cities and squabbling over 
politics. Still, we count them as loose allies.
Followers of Set: They stink of disease worst 
than most of us do. Then again, we're all corpses.
Giovanni:  Who cares? They have little to do 
with us.
Lasombra:  Honest bastards. Competent bastards. 
Bastards nonetheless.
Malkavian: Either they know the greatest secrets 
or they've played us all as fools. Either way, we 
keep our distance.
Nosferatu:  Wise observers and useful allies and 
friends.
Ravnos:  That these untrustworthy bitches claim 
kinship with us is an insult.
Toreador: Pointless waste.
Tremere:  They are not vampires, try as they 
might.
Tzimisce: Pointless waste.
Ventrue:  Their foolish power-games keep the 
others occupied, and so we tolerate them, for now...
Caitiff: When they are strong enough to run with 
us, we bear them no ill-will. Otherwise, they can 
die with the rest.
The Camarilla: Moronic undead still caught up 
in the trappings of mortal politics and power-
mongering. Fools who refuse to embrace their true 
wildness.
The Sabbat: We stay and go, spare and kill as we 
choose, O Black Hand!
The Anarchs: Those of us who still care for 
politics fill out the Anarch ranks. The only of the 
three sects that doesn't want to suppress who and 
what we truly are.

HAVEN:  Gangrel  rarely  make  permanent
havens,  migrating  regularly  and  sleeping
wherever  they  can  escape  the  sun.  Gangrel
with sufficient mastery (three ranks, i.e.:  Earth
Meld)  of  the  Protean  Discipline  sleep  in  the
very earth, able to conceal themselves in the
soil  itself.  Caves,  grottos,  and  deep,  shaded
woods are all potential havens for the Gangrel.

BACKGROUND:  Gangrel  Embrace  for
many reasons,  as do most  Kindred,  but they
don't  pass  on  their  affliction  lightly.  If  a
generalization could be made, it might be said
that Gangrel prefer to Embrace loners, wild and
uncivilized  peoples,  and  those  among  the
civilized  who  love  the  natural  world  and
oppose civilization and "progress". Gangrel also
prefer those who are strong, swift, and stealthy
enough to survive the wild, and almost never
sire the weak and feeble.

CHARACTER  CREATION:  Gangrel
characters can come from many backgrounds
and dispositions, but some generalizations can
be made about all  Gangrel.  They tend to be
wild,  individualistic  or  pack-oriented,  strong,
hardy, and deeply connected to the wilderness.
Animal  lovers,  ecological  activists  and
saboteurs,  anti-civilization  dissidents  and
primitivists,  and  indigenous  nomadic  peoples
are all likely candidates.

CLAN DISCIPLINES: Animalism, Fortitude,
Protean.

WEAKNESSES: Gangrel are closer to the Beast Within than any other Kindred. When they succumb
to it (or willingly embrace it), it leaves visible effects on their bodies. Every time a Gangrel frenzies, she
gains a non-human animalistic feature, to be determined by the player and Storyteller. It might be tufted
ears, a pelt, a tail, cat- or wolf-like eyes, a snarling voice, and so forth. Any such features a Gangrel
acquires  that  are large and obvious make all  communication and social  rolls  with humanoids (non-
vampires) +1 Difficulty; conversely, such features may also grant bonuses to camouflage, stealth, and
physical combat rolls (Storyteller discretion).
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ORGANIZATION: Gangrel have no true organization as a clan. Instead, allied and friendly Gangrel
(often sires and their childer) run together in Packs, Prides, or Tribes, small bands with shared goals
and tight group affinity and affection. Within these coteries,  powerful and skilled elder vampires are
deferred to in a sort of meritocratic guideance, though they are by no means leaders. Little hierarchy
exists in Gangrel packs- decisions are often made collectively, and when disputes do occur, they are
settled first by communication, then by non-lethal combat if communication fails.

Gangrel packs come together locally and regionally at events called  Gathers. These events happen
irregularly and informally, and are most often held when more than one pack is in a given area. At a
Gather, Gangrel come together to tell tales and deeds, to share information, and to feast and dance, two
things the Gangrel love to do in their humanoid form. On occasion at Gathers, tribes will "exchange"
voluntary individuals to foster good relations.

BLOODLINE: Certain vampires of clan Gangrel may still foster sentimental or functional ties to the
cities of their mortal lives. Over the centuries, these Gangrel have developed into a distinct bloodline,
known as City Gangrel, or Dogs to their feral Gangrel cousins. These vampires are forced to learn
the arts of evasion and elusiveness to a greater extent than their wild brethren, the better to disguise
their animalistic features from the mortals around them. Just so, City Gangrel neglect the Fortitude
Discipline and instead learn the Obfuscate Discipline.

QUOTE: "You provided worthy sport, mortal. Now, though, the chase is ended."
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Even among a race of horrifying, undead monsters, the Kindred
are  afraid  of  the  Malkavians.  The  acursed  blood  that  pulses
through the undead veins of vampires of this clan renders every
single Malkavian incurably insane. What's worse, a Malkavian's
individual affliction can take any form, ranging from overpowering
homicidal tendencies to near-catatonia. In many cases, there's no
way to tell a Malkavian from "sane" members of other bloodlines,
Those few whose psychoses are immediately apparent are among
the most terrifying vampires to stalk the night.

For as long as the eldest vampire can remember, the Malkavians
have stirred  Kindred society  with their  passing.  Although the
clan  has  instigated  no  great  wars  or  toppled  any  mortal
governments  (at  least,  not  to  the  knowledge  of  their  fellow
Kindred), the very presence of a Malkavian has a subtle change
on the local scene. Chaos nips at the Lunatics' heels, and those
who  associate  with  even  the  most  well-meaning  Malkavian
have their lives or unlives inexorably altered.  

Recently, the Malkavs have begun changing for the worse. A
few  stories  speak  of  an  epidemic  of  contagious  dementia
exploding among those of Malkav's blood. Malkavians across the
world have begun displaying a new,  dangerous edge to their
madness,  accompanied by bizarre events in Kindred cities the
world over.

The  Malkavians  themselves  joke  that  the  current  state  of
perpetual warfare between vampire clans was, in fact, a prank
played by the founder of their clan on all vampire kind. Ignorant
of  this,  many  other  vampires  nevertheless  wonder  if  the
Malkavians  have  played  some sort  of  epic  joke  on them all
along.

None can say what  it  is  exactly  that  makes the Lunatics  so
dangerou s. Certainly, their insanity frees them from fear of pain
or  Final  Death.  More  than  a  few  Malkavs  demonstrate
horrifying murderous  urges  or  a  complete  sociopathic  lack  of
emotion and compassion. But more treacherous yet is the fact
that  Malkavians  are  free  from  the  contraints  of  reason  and
rationale,  and  do  whatever  they  like.  And,  worse  still,  this
freedom is coupled with an uncanny insight, a strange wisdom
that  cannot  be  perceived  by  the  sane.  The  vampires  of  this
bloodline possess a dark intellect that is often – and increasingly
– set to frightening purposes. 
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- STEREOTYPES -
Assamites: So. That's done, then.
Brujah: I want to like the average Brujah, but his 
skull's just so damn thick that he can't crack it 
open and get at the good stuff he doesn't even 
know he's got in there. So forget him.
Followers of Set: I can't understand them. 
Aren't they mad yet? Don't they understand what 
they've seen. Goddamn..... Goddamn......
Gangrel:  They aren't animals, no matter what 
people say. Look under the skin of the corpse, then 
look under the layer of beast-thought, and what do 
you find? A secret worse than human, corpse, 
animal. Yes? YES!
Giovanni: What price did these idiots pay for 
their inside gossip? It's yesterday's news – anybody 
can find it if they listen, and the Giovanni have 
sold their souls so they can call it their “big secret“. 
Feh.
Lasombra:  (an explosion of helpless, hysterical 
giggling, swelling up into full-throated laughter)
Nosferatu:  They've just about mortified enough 
of their own flesh to blast through the wall of 
delusion to the other side of perception. They're on 
to something.
Ravnos: Call us deluded? Go look at a Ravnos...
Toreador: Puppets who pull their own strings.
Tremere: They. Are on. To us.
Tzimisce: Penguins. They decided they like the 
water so much, they traded their wings for flippers. 
And they were so close...
Ventrue:  They will never accept it, no matter 
who tries to hand it to them. Well, don't say we 
didn't warn you.
Caitiff:  From their number will the Herald 
emerge.
The Camarilla: (raises one eyebrow and stares)
The Sabbat: It's more fun when you don't try so 
hard.
The Anarchs: The what?

NICKNAME:  Lunatics,  Kooks,  Madmen,
Clan of the Moon, Malks, Malkavs

SECT:  As a clan,  the Malkavians have an
"understanding" with the Camarilla. They also
populate  the  Sabbat,  but  in  lesser  numbers,
where  they  frighten  even  their  packmates
with  their  psychotic  displays.  Because  the
Anarchs,  as  a  sect,  are  purely  political,  and
beause Malkavians are often too crazy to care
deeply  about  political  overthrow,  very  few
Malkavians  join  the  Anarch  struggle.
Ultimately, though, no one can say for sure
where Malkavian loyalties sit. It is likely that
Malkavian loyalty transcends sects,  and that
those  Malkavians  who  claim devotion  to  a
sect  are  either  babbling  incoherently  or  are
toying with that sect as a cat with a rodent.

APPEARANCE:  Malkavians  run  the
gamut from the terrifyingly psychotic to the
disturbingly mundane, sometimes all at once.
Just  like  human  serial  killers,  they  can  be
anyone:  the  scruffy  bum talking  to  himself
about  conspiracies,  the  pleasant  but  quiet
neighbor, the charming musician who tortures
animals in her spare time. These vampires are
subtle, and rarely show others a face besides
the one the want people to see.

HAVEN:  The  Lunatics  by  and  large  take
whatever shelter they like. Many prefer the
company of desperate and disturbed mortals,
sheltering in slums and underworld haunts of
the kine.

BACKGROUND:  Malkavians take  their  childer  from all  walks  of  life  and for  every conceivable
reason. Anyone can be chosen to further a sire's twisted purposes, although most Malkavians prefer to
sire those mortals who are already close to or in the throes of madness. Most other Kindred assume that
Malkavians Embrace their childer on a whim; this is sometimes true, but is often not.
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CHARACTER  CREATION:  Malkavians
come in many shapes and flavors, and from a
variety  of  backgrounds.  Most  have  well-
developed  mental  abilities  and  comprehensive
knowledge,  but  not  universally.  With  the
influence of a Malkavian's madness framing his
siring  of  childer,  a  Malkavian  can  literally  be
anyone, anywhere.

CLAN DISCIPLINES: Auspex, Dementation,
Obfuscate.

WEAKNESSES:  Irredeemable insanity is the
most obvious disadvantage. Some attribute this
to a curse of the blood, while others consider it
a "gift" of insight and cosmic awareness. When
a Malkavian character is created, the player or
Storyteller  must  choose  at  least  one
Derangement,  as  described  in  the  section
detailing  the  Dementation  Discipline in  the
chapter Vampiric Powers & Disciplines. If a player
or storyteller wants a different Derangement not
listed, they should feel free to create another. Such derangements may be temporarily fought or resisted
with Willpower rolls, but can never be cured or removed, except, perhaps, by the most powerful and
treacherous of magical rituals.

ORGANIZATION: The hierarchy of the Malkavian clan, if it exists at all, defies description. Most are
content  to  let  others  do  as  they  please.  But  now and  again,  in  times  of  great  need,  Malkavians
demonstrate  an  uncanny  ability  to  act  in  unison,  without  leadership  and  often  without  verbal
communication. As one, they arise from their desolate haunts. As one, they descend onto problems at
hand. And when they've annihilated their obstacles, they drift back to their usual routines of rambling
crazyness.  If  the  Malkavians  engage in  any kind  of  machinations  or  scheming as  a  clan,  they are
incomprehensible to other vampires- which may be a blessing.

BLOODLINES: Although the vast majority of this clan have the Dementation Discipline, there is a
small offshoot of the main bloodline that instead has the Domination Discipline. These Malkavians are
still afflicted by madness, but they have somewhat different abilities and power than the rest of the clan.
Even so, Malkavians as a whole don't distinguish between the two bloodlines, if they even acknowledge
that they exist.  With Storyteller approval,  players may choose this bloodline rather than the normal
Malkavian template.

QUOTE:  "Laugh if you like. Doesn't matter. Assume that you're much smarter than the poor, broken lunatic.
Doesn't matter. But think about this: you're a dead thing, same as me. You died and were reborn... as this. What
makes you and me different? Simple – I remember what I saw when I was full and truly dead. You'd be mad too."
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Kindred often call themselves "the Damned", and no vampires embody
this better  (or  worse)  than those  of  the  Nosferatu clan.  While other
vampires appear more or less humanoid and may travel in mortal society,
Nosferatu are twisted and deformed by the blood of their line. Due to
their appearance, the Nosferatu are not only restricted from interacting
with  mortal  society,  but  they  are  also  shunned  and  despised  by  the
majority of their Kindred.

Following  their  Embrace,  Nosferatu  childer  suffer  an
agonizing  transformation,  as,  over  the  subsequent
weeks, they morph from humanoid form into hideous
monsters.  The  horror  of  the  physical  change  often
produces  an  accompanying  psychological  trauma  in
young Nosferatu. Unable to walk among the kine if
they  wish  to  keep  the  Masquerade,  Nosferatu  must
dwell underground or out of sight for their entire unlife.

Nosferatu  often  choose  physically  or  emotionally
twisted mortals for the Embrace, seeing in vampirism a
possible redemption for such individuals.  Oddly,  there
seems to be some merit to this logic. Many Nosferatu
are surprisingly levelheaded and practical, avoiding the
obsessions, fits of rage, and  scheming of their "fairer"
brethren.  Not  that  this  makes  the  Sewer  Rats
particularly  pleasant  to  be  around;  indeed,  some
Nosferatu come to revel in the horrifed reactions their
appearance evokes.

Nosferatu  are  survivors  par  excellence.  Few  creatures,
mortal  or  vampire,  know  the  world's  dark  corners,
boltholes,  and secret places as well  as the Nosferatu.
Nosferatu  have  mastered  the  arts  of  sneaking  and
eavesdropping, and are known to keep up on all the
current  gossiping  and  machinations  of  others.
Information  brokers  without  peer,  Nosferatu  can
command high prices for  their  knowledge,  and often
do. Making use of their  Obfuscate  discipline, Nosferatu
are able to listen to the conversations of  others and
literally  sit  in  on  secret  meetings  without  being
detected. When a Kindred wishes to glean a particular
bit  of  knowledge  or  insight  about  any  of  the
happenings of the underworld, it's likely she'll consult a
Nosferatu. 
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- STEREOTYPES -
Assamites: This is bad. This is straight fucked-up 
bad. Roll around in sewage; maybe they won't want 
to  bite you.
Brujah: They talk a lot about equality and 
egalitarianism and other shit, but they still flinch like 
the rest. Still, they try, and that counts for 
something.
Followers of Set: What have they got that we 
need? Can't corrupt what's already filthy, you slugs.
Gangrel:  They understand – more than the 
others, at any rate. We don't talk much, and the 
silence speaks volumes.
Giovanni: You know that odor that comes off my 
skin after a good rain? The Giovanni have that 
coming from their insides.
Lasombra: Mean, mean bastards. Can't even trust 
the shadows when you're around them.
Malkavian:  There's a nasty smell on the wind, 
and it's not us. Watch them, observe what they do. 
When you can't see them anymore, run and hide.
Ravnos:  Easily dismissed. Way, way too easily 
dismissed. Not to be overlooked.
Toreador:  These fuckwits sure make themselves 
easy to hate, don't they?
Tremere:  They really think that abracadabra and 
eye of newt will save them? Idiots. Have fun dying 
painfully.
Tzimisce: In theory, we appreciate the idea of 
being mosters through and through. Unpretentious, 
in a way.  In practice, they're assholes and we hate 
'em.
Ventrue:  Little Lord Fontleroy sat on his throne, 
Little Lord Fontleroy died there alone.
Caitiff:  They're even more despised than we are, 
and that brings us together.
The Camarilla: Come on down here and give 
me that order again, Mr. Prince. Yeah, didn't think 
so.
The Sabbat: Do they really think that what they 
do is liberating? Fools.
The Anarchs: We might agree with their aims, 
but there's still no comfort for us in their utopia.

A shared history of suffering and abuse has
united the Nosferatu as a clan. They forego
the  squabbling  and  internal  strife  of  other
clans, preferring to work in cooperative and
collective unison. They treat each other with
extreme  kindness  and  respect,  and  freely
share  information  among  themselves.  To
harass one Nosferatu is to harass and insult
them  all  –  a  mistake  that  many  vampires
have not lived to repeat.

NICKNAME:  Sewer  Rats,  Lepers,
Crawlers, Nossies

SECT: Surprisingly, as a whole, the Nosferatu
clan  belongs  to  the  Camarilla,  despite  their
obvious  difficulties  in  upholding  the
Masquerade. Perhaps they value the safety of
membership;  perhaps  they  simply  want  to
placate  those  who  uphold  the  Masquerade,
and keep a close eye on the other clans. Still,
a  fair  number  of  Nosferatu  belong  to  the
Sabbat, and quite a few are Anarchs. Others
still  claim no  sect  allegiance,  preferring  the
company of their own kind and caring little
for politics.

APPEARANCE:  No two  Nosferatu  look
exactly  alike,  but  all  are  grotesque  and
deformed.  Gaping  fang-filled  maws,
discolorations,  tumors  and growths,  holes in
place of noses,  bat ears,  sloping bald heads,
twisted spines, claws, wrinkled, leathery skin,
pustulent sores, and webbed fingers are but a
few  possible  deformities.  Also,  an  existence
hiding in sewers and other dark, dank places
ensures that  most  Nosferatu smell  about as
good as they look.

HAVEN: Their disfigurement forces almost all Nosferatu to seek havens far from the prying eyes of
mortals. Graveyards, abandoned structures, cellars, sewers, crypts, and caves are all likely haunts of the
Nosferatu. These Lairs are often much more extensive than Kindred or kine are aware – subterranean
labyrinths stretching deep into the darkness and guarded by monstrous ghouls and scrappy Nosferatu.
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BACKGROUND:  Nosferatu choose their progeny from society's castoffs: vagrants,  the hopelessly
antisocial, and the mentally ill. On occasion, a vindictive, bitter Nosferatu will Embrace a beautiful, vain
mortal, then observe and delight as the curse takes hold.

CHARACTER CREATION: Nosferatu characters are often outsiders and loners in life. They may
also come from mortals who were skilled in survival and stealth skills, as their unlife will demand such
craft.

CLAN DISCIPLINES: Animalism, Obfuscate, Potence.

WEAKNESSES:  Appearance,  first  and  foremost.  Nosferatu  are  loathsome  to  behold,  and  their
interactions with other Kindred and kine will  reflect  this.  All  rolls  involving communication,  charm,
diplomacy, haggling, and any other interaction involving physical appearance are at +5 Difficulty. This
means that only a Nosferatu with heroic or legendary communication skills even has a slim chance of
charming  another,  and  that's  still  unlikely.  However,  in  rolls  to  Intimidate,  their  hideousness  gives
Nosferatu get an automatic +3 bonus.

ORGANIZATION: While Nosferatu don't have rigid protocols like clans Tremere and Ventrue, there
shared  suffering  creates  exceptional  clan  unity.  Shunned  and  reviled  by  almost  all  other  creatures,
Nosferatu stick together out of equal parts lonliness and necessity.

QUOTE: "Come here, little boy, fancy a kiss? What's the matter? Big, bad mugger's scared now? Don't so much
like being the victim, huh? Well get used to it, 'cause you haven't seen the half of it yet..."
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The Toreador are called many things by other Kindred: degenerates,
artistes,  and  poseurs  being  but  a  few.  But  any  such  lumpen
categorization  does  the  clan  a  disservice.  Depending  on  the
individual  and  her  mood,  Toreador  are  alternately  elegant  and
flamboyant, brilliant and ludicrous, visionary and myopic. Perhaps the
only truism that can be accurately applied to the clan is their shared
aesthetic  zeal.  Whatever  a  Toreador  does,  he  does  with  passion.
Whatever a Toreador is, he is with passion. 

To the Toreador, eternal life is a sumptuous treat
to  be  savored.  Many  Toreador  were  artists,
musicians, or poets in life; many more have spent
frustrating centuries producing laughable attempts
at  art,  music,  and  poetry.  Toreador  tout
themselves as cultivators of all that is "best" about
humanity.  Occasionally,  a  particularly  talented
creator is Embraced into the clan, that her talents
might be preserved for eternity. In this manner,
clan Toreador has inducted some of  humanity's
greatest artists, poets, and musicians into its ranks.
Of course, no two Toreador can agree absolutely
on precisely what "gifted" and "inspired" mean, so
members of this clan have frequent spats about
their childer and proposed progeny.

Of  all  clans,  Toreador  are  the  vampires  most
connected  to  the  mortal  world.  While  other
Kindred  view  the  kine  as  pawns  and  cattle,
Toreador glide gracefully and effortlessly through
the upper eschelons of human society, sampling
the delights of each age as a gourmand savors r
are, exotic de licacies. Toreador are the vampires
most likely to fall in love with mortals, and they
surround themselves with the finest, most elegant
things – and people – that the world has to offer.
This  profusion  of  material  wealth  and  culture
leads  a  great  many  Toreador  into  bouts  of
shameless hedonism and self-indulgent vice.

Most Toreador are committed to the Camarilla.
They share the Ventrue's love of "high society",
though not the tedium of actually running things
– that's what minions are for. Toreador know that
their  place  is  to  captivate  and  inspire,  through
their witty speech and scintillating lives.
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- STEREOTYPES -
Assamites: There is beauty in what they do, 
make no mistake. But it is beauty best observed 
from a distance.
Brujah: On the first night, their passion terrifies. 
On the second, their passion fascinates. On the 
third night, their passion inflames. After that... 
frankly, their passion begins to bore.
Followers of Set: It is inevitable, of course, that 
persons of epicurean refinement will in the course of 
eternity engage in dealings with those of... unsavory 
character. Record well any transactions made, and 
repay all favors promptly.
Gangrel:  As charmingly untamed as a tiger, as 
worthy of consideration as a housecat.
Giovanni: They dress splendidly and are 
charmingly mannered. Why, then, do they frighten 
me so?
Lasombra:  Their Miltonian conceit is dreadfully 
provocative, or provocatively dreadful, but they take 
it all so seriously.
Malkavian:  Their fractured kaleidoscope of 
thoughts is enchanting at first glimpse. Gaze at it 
too long, though, and one grows prone to terrible 
headaches.
Nosferatu: Odious beasts! And to think they are 
allowed in the halls of culture.... How gauche!
Ravnos:  The subjects of many delightful tales – 
well, delightful so long as one does not also feature 
in the tale.
Tremere:  One deals with the butcher and the 
bureaucrat because they provide useful services. 
One graciously acknowledges services efficiently 
performed. One does not, however, invite the hired 
help to the soiree, nor take kindly to party crashers.
Tzimisce: To experience this clan's alien fruits 
would be almost worth the price. Emphasis on the 
“almost“.
Ventrue:  Every masterwork must have its frame; 
every bust must have its pillar. This the Ventrue 
understand, and they perform admirably.
Caitiff: Really. Who let them in?
The Camarilla: Through its auspices may 
Kindred and kine harmoniously coexist, each 
benefiting from the other's presence.
The Sabbat: Why would I wish to spend eternity 
wallowing in gore?
The Anarchs: Hmph. Plebian lackwits.

NICKNAME: Degenerates, Artisans, Poseurs.

SECT:  The  overwhelming  majority  of
Toreador are loyal to the Camarilla, as only
that  august  (and  austere)  organization
promotes "culture" and allows the Toreador to
live among the mortals they so covet. Those
few  Toreador  in  the  Sabbat  pursue  bizarre
artistic pasttimes, such as blood-painting and
performance art including human torture. The
very  few  Anarch  Toreador  are  shameless
libertines  and  freedom-lovers,  tending  to
involve  themselves  in  the  decadent
underground movements and subcultures of
mortal society.

APPEARANCE:  Toreador Embrace out of
passion most times; just so, most Toreador are
creatures of surpassing beauty and grace. Of
all  vampires,  Toreador  are  most  attuned  to
popular  trends  within  the  high  society  of
mortals,  and  follow  suit  in  their  dress,
mannerisms,  and  interests.  Some  vampires
speculate  the  Toreador  actually  create  and
impose popular trends on humanity.

HAVEN: Toreador take care to ensure that
their havens are comfortable, convenient for
socializing,  and,  above  all,  opulent  and
luxurious.  Vampires  of  a  more  artistic  bent
might maintain spacious dwellings to display
their works, while their "poseur" counterparts
create  rich  residences  perfect  for  hosting
parties.

BACKGROUND: Toreador range across a
spectrum of concepts and origins, from lonely,
tortured artists to debauched world travelers.
Some Toreador are Embraced for no reason
besides  their  extreme  beauty  or  personal
style, as a sire decides that they simply must
be  preserved  for  eternity.  Toreador  almost
never Embrace the ugly, the ungraceful, the
poorly  spoken,  the  uneducated  or  the
ignorant,  and  certainly  never  "stoop"  to
Embrace  common  mortals  like  manual
laborers and peasants.
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CHARACTER  CREATION:  Toreador
characters  tend  toward  social  and  communication
skills,  and  are  generally  at  least  of  above-average
intellect. Many possess artistic and entertainment or
performance skills. Toreador are very social creatures,
and most have some degree of mastery in etiquette,
body language, and knowledge of the norms of the
contemporary high society, both vampiric and mortal.
Many  Toreador  characters  also  possess  wealth  or
resources,  fame,  status,  or  even  nobility,  and  all
Toreador  have  contacts,  allies,  and  often  mortal
retainers and thralls.

CLAN DISCIPLINES: Auspex, Celerity, Presence

WEAKNESSES:  Toreador  are  preternaturally
attuned to aesthetics, but this sensitivity can prove
dangerous.  When a Toreador sees,  hears,  or  even
smells something that she finds truly beautiful – a
person,  a  painting,  a  piece  of  music,  a  gorgeous
sunrise  –  she  must  make  a  Willpower  roll  vs.
Difficulty 4 or become entranced by the sensation.
An entranced Toreador will stand in rapt fascination
for  a  scene  or  until  a  beautiful  thing  withdraws.
Enraptured Toreador may not even defend themselves if attacked, though being wounded does allow
them to re-roll Willpower vs. Difficulty 4 to "break the spell".

ORGANIZATION:  Toreador  have  little  formal  organization,  though their  cliquishness  and social
networks are legendary. The clan meets frequently, but more as an excuse to host lavish parties than to
accomplish anything political. Status among the Toreador is a tempestuous whirlwind of fickleness – one
subtle smile or catty critique can lead to fortune or disaster; a prodigy may be adored one night, commit a
barely perceptible faux pas, and be ostracized the next.

BLOODLINES: Among the Toreador clan, a certain bloodline, known as the Zantosa or "Perverts",
is exceptional even among the Artistes for their decadence, perversion, and depravity. Vampires of this
bloodline see the beauty in the grotesque,  grim,  and mutant.  Zantosa Toreador have cultivated the
Vicissitude Discipline for many thousands of years, rather than learning the Celerity Discipline of their
parent clan. These Kindred are given to extreme ritualist displays of gruesome art, and outlandish and
alien tranmogrifications of their flesh.

QUOTE:  "Oh yes,  isn't  she exquisite? Yes,  she's  my newest find – I'm her muse, the sweet little creature.
Imagine! And what of – oh, Thomas? Why, I could hardly say – after all, he had his "15 minutes" as they say, but
it just wasn't going to last, and it all became so very tedious, so I had to say adieu. Suicide? Really? Silly boy – he
should thank me, then, that I didn't give him the Embrace. It would have made things so difficult, after all..."
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Whether dreaded, mistrusted, feared, or reviled, the insular vampires
of clan Tremere are anything but ignored. Those who have heard of
the clan's doings are typically suspicious of the Tremere, and with good
reason – for the Warlocks are aptly named. Through their own artifice,
they have mastered a form of vampiric sorcery that is as potent, if not
moreso, as any other power of the Blood. Paired with the clan's rigid
hierarchy and the smouldering ambition so common among Warlocks,
their Blood Magic is a deeply unsettling power to those who know
what the Tremere are capable of doing.

At least in terms of immortal society, the Tremere came into
existence relatively recently. This clan was born when a cabal
of  human  mages  enacted  a  ritual  of  extreme  power  and
energy  over  the  body  of  a  sleeping  Tzimisce  Methuselah.
Through  this  ritual,  they  wrested  the  curse  (or  gift)  of
vampirism for  themselves,  becoming the  progenitors  of  the
Tremere  clan.  War  followed  immediately  afterward,  the
Tremere  finding  themselves  besieged  on  every  side  by
enraged Kindred. But the Tremere are nothing if not survivors.

Their  human  magics  lost  to  them,  these  fledgling  vampire
lords altered their rituals and wardings to utilize the power of
their Vitae. These magical arts, now called the Discipline of
Thaumaturgy,  have ensured the Tremere's  place among the
Kindred every since.

The Tremere gladly play the games of diplomacy and intrigue
with  their  newfound  brethren.  However,  their  dealings  are
always tinged with a touch of paranoia, for the Tremere know
that the elders of no less than three clans bear them a terrible
grudge that has yet to be repaid, foremost among them the
Tzimisce. Therefore, the Tremere work to forge what alliances
they can, even as they strive to heighten their magical craft –
no less is required for their survival. As a result, the childer of
clan Tremere are among the most learned and driven Kindred;
few cross these undead sorcerers and escape unscarred.

NICKNAME: Warlocks, Wizards, Mages, Usurpers 
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- STEREOTYPES -
Assamites: What is there to say? If they have 
thwarted our sorceries, then we have no choice but 
to erase them from existence – or convince others 
to do it for us.
Brujah: Time has been cruel. When we first met, 
the Brujah were the scholars of our kind. Now they 
have crumbled to a sorry state, and we have taken 
up the torch of wisdom in their stead. It is sad, but 
matters little.
Followers of Set: Damn them! Always prying 
with their slit eyes and forked tongues, then 
slipping back into the shadows, smiling all the 
while! What do they know?
Gangrel:  Let them run in their wilds, as long as 
they don't interfere with our agenda.
Giovanni: They have made some inroads into 
the Arts, in a narrow-minded, limited sort of way. 
Still, it seems that necrophilia is as unhealthy for 
the undead mind as it is for the living.
Lasombra: For all their pretense of sophistication, 
their willingness to lie down with the Tzimisce 
reveals their true brutality.
Malkavian:  Their prattle of “insights“ unknown 
to us grows tiresome. But however terrible dinner 
guests they might be, they are seers of exceptional 
clarity. 
Nosferatu: Hideous, but knowledgeable.
Ravnos:  They fancy themselves magicians of a 
sort, but ten minutes with one of these charlatans 
and we'll show them what true power is.
Toreador:  They think to justify their immortality 
with art and parties, but the cold times are coming 
sooner than they think.
Tzimisce: Vile, wretched, and ancient monsters. 
They want nothing more than to rend our flesh 
from our bones, but we shall see how they dance 
when their rotting mansions are burning down 
around them.
Ventrue: These creatures obsess over control, but  
have no appreciation for the finer points of power.
Caitiff:  The other clans scorn our lineage, but 
look how many of these bastard childer they 
create!
The Camarilla: There is strength in a tower, no 
matter how decrepit some of its brick might be.
The Sabbat: They fancy themselves free? Fools.
The Anarchs: A fleeting leaf on a fleeting wind. 
Ignore them and they'll blow away.

SECT:   The Tremere were more than glad
to  join  the  Camarilla  when  the  sect  was
forming,  and  they've  quickly  and  tirelessly
made themselves invaluable therein. In fact,
the Tremere are one of the linchpins of the
sect.  They  have  a  marked  interested  in
keeping  the  Camarilla  strong,  of  course  –
with their  hated Tzimisce enemies directing
their  Sabbat  minions  against  any  Tremere
they  find,  the  Warlocks  require  allies.  And
with the valuable magical power they offer,
the  C amarilla  are  happy  to  provide  the
support and protection the Tremere require.
With the Camarilla's protection, the Tremere
are free to pursue their magical ambitions.

As  for  non-Camarilla  Tremere,  there  are
precious few.  There  are  no Tremere within
the ranks of  the  Sabbat.  Likewise,  probably
because  they  are  creatures  sired  into  an
authoritarian,  hierarchic  clan,  very  few
Tremere  join  the  Anarchs  or  go  freelance.
Almost all Tremere are loyal to their clan and
to the Camarilla.

APPEARANCE:  Although  few
generalizations can be made about Tremere
dress and style, the one truism that holds is
that  all  Tremere  wear  or  bear  symbols  of
their magical prowess and learning. These are
often  amulets  and  charms  inscribed  with
magical  enchantments  and  denotations  of
rank,  or  runic  writings  embroidered  into
clothing.  Otherwise,  Tremere  typically  dress
practically and for defense and action.

HAVEN:  While  Warlocks  often  maintain
their own individual  havens (complete with
extensive  libraries),  the  clan  maintains  a
collective Chantry in every city that boasts
a  sizeable  Tremere  presence.  Chantry's  are
open  to  all  of  the  Tremere  bloodline,  and
forbidden  to  all  others.  The  Warlocks  are
famous  for  their  well-guarded  chantries;
almost all bear magical inscriptions and wards
that  even  other  Tremere  find  difficult  to
dispel.
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BACKGROUND: Many Tremere dabbled in occult or scholarly pursuits in life. However, a fascination
with the unknown is hardly enough to draw a Warlock's attention. Clan members seek apprentices with
aggressive natures and clear thinking, avoiding muddle-headed New Agers and conspiracy theorists like
the plague.

CHARACTER CREATION:  Tremere characters tend to have well-developed intellect,  willpower,
and mental skills, and many already possessed some magical aptitude in life. Because they are so reviled,
many Tremere also possess strong situational awareness, perception, and subterfuge abilities. 

CLAN DISCIPLINES: Auspex, Dominate, Thaumaturgy.

WEAKNESSES: By clan law, all Tremere neonates must drink the blood of the seven clan Elders when
they are  created.  All  Tremere  are  at  least  one step  toward being blood-bound to  their  elders,  and
therefore usually act with great clan loyalty – in order to avoid having such loyalty forced on them.
What's more, this arrangement means that Tremere are hard-pressed to resist the will of their elders.
The Difficulty to resist any Dominate attempt from an elder is +2 (likewise, if an elder is rolling to
Dominate a childe, the Willpower of the resisting childe is at -2).

ORGANIZATION: The Tremere are the most strictly organized clan bar none, and every member
knows where they stand in authority amongst their peers. This creates the illusion of total unison and
cooperation for other Kindred, who rarely know anything of the Tremere hierarchy or inner politics. At
the head of the clan are the

• Councilors, the members of the Inner Council of Seven and the true rulers of the clan, each of
whom is responsible for directing clan efforts in a particular portion of the world. The councilors
are the seven mages who created the Tremere bloodline and founded the clan many generations
past. Each councilor appoints seven 

• Pontifices. A pontifex oversees a large region, such as parts of a nation or groupings of smaller
countries and islands, and in turn oversees seven 

• Lords. Each lord is responsible for a small country or group of states and uses their influence and
knowledge to sway the Tremere in their domain, specifically the 

• Regents, the most visible figures of Tremere authority. A regent runs an individual chantry and
is charged with the well being and training of 

• Apprentices, the youngest and most numerous Tremere. Apprentices must spend much of their
time training, serving some need within their chantry, or playing the politics of the clan as best as
their inexperience allows. Some never advance beyond this rank, either because they are more
interested in Camarilla politics or their own affairs to rise among the Tremere or because the lord
of the region sees no need to create a new chantry and regent.

Each rank,  save for  the Inner Council  itself,  is  further  divided into seven levels  called  Circles of
Mastery. One's circle of mastery denotes one of several characteristics that have earned them prestige
and further responsibility such as skill in Thaumaturgy, years of experience and hard work, successful
political machinations, or simple favoritism. The higher one's circle of mastery the more authority and
power one has access to; likewise, higher ranks are expected to provide more for the clan, and are given
less  tolerance when they fail.  Those  of  the fifth  circle  or  above are also commonly called "High"
members  of  their  rank,  such as  high apprentice  or  high lord.  Promotion and demotion is  dealt  by
members of higher rank, though tribunals may also be called where accomplishments and failings are
examined. The pursuit of promotion is one of the most motivating factors within the clan for its members
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to excel and obey Tremere doctrine, though advancement is rarely as simple as that. 

The Tremere pyramid has swarmed with Secret Societies since the creation of the clan. These factions
within Clan Tremere are little more than cults of personality at their worst, but are distinct colleges of
magic or philosophy at their most valid. The Clan consists of an unknown number of factions, some
claiming only a handful of members, while others boast numerous Kindred. Many of these societies are
tolerated as long as they do not threaten the foundation of loyalty to the clan.

Known and accepted secret societies include:

• Astors, a secret organization that hunts traitors and infiltrators within the Tremere hierarchy 
• Brothers  of  Absinthe,  who  believe  in  the  usage  of  certain  drugs  to  elevate  their

consciousness and awareness in the dreamworld
• Children of the Pyramid,  who revere the spiritual  symbolism of the Pyramid,  and who

enforce the Tremere hierarchy 
• The Elite, a group of Tremere who believe that they are the next step in vampiric evolution

and are dedicated to show the supremacy of the Clan 
• The Guardians of Tradition, who stand opposed to any change in policy and oppose all

modern technology and conventions 

QUOTE: "We are more than vampires. We are the next stage in vampiric evolution. We will direct the others if
they allow us to do so, or we will stand alone if we must. Either way, we will survive."
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The Kindred of clan Ventrue have a reputation for being honorable,
genteel, and of impeccable taste. Since time immemorial, Ventrue has
been  the  clan  of  leadership,  enforcing  the  ancient  traditions  and
shaping the destiny of the Kindred. These vampires are sired from the
wealthy  and  elite:  nobility,  wealthy  merchants  and  businesspeople,
monarchs,  high-up  religious  officials,  and  other  important  heads  of
state  and  political  leaders,  among  others.  Whatever  their  origin,
Ventrue  vampires  preserve  (and  enforce)  order  for  the  Camarilla.
Other Kindred often mistake this for arrogance or avarice, but to most
Ventrue, their stewardship is more a burden than an honor.

Ventrue support the Masquerade wholeheartedly,
believing  that  it  is  the  only  path  to  the  best
possible  existence  for  vampire  kind.  To  the
Ventrue,  all  other  clans  are  impetuous  and
foolhardy.  Too  concerned  with  short-term
comfort, other vampires gladly forfeit an eternity
tomorrow for a drop of vitae tonight. Without
the  Ventrue,  there  would  be  no  Masquerade;
without  the  Masquerade,  there  would  be  no
vampires.  So  the  Ventrue  tell  themselves  and
others, and so the Ventrue carry a monumental
burden. No other clan is fit to lead the vampiric
undead, or so the Ventrue are apt to say.

Ventrue see themselves as nobles in the classical
sense,  fighting  to  uphold  the  station  of  those
beneath  them.  They  are  the  kings,  barons,
princes,  and knights of  the vampire's  realm of
darkness  and  secrecy.  The  Patricians  are
inexorably and unapologetically hierarchical and
authoritarian in their ideals and activities – they
see order, law, and control as the only means to
safety and security for their kind. They are at
once Machiavellian and Spartan, and happy to
be both. Many of the holdings within Camarilla
territory are overseen by Ventrue Princes. In fact,
the Ventrue claim more Princes in their  ranks
than all other vampire clans combined.

Other Kindred often villify  the Ventrue as sanctimonious,  pompous,  power-mongering warlords,  and
they're not wrong. And yet, because their webs of power and influence are so all-encompassing, it is to
these very Ventrue that other vampires turn when they need aid. Ventrue Princes and other leaders
cultivate influence and control whenever possible, in both Kindred and kine societies. In fact, most kine
institutions – religion, politics, medicine, industry, crime, finance, and media – are at least influenced by 
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- STEREOTYPES -
Assamites: Nobility once belonged to this clan, 
but they have forsaken their honor in pursuit of 
wanton diablerie.
Brujah: Old wounds scar the Rabble. These 
bastards cultivate hatred faster than rabbits breed. 
Still, we must  be patient – centuries of failure must 
surely be difficult.
Followers of Set: Their association with serpents 
is more than fitting, for their poison infects all with 
whom they interact. Do not allow them in your 
domain.
Gangrel:  They are as trustworthy and useful as 
well-bred dogs. We send them forth when it is time 
for hunting, them call them back to the kennel 
when more subtle tasks beckon.
Giovanni: There are none so base as those who 
would raze the pillar of stability to further their own 
twisted interests. 
Lasombra: For time out of mind we have feuded 
with these self-styled Keepers. It is small comfort to 
see that they cannot achieve for their Sabbat what 
we have garnered for the Camarilla. All the blood-
sports in the world cannot mask inadequacy.
Malkavian: The price they pay for their supposed 
enlightenment far exceeds its benefits. Still, learn 
from them what you may.
Nosferatu: These pitiful creatures still pay the 
debt earned by their sires so many nights past, 
though through no fault of their own.
Ravnos: Exercise the wisdom of the ancient kings 
when dealing with these deceivers.
Toreador:  Their passion is inspiring, but their 
idleness and decadence disappoints.
Tremere: It is good they favor stability. Otherwise, 
their heretical taint might outweigh their utility.
Tzimisce: Are there any left? How quaint.
Caitiff: One can choose neither one's parents nor 
one's sire, so bear them no ill will unless they earn 
it.
The Camarilla: This is both our honor and our 
greatest burden.
The Sabbat: Infantile. Unruly. Worthy only of 
utter annihilation.
The Anarchs: Perhaps their aims are well-
intentioned, but if they had their way, they would 
surely be the death of us all.

Ventrue  agents,  and  in  the  extreme  are
entirely controlled by the Ventrue.

Naturally, their charisma and control elevates
Ventrue to the upper crust  of Kindred and
kine society.  Although the Patricians run in
the  same  circles  as  the  vampires  of  clan
Toreador,  they  do  not  fritter  away  their
existence  with  idle  chatter  and  frivolous
frippery.  The  Ventrue  proudly  wear  the
mantle  of  leadership,  and  stoicly  bear  its
burdens. So has it always been, and so, the
Ventrue believe, shall it forever be.

NICKNAME:  Patricians,  Warlords,  Blue
Bloods

SECT:  Elegant,  aristocratic,  and  regal,  the
Ventrue are the lords of the Camarilla. It was
clan Ventrue that founded the organization,
and  it  is  clan  Ventrue  that  keeps  the  sect
together in its darkest hours. As mentioned,
the  majority  of  vampire  Princes  and  other
leaders are of Ventrue stock, and the Ventrue
would have it no other way.

Surprisingly, given their ties to the Camarilla,
more than a few Ventrue have defected to
the  Sabbat.  These  are  the  knights  and
paladins of the Sabbat, sworn to combat the
degenerate Camarilla. They see the Camarilla
as  failures  and  power-mad  puppet-masters,
and have assumed the role of savior for the
whole  of  vampire  Kindred.  They  believe
mortals to be ignorant cattle,  sufficient only
for  food  and  subservience  to  their  terrible
vampire Lords.

Besides  those  in  the  Camarilla  and  the
Sabbat,  there  are  practically  no  Ventrue
Anarchs. Because Ventrue sires Embrace only
the powerful and elite of human society, there
are few born into the unlife as Ventrue who
have ever questioned hierarchy,  domination,
privilege and entitlement, power dynamics, or
leadership.  As  such,  there  are  few,  if  any,
Ventrue who side  with the Anarchs  againt
both the Camarilla and the Sabbat.
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APPEARANCE: Though the Ventrue are not on the cutting edge of high fashion like the Toreador,
they do tend to dress richly and well. Traditionalists through and through, many Ventrue affect the styles
of whatever era they were born to in their human life, allowing those who behold them to guess from
when and where they originate.

HAVEN: Only the best will do, and since the majority of the vampires were wealthy in their breathing
days, that's not usually a problem. This usually takes the form of mansions, estates, palaces and the like.
An old Ventrue tradition holds that any member of the clan who seeks asylum with any other member
of  the  clan  cannot  be  refused.  This  tradition  is  rarely  invoked,  for  the  vampire  seeking  sanctuary
subsequently owes a great debt to the vampire who provides shelter. Still, this tradition has saved the
unlife of many Ventrue throughout the ages.

BACKGROUND:  Ventrue almost always hail from high-society, aristocratic, and/or wealthy stock.
Age, wisdom, experience, and access to resources all play a role in the Ventrue Embrace, and vampires of
this clan never sire childer capriciously or flippantly. Only the cream of the crop are suitable for entrance
into this clan.

CHARACTER CREATION: Ventrue characters will tend to have a huge focus on leadership skills,
financial skills, intellect and willpower, all manner of knowledge pertaining to politics, religion, business,
and so on. They also tend to have considerable resources, including wealth, land, vassals and servants,
contacts in high-up positions, and others.

CLAN DISCIPLINES: Dominate, Fortitude, Presence.

WEAKNESSES: Warlord taste is refined to the point of exclusivity, and each individual Ventrue may
only partake of a certain type of mortal blood. This type is chosen at character creation. For example, a
particular Ventrue might feed exclusively from virgins,  blond men, naked children, clergy, etc.  If  this
sourcebook is being used in a high-fantasy campaign, this preferrential feeding could extend to certain
races – only feeds on Orcs, only feeds on Catfolk, etc.

ORGANIZATION: The Ventrue in a given region tend to meet often, and at length, though their
Convocations resemble salons or debates, and typically result in more talk than action. Of course, this
ponderous discourse is the only "civilized" way to settle issues, and impulsive and rash Kindred often
chafe  under  clan  Ventrue's  rigidity.  Younger,  impatient  Ventrue  have  been known to  mount  direct
challenges to an elder's holdings or position, which is considered the height of treachery and rudeness –
unless, of course, the upstart wins.
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SABBAT CLANS:

The Lasombra clan has fallen from grace, and its members enjoy it.
Simultaneously  graceful  and predatory,  the  Lasombra  guide  – and
when necessary, whip – the Sabbat into an implacable force. Turning
their backs on their fleeting humanity, the Lasombra give themselves
over entirely to the dark majesty of the Embrace. Murder,  frenzy,
predation – why fear these things,  many Lasombra ask,  if  one is
meant to be a vampire? In contrast to the Tzimisce allies, though, the
Lasombra generally seek not to reject all things mortal, but to shape
them for their own pleasure.

For  as  long  as  they've  existed,  the
Lasombra  have  been  deeply
intertwined  in  the  world's  religious
institutions.  They  have  been
instrumental  in  the  spread  of  many
faiths,  the  better  to  control  and
manipulate mortals. As a whole, this
clan bears nothing but contempt for
the  idea  of  salvation,  and  takes
nefarious  pride  and  pleasure  in  the
dissemination  of  savior-cults  and
religions.  The  Lasombra  also
repurpose  many  of  the  rites  and
rituals  of  the  religions  they  have
created  into  carnivals  of  bloodshed,
sacrilege,  and blatant heresy,  so that
all who participate might never forget
who and what they are: monsters.

Lasombra  vampires  are  best  known
for their Discipline of Obtenebration, a
means by which they conjure forth a
tangible  "living"  darkness.  Clan
doctrine holds that this darkness is in
fact  the  fabric  of  the  vampiric  soul,
both strengthened and corrupted by
the horrors of the Embrace.

Almost all Lasombra believe it is their imperative to conquer and dominate the world. Some believe that,
as vampires, they are a new breed of sentience, one unconcerned with the intricacies of human ethics
and morality. Other, more religious Lasombra, see their condition as a state of divine will and inspiration,
and see it as a sacred duty to enslave and dominate Kindred and kine. Whatever their logic, all Lasombra
agree: let the milksops of clan Ventrue burn in the solar fires of martyrdom; the Lasombra are happy with
what they are. Naturally, this villainous philosophy is not universal among this clan, but many newly 
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- STEREOTYPES -
Assamites: Useful tools, but a bit too... 
independent of late.
Brujah: Their fiery passion, once harvested, makes 
a wonderful means to use them towards your own 
ends.
Followers of Set: Hmm... how best to avoid 
them.
Gangrel:  Easily excited; terrible, monstrous foes. 
Agitate them, then turn them loose on your 
enemies.
Giovanni: The tree that does not branch hides rot 
within.
Malkavian: Madness sometimes offers insight, but 
usually simply obstructs those who would reap its 
benefits.
Nosferatu: Like the flies they tend to attract, 
Nosferatu make useful flies on the wall when you 
need them.
Ravnos:  Rather than deal with them directly, it's 
best to goad them somewhere else and let whoever 
dwells there address the problem.
Toreador:  They possess the most tortured of 
unlives, and devious minds often lurk under their 
flighty façades.
Tremere: Inelegant, but effective in their own way. 
Their continued existence certainly keeps the 
Fiends' attentions constructively channeled.
Tzimisce: Valorous allies and venomous rivals.
Ventrue:  Their potential is dissipated by their 
weakness. They squander their gifts by trafficking 
with mortals.
Caitiff:  It is unthinkable that any of these 
creatures survive past discovering what they are.
The Camarilla: Acceptable, if you're talking 
about a kine institution. But if you're a blood-
sucking demon of the night, why hide from those 
upon whom you prey?
The Sabbat: If it would merely listen a little 
better, it would be more worth the effort we invest 
in it.
The Anarchs: Useful as pawns to oppose the 
Camarilla. When they interfere with our ambitions, 
however, they must die.

Embraced  Lasombra  take  great  glee  in  the
wanton destruction and vulgar depravity that
such a philosophy allows.

The  typical  Lasombra  possesses  a  gift  for
manipulation,  as  well  as  keen  leadership
skills.  Lasombra  are  the  most  common
leaders of Sabbat packs, as their motivational
and Machiavellian natures make them ideal
for  orchestrating  the  actions  of  the  sect.
However, pride goes hand in hand with this
dark  nobility,  and  most  Lasombra  see  all
other  Kindred  –  save,  perhaps,  for  the
Tzimisce – as beneath them.

NICKNAME: The Keepers

SECT: Thoroughly Sabbat. Lasombra are the
ruling clan of the sect, at least as much as
any  clan  can  be  said  to  rule  that  chaotic
force. Very, very few Lasombra defect to the
Camarilla,  as  those  who  do  lead  perilous,
lonely unlives. Conversely, more than a few
Lasombra  side  with  the  Anarchs.  These
oddballs take from their clan's philosophy the
penchant  for  chaotic  revelry,  but  they
dispense  with  the  need  or  desire  for
hierarchy and domination. Lasombra Anarchs
are some of the most proactive members of
that  sect,  taking  direct  action  with  greater
frequency and with more force than any of
their brethren.

APPEARANCE:  As  with  the  Ventrue,
Lasombra  prefer  to  sire  aristocrats,  the
wealthy,  and the powerful  into their  ranks.
Like the Toreador, they also have a passion
for beauty and grace,  though they tend to
prefer  the  sharp  features  and  intensity  of
predatory  beauty,  rather  than  the  soft
elegance of the Toreador. In terms of dress,
the Lasombra are more utilitarian than their
Ventrue  foes.  They  tend  toward  heavy,
practial,  and  rugged  clothing  that  is  also
fierce,  somber,  and  commanding.  Rarely,
when the Lasombra desire shock-troops, they
have been known to Embrace strong, sturdy
commoners.
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HAVEN:  Among  young,  idealistic  Sabbat
Lasombra,  few  vampires  maintain  private
havens, but instead most choose to lair with
their  packmates  "for  the  good  of  the  sect".
Some  ancient  Lasombra  elders  –  especially
those of aristocratic and high-class families –
maintain familial grounds and estates, though
these, too, tend to be open to other members
of the Sect.

BACKGROUND:  Lasombra  may  come
from  any  background,  but  tend  to  be
politically-inclined,  wealthy,  powerful,  and/or
well-educated  and  cunning.  These  vampires
also  tend  to  be  aggressive  and  ruthless,
physically  and  socially.  Clan  Lasombra  has
little  interest  in  weaklings,  and  it  doesn't
hesitate to "cull the herd" from time to time.
Many Lasombra are gifted in social skills and
manipulation, as well as subterfuge, lying, and
other speechcraft skills.

CHARACTER  CREATION:  Same  as
Ventrue,  except that  all  Lasombra characters
come  with  a  darker  tinge  and  hints  of
viciousness.

CLAN DISCIPLINES: Dominate, Obtenebration, Potence.

ORGANIZATION: Lasombra's structure, as a clan, is both formal and open. Respect and homage are
given to the elder warriors who helped found the Sabbat, but younger members operate with almost no
guidance from the clan as an entity. Quarterly meetings, known as  conventicles, serve to keep the
Lasombra up to date on the activities of other Lasombra, and of the clan as a whole. To promote clan
unity, blood drinking ceremonies and dark sacraments are performed at these conventicles.

While no Lasombra is ever told "you may not do that", almost all members of this clan have a deep
reverence for tradition and a great respect for their elders. A secret Lasombra coterie known as  The
Black Circle,  is rumored to hand down Final Death sentences to any Lasombra who bring undue
shame, attention, or ignominy to the clan or to the Sabbat.

QUOTE: "Shadows?! Hah! I wield Darkness itself, not mere shadows! Tell me, could a shadow do this?"
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    (ZHI-MEE-SEE)
If  clan Lasombra is  the heart of the Sabbat,  clan Tzimisce is  its  soul.
Other vampires grow uneasy around these eerie Kindred, and the clan's
nickname of "Fiends" was given to it by horrified vampires of other clans
in nights past.  The Tzimisce's signature Discipline of  Vicissitude is  the
subject  of  particular  dread  –  tales  speak  of  crippling  disfigurements
inflicted on a whim, of ghastly "experiments" and tortures refined beyond
the kin of Kindred or kine.

This  fearsome  reputation  often  seems
unwarranted  at  first.  Many  Tzimisce  are
reserved, quiet, and perspicacious beings, a
far  cry  from the  howling  war-packs  that
comprise most of the Sabbat. Most Tzimisce
appear to be rational creatures,  formidably
intelligent,  possessed of an inquisitive and
scientific  bent,  and  unstintingly  gracious
hosts to boot.

Kindred  who  deal  with  the  Tzimisce,
though, realize that the Fiends' human traits
are a thin veneer over something... else. For
milennia,  the  Fiends  have  explored  and
expanded  their  understanding  of  the
vampiric  condition,  bending  their  bodies
and thoughts into new, alien forms. Should
it prove necessary, enlightening,  or simply
fun, Tzimisce do not hesitate to "bend" their
victims in a similar fashion. While young
Fiends  might  sometimes  be  merciless  and
sadistic,  elders  of  the  line  simply  fail  to
comprehend  concepts  such  as  mercy  and
suffering – or they do understand, but no
longer consider the emotions relevant.

In nights past,  clan Tzimisce was among the most powerful of all  Kindred clans. Using their potent
powers, the Tzimisce dominated both Kindred and kine, until all vampires began conspiring to knock
them down a peg. Oddly, it was the group of human sorcerers known as the Tremere who succeeded
where all  Kindred had failed. Upon capturing the clan's Methuselah, the Tremere stole his vampiric
essence  with  dark  wizardry,  transforming  themselves  into  the  magical  vampire  clan  known as  the
Tremere. For this reason, the Tzimisce harbor a deep, seething hatred for the Tremere, and the two clans
have been locked in blood-feud ever since.

The Tzimisce serve the Sabbat as scholars, advisors, and priests. Many of the sect's practices and traditions
originated within clan Tzimisce. By exploring the possibilities and limits of vampirism, the clan hopes to
discover  the  greater  purpose  of  Kindred as a whole.  If  this  means the wholesale  destruction of  all
Ancients and Elders, the eradication of the Camarilla, and the vivisection of millions of kine, then so be it.
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- STEREOTYPES -
Assamites: Barbarians howling at the gates.
Brujah: Like ourselves, they have been unjustly 
toppled. Unlike ourselves, they have not adapted 
well.
Followers of Set: A worm can be cut in two, or 
even minced, and every piece will wonderously 
grow whole once more. I wonder if the Setites can 
do the same?
Gangrel:  Already the hound paces in its kennel. 
Soon it will come lick the feet of its old master.
Giovanni: Why do they obsess over states of 
being, that, as immortals, we need not fuss over?
Lasombra: They are shadows in truth – menacing 
but ephemeral. Still, it is often easier to accomplish 
tasks under cover of cloaking darkness.
Malkavian:  The aphorism that genius and 
madness lie close at hand was surely coined by a 
Lunatic wretch who wished to justify his infirmity.
Nosferatu: No matter how one twists, they always 
return to their original state. Fascinating!
Ravnos:  No one merits harsher punishment than 
the uninvited guest.
Toreador:  So lovely, so pliable! Like dolls. Their 
most charming gift, though, is the screaming.
Tremere: They wished for immortality, and now 
they have it. Realize, upstarts, that agony can make 
a moment seem an eternity, and that an eternity of 
eternities is a very long time in which to suffer. 
Ventrue:  They uphold much of what is noble 
about unlife. And so, when the time comes to 
destroy them, we will allow them to die the long 
way, with honor.
Caitiff: Most were created rashly; as such, most are 
of little interest to study and dissect.
The Camarilla: A cauldron of Ancient 
machinations, soon to be tipped over and spilt.
The Sabbat: Flawed, but our greatest and only 
hope nonetheless.
The Anarchs: Interesting. Even when they are 
tortured to death for hours, they still manage to 
babble on about politics...

NICKNAME: Fiends, Dragons

SECT:  Most  Tzimisce  are  Sabbat.  A  few
powerful  Tzimisce  elders  retain  their
independence, but virtually no Fiends can be
found within the Camarilla or Anarchs.

APPEARANCE:  As  masters  of  the
Vicissitude  Discipline,  Tzimisce  often  have
striking  features  –  whetrher  strikingly
beautiful  or  strikingly  grotesque  or  both
depends  on  the  whims  of  the  Fiend  in
question.  Many  young  Tzimisce  alter
themselves  with  all  manner  of  lavish,
haphazard  body  modifications.  Most  elder
Fiends,  however,  affect  flawless,  bizarrd,
symmetrical  forms.  Tzimisce  faces  often
resemble  masks  of  blank  perfection  and
keen, penetrating intellect.

HAVEN:  Tzimisce are exceedingly private
beings, placing great value on the sanctity of
the haven. In fact, the clan has an elaborate
series  of  protocols  concerning  hospitality.
Guests  invited  into  a  Fiend's  haven  are
protected with the host's  unlife;  trespassers
are  pursued to  the ends of  the  earth and
punished  in  a  gruesome  and  lingering
fashion.  Tzimisce  havens,  or  manses,  are
not necessarily comfortable, as are those of
the Ventrue and Toreador. The amenities of
mortals matter little to the Fiends.

BACKGROUND:  Tzimisce  never
Embrace  capriciously;  choice  of  childer
reflects the sire, and thus Fiends choose only
those  mortals  who  they  feel  have  the
capacity  to  improve  the  clan  as  a  whole.
"Brilliance"  and  "insight"  are  especially
prized,  though  whether  this  brilliance  and
insight  manifests  in  scholarly  achievements
or serial murder is a trifling distinction.

CHARACTER CREATION:  Tzimisce characters tend heavily toward intelligence,  willpower,  and
knowledges of all  kinds.  They rarely have exceptional physical prowess or skills involving labor and
craftsmanship.  Many Tzimisce  hold  high offices  within the Sabbat,  and many also possess  retainers,
servants,  and  thralls.  Because  they  care  nothing  for  mortal  materialism,  few  Tzimisce  have  any
considerable wealth or resources.
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CLAN DISCIPLINES: Animalism, Auspex, Vicissitude

WEAKNESSES:  Tzimisce  are  extremely
territorial  creatures,  maintaining  a  particular
haven and guarding it ferociously. Whenever a
Tzimisce sleeps, she must surround herself with
at  least  two  handfuls  of  earth  from a  place
important  to  her  as  a  mortal  –  perhaps  the
place of her birth, dirt from an ancestral familial
estate, or the graveyard where she underwent
her Embrace. Failure to meet this requirement
gives  a  Tzimisce  character  -1  to  all  attempts
and rolls for every 24 hours without fulfilling it.
If  a character  accumulates sufficient penalties,
Storytellers  may  narrate  that  a  Tzimisce
character  enters  a  state  of  catatonia.  This  is
optional, and is a pretty brutal option, but it is
possible  for  a  Tzimisce  character  to  lose  all
control due to failing this requirement.

ORGANIZATION:  Despite  the  Tzimisce's
pride in their heritage and customs, little formal
organization  exists  among  them.  Sires  and
childer  remain  closer  than  most  Sabbat
vampires do, but in general, most Fiends make
their own way in the world. One among the
Fiends  bears  the  title  of  Voivode,  which  is
nominally the clan leader. In practice, however,
the  voivode typically  acts  as  a  priest  and  rite
leader than a temporal ruler.

BLOODLINES: Due to their tumultuous and turbulent past, the Tzimisce have a number of distinct
bloodlines that offshoot from the main Tzimisce clan.

• The Bratovit Bloodline  are  composed of  the Bratovit family of ghouls,  who served the
Tzimisce as faithful and dutiful minions for many hundreds of years. In gratitude for their service,
the  Tzimisce  eventually  Embraced the patron  of  this  family,  giving  rise  to  the first  Bratovit
Tzimisce. Vampires of this lineage replace the Auspex Discipline with the Potence Discipline.

• The Koldan Bloodline are those Tzimisce descended from the sorcerers of old. They practice
ancient  magics  rather  than  the  flesh-shaping  of  their  brethren.  Koldan  Tzimisce  replace  the
Vicissitude Discipline with the Thaumaturgy Discipline.

QUOTE: "Welcome, a thousand welcomes! I am honored that we could put aside our clans' petty squabblings for
a night, that you might come under my eaves in the spirit of friendship. Eh? That noise? Nothing that need concern
you, sweet guest!"
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INDEPENDENT CLANS:
This section details all the clans who are aligned neither with the Camarilla, the Sabbat, nor the Anarchs.
This accounts for the majority of each clan, but does not necessarily represent or reflect each individual
within these bloodlines. The Kindred are, by and large, vampires first and clan members second; as such,
every clan includes a number of individuals who differ, disagree with, or outright defect from the clan's
motivations and activities.

Originating deep in arid, desertified wastes, the Assamites bring with
them a miasma of terror. These vampires are well known in Kindred
society as a sect of murderous assassins, working for whomever can
pay their  price.  The price  they charge,  however,  is  steep:  for  the
Assamites, diablerie is the greatest sacrament, and it is the only coin
they'll accept for their work.

Assamites  tend  to  avoid  the  affairs  of  the
Camarilla and the Sabbat, playing both sides in
pursuit  of their own goals.  They do circulate
among sect-controlled cities, however – other
Kindred find their presence useful  for slaying
rivals,  enforcing  blood-hunts,  scourging
undesirable  childer,  and infiltrating  the power
bases  of  their  enemies.  Even  so,  Assamites
rarely form true alliances with other Kindred,
for most Assamites consider other vampires to
be of inferior stock. Unlike most of the other
clans who trace their lineage back to a third
generation progenitor, the Assamites trace their
heritage with certainty to a second generation
vampire;  in their  minds,  this  makes all  other
Kindred flawed copies of themselves.

In  nights  prior  to  the  formation  of  the
Camarilla  and  the  Sabbat,  the  Assamites
practiced  diablerie  openly  and  without
hesitation, always seeking to bring themselves
closer to Haqim ("the One"), as they call their mythical progenitor. As the Camarilla and Sabbat have
grown in power, many powerful elders on both sides of the conflict have grown uneasy at the cannibal
assassins stalking their ranks. The elders of the Camarilla called upon the powers of the Tremere to curse
the Assamites' blood, essentially forcing a yoke upon them rendered them unable to consume the vitae
of other vampires. Unable to face the unified front of the Camarilla's power, most Assamites submitted to
this indignity. Those who did not accept the curse went into hiding or joined the Sabbat.
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- STEREOTYPES -
Brujah: Whatever gods we shared in the past, we 
have nothing in common now.
Followers of Set: To sup with snakes is to invite 
their poison into your meal.
Gangrel:  We would prefer to forsake the tainted 
blood of mangy animals, but our need is great.
Giovanni: Let them traffick with the dead, but 
never suffer them to stain your domain with their 
presence.
Lasombra: Untrustworthy and vulgar – but they 
are nevertheless some of our best employers.
Malkavian:  Their blood brings madness when it 
taints our lips. Avoid them, or fall victim to their 
derangement.
Nosferatu: Their hideousness hides a semblance 
of honor, and thus, they are fools.
Ravnos:  I find the sounds of their exsanguination 
more sonorous than their ugly ballads and songs.
Toreador:  The pursuit of beauty is a luxury, and, 
therefore, is a waste.
Tremere: We shall never again bear the shame of 
their vile sorcery. The only good Tremere is the one 
we kill on the path back to Haqim's bosom.
Tzimisce: It is surprising that our mutual hatred of 
the Warlocks doesn't make us better bedfellows. No 
matter – these relics mean nothing in the modern 
night.
Ventrue:  Though they often give us leave to 
practice our rites in cities they control, it was the 
Patricians who first conspired to put us under the 
Tremere curse.
Caitiff:  Worthless chaff, fit only to be separated 
from the wheat. Still, their weak blood does us little 
service when they die.
The Camarilla: Their nights are numbered, and 
the number in question is very small. We shall 
never forget the shackles they forced on us.
The Sabbat: Too callous and classless, and so dead 
– set against heading the advice of Elders that they 
remind one of petulent children.
The Anarchs: When it benefits us, we work with 
the Anarchs to take down the Camarilla and the 
Sabbat; when they interfere with our plans, their 
deaths bring us closer to Haqim.

Those who deal regularly with the Assamites
have  sensed  a  great  upheaval  among  the
clan.  By  working  their  own  magics  and
through  powerful  blood-rites,  the  Assamites
have  finally  succeeded  in  casting  off  the
Tremere's curse, and are once again free to
pursue  diablerie.  Freed  from  these  ethereal
shackles,  the  Assamite  clan  has  begun  a
crusade  of  murder  and  cannibalism  once
again, this time with the gusto of a people
long  suppressed  in  their  desires.  Assamites
now kill other Kindred without provocation –
indeed, even without sanctioned contracts.

The clan as  a whole has  assumed a much
more  aggressive  disposition.  Whereas  once
the clan would take no further contracts on a
victim who bested their assassins, they now
pursue their victims with unparalleled fervor.
In a similar vein, Assamites no longer uphold
the age-old custom of tithing to their sires. In
these times of dark turmoil, there is no place
for lazy Assamites who rest on their laurels.

Precisely what the Assamites want, though, is
unknown.  Certainly,  Assamites  have  flexed
their  muscle  in  the  political  and  physical
arenas  of  late,  and  hidden  agents  are
surfacing in many Camarilla and Sabbat cities
whose  Princes  are  lazy  and  insouciant.
Assamites have even seized control of several
cities,  ousting the former leaders, murdering
their  cohorts,  and  taking  power  for
themselves.  Whereas  other  Kindred  once
viewed  the  Assamites  as  honorable  (i.e.:
powerless)  functionaries,  they now hold the
clan in dread.

NICKNAME: Assassins

SECT:  The  Assamites  generally  hold  both
the  Camarilla  and  the  Sabbat  in  equal
contempt. A few lonely Assassins remain with
the  Sabbat  after  joining  that  organization
during  the  time  of  their  curse.  Even fewer
side with the Camarilla and its aims. Among
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those Assamites who join sects, more of them side with the Anarchs than either of the two major power
groups. These Assamites see anarchism among the undead as the clearest and most liberatory path to
achieving their goals.

APPEARANCE:  Assamites tend to dress stylishly and practically.  Because almost all  Assamites are
assassins, they tend to affect the styles, dress, and mannerisms of whatever local society they happen to
be infiltrating or sneaking through, all the better to be covert and invisible. One unique feature of the
Assamite bloodline is that as an Assamite ages, her skin tends to turn darker and darker. This is in stark
contrast to most other Kindred, whose skin tends to grow paler as they age. Vampires are oft able to
determine an Assamite's age simply by the tone of her skin – truly ancient Assassins are almost ebony in
complexion.

HAVEN: Most of the clan elders make their homes at Taqalut, in a fortified stronghold high atop a
mountain. Neonates and operatives abroad typically select remote, inaccesible locations to ensure they
receive no unexpected or unwanted guests.

BACKGROUND: Most members of this clan were involved in assassination, murder, subterfuge, wet
work, or political direct action (i.e.: "terrorism") in life. Among the Vizier bloodline, many Assamites were
scholars, religious officials, or sorcerers in life. Among the more "base" Assamite stock, soldiers, rogues,
common street ruffians, and mundane criminals have all been sired into this clan.

CHARACTER CREATION: Assamite characters will heavily favor stealth skills of all kinds, various
weapon skills and unarmed combat, sabotage, and various communication skills pertaining to intrigue,
diplomacy, and intimidation and coercion. Highly specialized Assamites may also learn trapping, tracking,
and knowledge of poisons. Assassin characters belonging to the Vizier bloodline will focus less on these
physical skills and more on scholarly pursuits, knowledge of all kinds, leadership skills, magical arts, and
diplomatic skills.

CLAN DISCIPLINES: Celerity, Obfuscate, Quietus

WEAKNESSES:  In light of their recent circumvention of the Tremere blood-curse, Assamites have
reacquired their taste for diablerie. In short, all members of this clan are addicted to the blood of other
vampires. Any time an Assamite drinks or even tastes the blood of another vampire, he must make a
self-control attempt by rolling Willpower vs. Difficulty. The difficulty of this attempt depends on the
following factors: how long it's been since the Assamite has fed, how much the Assamite drinks, and the
age (generation) and power of the vampire victim. For example, if an Assamite feeds on a feeble neonate
and drinks only a mouthful, the Difficulty would be Simple 2 or Average 3. Draining every drop from a
third-generation Methuselah would be Impossible 9 or 10. This is left to Storyteller discretion.

If an Assamite character fails such a roll, he instantly enters a state of blood-frenzy and loses all self-
control. Those in such a state will savagely attack all other Kindred in their immediate vicinity, even
those they consider friends and allies. This frenzy lasts until the Assamite feeds on at least one nearby
vampire, or until the Assamite character is subdued and rendered unconscious or dead.

ORGANIZATION: Elders of the clan still orchestrate the Assamites' movements, plots, and actions
from  the  Eagle's  Nest  deep  within  Taqalut,  with  a  steady  stream of  Assamite  agents  deployed
throughout the world. Many of the clan's former "rules of engagement" – such as the prohibition against
pursuing a target who has already bested an assassin – have been discarded. To those outside the clan, it
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appears that the Assamites are running rampant, and they're not entirely wrong.

Assamites organize themselves into small units similar to Sabbat packs. These bands are known as falaqi.
A  falaq  typically  consists  of  two or  three  Kindred  who infiltrate  a  city  and gain  a  foothold  there.
Assamites in a given city engage in activities common to all Kindred: establishing power-bases, cultivating
herds, and bickering with other Kindred. They also weaken their rivals through selective assassination
and covert sabotage, for they do not see the Sixth Tradition as applicable to themselves or their clan.

BLOODLINES:  The leaders of the Assamite clan almost always belong to the  Vizier bloodline.
These Assamites are descended from advisors and rulers of old, and are very skilled in the practice of the
magical arts. Viziers rarely leave Taqalut,  and certainly never engage in assassination or other covert
activities. They instead devote their time and energy to furthering their understanding (and therefore the
clan's understanding) of blood magic.

Vizier  Assamites  forsake  their  clan  Discipline  of  Celerity,  and  instead  adopt  the  Discipline  of
Thaumaturgy.

QUOTE: "Save your breath, weak one – no one will hear you scream. Now, aid me on my journey back to
Haqim's majesty... "
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The followers of Set, also referred to as the Setites, are perhaps the
most  mistrusted  of  all  Kindred clans.  Their  ties  to  the  archetypal
serpent of myth are well known, and are bolstered by their bizarre
and  disturbing  powers.  They  are  custodians  of  knowledge  that,
according  to  their  claims,  predates  the  most  archaic  and  esoteric
learnings  of  humanity,  or  even  the  existence  of  humanity  itself.
When they enter a domain, the vampiric power structure inevitably
erodes at a frightening pace. But most unnerving of all, they share a
dark and vehement faith as a clan – a faith that the blood of an
Elder God flows in their cold veins.

According to the Setites, the progenitor of their clan was
none other than the Elder God Set itself – the archdemon
of the ancient world, the Dark One, Eater of Days and
Destroyer  of  Worlds.  Defeated by a  timeless,  unnamed
enemy, the Old Serpent entered a state of cosmic slumber
and  dormancy,  resting  for  centuries  until  His  followers
have prepared the world for his ominous return. And so,
his  childer  work  their  dark  magics  and  evil  endeavors,
striving  dilligently  to  prepare  the  world  for  the  coming
Darkness.

To achieve their goal,  the Setites have mastered several
potent tools of social manipulation. To the Followers, the
weapons of addiction, seduction, mind-control, and decay
are the oldest and most precise means to an end. They use
sex, intoxicants and drugs, religious cults, money, political
power, and general entropy and destruction to draw others
into their coils. To date, the Setites' methods have proven
terribly effective. Kindred and kine alike succumb to the
Followers'  machinations,  gladly  doing  whatever  their
serpentine master  bid them in return for patronage and
power.  Indeed,  in  some  cities,  entire  subcultures,
movements,  and  economic  strata  are  under  the  Setites'
sway.

The Followers cryptically refer to themselves as the "Eldest
among clans". Kindred historians dismiss this as groundless
braggadocio  and  erroneous  pomp.  However,  those  who
listen carefully  to the Setites'  whisperings are somewhat
less flippant, as the Snake Clan seems to have access to
hoary lore that might date back to the first and longest
nights.
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- STEREOTYPES -
Assamites: It seems that our brethren have 
forgotten all their teachings at the merest taste of 
vitae. And what implications this has...
Brujah: They have forgotten more lessons than 
they've learned. Once worth a touch of respect; 
now, nothing really.
Gangrel:  Cunning in a savage sort of way, but 
lacking the common sense of a wild dog. They have 
nothing we require.
Giovanni: Dangerous rivals, although they 
balance their crass materialism with their search for 
enlightenment.
Lasombra: Children of the void, though still fresh 
from the mother's teat. Only the eldest among them 
have any idea exactly what power they're evoking.
Malkavian:  Dangerous. They are keepers of 
truths perhaps even older than we. Fortunate that 
the other clans dismiss their prophesying as delusion.
Nosferatu: A not-so-subtle reminder of what we 
all are, and why it is pointless to play at anything 
else.
Ravnos: Concern yourself not with the wandering 
adolescents of this clan. It is the head of the 
rakshasa that bears watching, and its eyes are open 
once more.
Toreador:  Such ardor is... admirable. I could 
become drunk on a Toreador's passion, and might 
drain him dry trying to fill myself with it.
Tremere: How like a precocious child, with 
spectacles perched on his nose and a heavy book on 
his lap. Ah, but this little darling might eventually 
prove dangerous, and so requires a parent's gentle 
guidance...
Tzimisce: Self-styled dragons who nonetheless 
crawl on their bellies and feast on dust. They are 
crafty, but not so crafty as we.
Ventrue: They dislike us and spread rumors about 
us, for they cannot accept that we are elder and of 
greater birth.
Caitiff: Like the others, but more easily led.
The Camarilla: For all its skill in Masquerades, it 
cannot see beyond its own veils.
The Sabbat: A frightly mask does not a monster 
make.
The Anarchs: Passionate dreamers and passionate 
pawns.

Whatever the clan's origins, and whether or
not their lore is accurate, it is an indisputable
fact that their influence is far-flung and razor
sharp. Their web of influence stretches from
land  to  land,  domain  to  domain.  Many
Kindred never live to repeat the mistake of
underestimating  or  dismissing  the  insidious
might of the Setites.

NICKNAME: Serpents, Snake Clan

SECT:  Viewing  themselves  as  the  elect
progeny of an Elder Being of unsurpassed and
insanity-inspiring  cosmic  power,  the  Setites
don't  care  a  whit  for  immortal  politics  and
social bickering. They view the Camarilla as
pretentiously idealistic and narrowsighted, and
the Sabbat as exactly the same. They support
the  Anarchs  on  occasion,  mostly  to  sew
discord  and entropy  among all  the  political
sects and, thus, to weaken all their enemies.

APPEARANCE:  Few  generalizations  can
be made about the Serpents' appearance and
manner of dress. Each individual in the clan
wears whatever she wishes, and no collective
consensus or general clan opinions exist about
"proper" attire.  One commonality among all
Setites,  though,  is  the adoration of  red hair.
The Serpents call red hair the mark of Set,
and view it as the favor and blessing of their
maleficent  god.  Although  the  Snakes  covet
redheads, this by no means implies that only
those  with  red  hair  are  permitted  into  the
clan.

HAVEN:  Many  young  Setites  snatch  up
whatever  practical,  easy  crashpads  are
available. Setian Elders, however, treat haven-
building as a reverential, sacred process. Many
use  ancient  alchemical  and  magical
invocations  to  consecrate  their  havens,  be
they  temples,  libraries,  crypts,  or  manses.
Obviously,  due to their worship of the Old
Serpent,  most  Setite  havens  are  also
illustriously and lavishly festooned with every
imaginable manifestation of serpents and 
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snakes in artistic rendering. Most such havens also include extensive menageries of live serpents and
other reptiles, who are allowed free-rein of the haven and who play an important role in the rites and
rituals devoted to the Elder God.

BACKGROUND: All Setite vampires were also devotees of the Cult of Set in their mortal lives. It is
customary for the zealous and deeply faithful to receive the Embrace when the Elders of the clan (and of
the Cult) deem them worthy. Setites are almost never sired whimsically or without attention and care. In
life, such mortals tend to study a huge variety of mental and physical skills – every acolyte is encouraged
to foster her own particular strengths to aid the faith of the Old Serpent. Just so, Setite characters may
literally have any combination of skills and abilities, at a variety of levels of competency.

CHARACTER CREATION: See above.

CLAN DISCIPLINES: Obfuscate, Presence, Serpentis

WEAKNESSES: As creatures of the primordial darkness, Setites have an extreme sensitivity to bright
lights of all sorts, but especially to the hateful sun. When exposed to direct, bright sunlight, Setites are
instantly vaporized into fine black dust. In any other bright light (e.g.: torches, lanterns, spotlights, bright
LEDs, large campfires, etc.), Setite characters suffer -2 to all skills, attributes, and attempt rolls.

ORGANIZATION:  Individually,  Followers of Set  act much like other Kindred,  maintaining herds,
acquiring power, and eliminating their rivals. Setites even prey upon one another – the clan takes a
Darwinian  approach  even  within  its  own  ranks.  Communally,  though,  Serpents  usually  organize
themselves into  temples  where they can exchange lore, practice rites, and collectively worship their
god.  Their  hierarchy tends to be stratified by age,  with the eldest  and wisest  member of a temple
officiating. Rumor has it that somewhere in the world, this clan maintains the Grand Temple of Set,
the dwelling place of the clan's Grand Hierophant. This Methuselah is said to be the direct scion of
Set himself and therefore the first vampire Embraced into the clan. She is a being of immense, awesome
power, her knowledge has no equal, and her authority of the clan (and the religion of Set) is absolute.

BLOODLINES: The serpents have two distinct bloodlines that branch off from the main clan. The first
of these are known as the Fangs of Set. These are the clan's warrior-priests who revere and seek to
embody the warrior and hunter aspects of Set. Setites of the Fangs of Set bloodline learn the Potence
Discipline in lieu of  Obfuscate,  preferring a direct,  combative approach to problem solving.  Another
bloodline, called the  Eyes of Set,  teach a philosophy of quite willpower and the body-language of
domination and control. These Setites lose the Obfuscate Discipline and instead study Dominate.

QUOTE: "Please. I thought you above such abysmal folklore and superstition. "The serpent is not to be trusted."
"Knowledge is the root of all evil." Why do you think parents instill such beliefs in their children – or that your sire
reared you in like fashion? Why would they balk at sharing wisdom? Ah. You begin to understand. Would you like
to sit and speak with me now?"
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The Giovanni are respectful, genteel, and well-mannered. Affluent beyond
imagination, Clan Giovanni traces its roots back to a prosperous family of
merchant-princes. The clan still maintains its ancestral home – a thousand-
year-old villa of exquisite design. No other clan makes such a spectacle of
humility and propriety as does the Giovanni, and no other clan hides its
blasphemous secrets half a well.

According to tales whispered in Camarilla
salons  and  Sabbat  esbats,  the  Giovanni's
endless money spoiled the family, and they
turned  to  necromancy  out  of  extreme,
perverse  boredom.  Surprisingly  enough,
the family  demonstrated a great  aptitude
for  dealing  with  the  dead,  and  their
newfound prowess attracted the attention
of a forgotten vampire Lord. The vampire
Embraced the head of the family, Augustus
Giovanni, and brought him into the world
of  the  undead.  This  particular  vampire,
legend  has  it,  was  keenly  interested  in
death, and the Embrace of Giovanni and
his  family  was  meant  to  further  the
vampire's knowledge of what lay beyond
the wall of mortality.

The  Ancient's  plan  worked  better,  albeit
differently, than he had intended. Augustus
– a cutthroat merchant and mercenary –
saw the opportunity to seize his doddering
sire's  power,  and  did  so,  hunting  and
destroying all the Ancient's childer as well.
After  diablerizing  his  sire,  Augustus
became  a  member  of  the  Third
Generation and founded his own clan, the
Giovanni.

Other vampires reacted in horror, and for a century, the "Devil Kindred" of Giovanni were rooted out
and annihilated wherever they went. Finally, the Giovanni sat down with the nascent Camarilla and
negotiated a truce. This pact guaranteed that the Giovanni would leave all the other Kindred to their
squabbling and warfare, and that the Camarilla would in turn leave the Giovanni to do as they please. 
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- STEREOTYPES -
Assamites: Their recent change in disposition 
makes us nervous.
Brujah: So much noise, and so little action.
Followers of Set: Although they hail from the 
lands of the dead, there is little we can glean from 
them without sullying ourselves.
Gangrel:  Ultimately forgettable; we rarely cross 
paths.
Lasombra: They'll stab you in the back, but that's 
because they know how Kindred games are played.
Malkavian:  Their insight is rarely worth the 
excruciating company they provide.
Nosferatu: They are dangerously adept at 
uncovering secrets. Make no enemies among them, 
lest you attract their attentions.
Ravnos:  No good can come from a Kindred who 
claims lies as his sire.
Toreador:  Effete and indolent, they nonetheless 
wield appreciable assests.
Tremere: Slippery as eels. They mire themselves in 
the same politics that damn them.
Tzimisce: An arcane, if outdated, evil.
Ventrue:  They spend too much time cultivating 
their reputation as martyrs. They lack direction.
Caitiff: Inconsequential and poorly bred.
The Camarilla: Large, foolish, and predictable.
The Sabbat: Smaller, more foolish, and less 
predictable.
The Anarchs: Their love of freedom is admirable, 
and we share it. Provided they leave us be, we shall 
follow suit.

Taking advantage of this lack of interest and
involvement by other vampires, the Giovanni
quietly  and  passively  continued  to  amass
wealth and power, furthering their mastery of
the Necromancy Discipline all the while. Few
believe the clan is engaging in either pursuit
for altruistic purposes, and recent movements
by the Giovanni have many Kindred worried.
With  all  their  money  and  all  the  souls
they've harvested, something forboding is on
the horizon. It is an ill wind that blows out of
the Giovanni villa.

Members  of  the  Giovanni  Clan  are  also
members of the Giovanni family,  and those
not  Embraced often serve their  relations  as
ghouls.  This  familial  tie  –  members  of  the
clan  are  related  by  blood  twice!  -  ensures
almost  complete  loyalty  on  the  part  of  all
Giovanni.

NICKNAME: Necromancers, 
Necrophiliacs, Corpsefuckers

APPEARANCE:  Giovanni  vampires
typically  present  airs  of  presentability  and
respectability. Most Giovanni, hailing as they
do from extraordinary wealth,  tend to dress
richly and well,  though not lavishly – they
tend  to  prefer  subtle  and  stiking
accouterments  of  affluence  rather  than
flaunting ostentatious outfits and accesories.

HAVEN: Giovanni favor havens befitting their wealth. Mansions, estates, palaces, castles and the like
suit the Giovanni best, though it is not uncommon for a Necromancer to keep a secret bolthole in a
sewer or crypt. The Giovanni have not forgotten the crusade that almost exterminated their line, and as
such, they are fervent in providing for their own safety and seclusion.

BACKGROUND: Almost all Giovanni vampires – save for the most devoted, zealous, and respected
servants – come from the Giovanni family. Members of this family accrue wealth for their kin in many
ways.  Primary  among  these  are  medicine,  banking  and  other  financial  endeavors,  and  general
merchantdom and commerce. A great many Giovanni are healers and physicians – working with the sick
and injured not only maintains their reputation and wealth, but also gives them access to precious mortal
blood and corpses ripe for raising.
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CHARACTER CREATION:  Giovanni can possess any
combination of skills,  attributes,  and knowledge,  at  varying
levels  of  competency.  However,  they all  have considerable
resources, retainers, contacts, and influence at their disposal.

CLAN DISCIPLINES: Dominate, Necromancy, Potence

WEAKNESSES:  Because they traffick with the dead and
meddle  with  the  balance  of  life  and  death,  Giovanni
vampires  all  develop  an  intense  aura  and  "stench"  of
unnatural unlife all about them. This emanation means that
Giovanni  characters  are  much  more  likely  in-game  to
encounter their ancestral foes, the Werewolves, who are the
defenders and protectors of Gaia and the Natural Balance.
Though  werewolves  actively  hunt  all  vampires,  they  are
doubly dedicated to obliterating the Giovanni. Further, in any
conflict  involving  one  or  more  werewolves  and  a  mixed
group of vampires that includes a Giovanni, the werewolves
involved will ALWAYS target the Giovanni first.

ORGANIZATION: Clan affairs are handled centrally in the ancestral family villa, colloquially called
The Mausoleum.  As is to be expected,  the clan has a famial  structure. Incest,  necrophilia,  favor-
currying and boot-licking, ancestor worship, and carefully cultivated guilt riddle the family. By the time
most  Kindred  are  Embraced,  they've  seen  plenty  of  the  vagaries  of  undead  existence.  The  clan's
nonintervention in the Camarilla/Sabbat  conflict  means the Giovanni  are  free to pursue their  own
vendettas  and  deepen  their  mastery  of  necromancy.  The  Giovanni  progenitor,  Augustus  Giovanni,
reputedly still maintains direct control over the clan and family, though no one outside the clan has seen
him for well over 500 years.

BLOODLINES: Not all Giovanni vampires are named Giovanni. Throughout the years, the Giovanni
have Embraced and encapsulated a number of  other  families  and organizations into their  ranks for
practical social and political  reasons. These include the  Pisanob (a family of powerful witches),  the
Dunsim  (a  cabal  of  cannibalistic  bankers),  the  Milliners (a  group  of  heretical  formerly-human
necromancers), and a number of other minor families and groups.

QUOTE: "Consider taking a different tone with me. You are, after all, worth much more to the Giovanni dead
than undead."
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When a vampire is renowned for her wickedly dark sense of humor,
she's most likely a Ravnos. These Kindred are deceivers of the first
order, weaving illusion and lies into elaborate schemes to part the
foolish from whatever it  is  a  given Ravnos might  desire – be  it
wealth,  blood,  amusement at pranking their victims,  or even their
victims' freedom. Like Mephistopheles, the Ravnos ply their devil's
deals with whomever they want, cackling all the while at their own
mischief, and bringing woe to those unable to pay their hidden costs.

Although many Ravnos see themselves as great tricksters, the
generally  benevolent  pranks  of  Coyote  and  Raven  aren't
really their style. Instead, they draw on a tradition of illusion
and deceit with a much more sinister bent.  A Ravnos is a
highly dangerous being with whom to sup or bargain – these
devils have been making their wagers and bargains for a long,
long time, and they're very skilled in their dealings.

The  Ravnos  are  nomadic  to  the  core  and  care  little  for
permanent  havens  or  positions  with  the  stationary  power-
structures of vampiric domains and cities. Even those Ravnos
who  choose  a  city  as  a  permanent  residence  erect  and
abandon havens as the mood strikes them, taking whatever
they like, doing as they please, and moving on when they're
bored.  This  habitual  disregard  for  domain  and  authority
infuriates the vampiric Princes of the world, especially those
who hold the Tradition of Hospitality in high esteem. Few
punish violators, however, for fear of inviting retribution from
the clan as a whole.

This  clan  has  long-standing  ties  with  mortal  nomadic
soothsayers, thieves, and some indigenous groups. However,
few Ravnos enjoy the hospitality and kinship of their mortal
acquaintances,  perhaps  because  those  mortals  know  the
Ravnos's  true  nature  too  well,  and  perhaps  because  the
Ravnos alienate their mortal kin with their dangerous tricks.
Whatever the reason, a Ravnos typically has few or no allies
on whom he can regularly rely. His charm and mischief may
win him a few temporary companions, and clan loyalty may
draw fellow Ravnos to his side in times of dire need, but the
Ravnos vampire's path ultimately lies alone.

Naturally, the Princes of most cities are leery of allowing these
tricksters free rein in their domains.  The Ravnos's eccentric
code of  honor  is  strong,  but  rarely  coincides  with another
Kindred's definition of the term. A Ravnos may break her 
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- STEREOTYPES -
Assamites: The only good thing about them is 
that the other clans hate and fear them so much, it's 
easy to get plenty of cold corpses between yourself 
and one of these devourers.
Brujah: Let them rattle the cages. If they bend the 
bars, we'll follow them out – and if the warden 
shows up, they're the first to go.
Followers of Set: What is everyone so afraid of? 
Snakes can't poison us, and we don't have souls to 
lose.
Gangrel:  Our poor cousins. They dig themselves 
holes in the mud, then drag their matted asses back 
to the cities when the Camarilla whistles. Still, 
they're better than most of the others.
Giovanni: A family much as a clan, same as us. 
Give them space, maybe they'll do the same. And if 
not? Send them to hell – they'll be happiest there 
anyway.
Lasombra: These hard bastards sure look soft. 
They're not childer, and they don't play children's 
games. We respect that.
Malkavian:  They see too damned much, and 
don't buy into anybody's delusions but their own. 
Don't like  'em one bit.
Nosferatu: Their eyes and ears are too damned 
sharp for their own good. Be a shame if something... 
happened to these catacomb crawlers.
Toreador: Poet shirts, wine and roses, artsy tattoos 
– kill me if I ever start acting like one of these 
poseurs.
Tremere: Our fellow sorcerers, conjuring up solid 
results to our shadows. Of course, they don't have 
half the edge we do, but their power is respectable.
Tzimisce: There are some real impurities in the 
blood of these bitches. Give them a wide berth.
Ventrue: Bow if you have to, scrape and genuflect 
if you must, then slit their throats for the blood 
when they're distracted.
Caitiff:  Like suckers, there seems to be one born 
every minute.
The Camarilla: Easy marks and dangerous foes.
The Sabbat: They think they pursue freedom? 
Pfeh.
The Anarchs: More respectable and in-tune with 
our pursuits than the other sects. We help them 
when the fancy strikes us.

word at will unless she's spat into her palm
and  shaken  on  a  deal.  She'll  defend  her
"good name" for all its worth – depending on
what she considers slander. And she'll almost
always come to the defense of a clanmate,
and vice versa; the Ravnos may sometimes
take  advantage  of  each  other,  as  they
consider it their privilege, but outsiders aren't
allowed the same.

Perhaps most worrisome about the Ravnos as
a clan are the hints and whispers that some
of  the  clan's  most  powerful  Elders  are
awakening from centuries of slumber. These
Elder  Ravnos  –  if  the  rumors  are  true  –
possess  tremendous  mystical  powers,
including illusions so powerful that they can
actually shape and affect the physical world.
Time will tell what role these "demon kings"
will play in vampiric politics.

NICKNAME: Deceivers, Rogues

SECT: The Ravnos go where they will and
do  whatever  they  desire,  the  sects  be
damned. The Elders of this clan scoff at the
Camarilla  and  Sabbat  as  temporary  social
clubs,  hollow  institutions  wherein  paranoid
young vampires can gather in numbers and
reassure themselves that they're the apex of
the food chain. Younger Ravnos simply reject
the idea of authority altogether. Most Ravnos
loot at the Sabbat's promises of freedom and
the Camarilla's offer of protection as nothing
more  than  honeyed  bait  for  the  trap,  and
politely  (or  not  so  politely)  decline.  Those
Ravnos with the patience for and interest in
politics almost always side with the Anarchs.

APPEARANCE:  Ravnos as a whole tend
toward the darker side of flamboyance. They
wear  whatever  they  please,  and  definitely
engineer their outfits to aid in whatever they
pursue – deceptive and social Ravnos wear
outfits  that  aid  them  in  charming  others,
proactive criminal Rogues wear practical and
utilitarian  clothes  that  also  serve  to
camouflage them in the shadows and in large
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crowds, and so forth. Otherwise, dress aside, Ravnos vampires come from every culture and ethnic group
in life, and so have no common physical features as a clan.

HAVEN: Ravnos as nomadic by nature, and wanderlust pulses strongly in their blood. Members of this
clan often travel in wagons and caravans; Ravnos in contemporary/industrial settings travel in vans and
RVs, or they hitchhike and hop freight trains. Some Ravnos live on small houseboats and sailing ships,
the better to travel covertly and quickly. Those Ravnos with mortal relatives often stay with their families
at times, but the wanderlust inevitably strikes them, and they take to the road anew.

BACKGROUND:  These nomads Embrace few childer;  Elders of this  clan almost  never sire new
vampires.  The  youngest  Ravnos,  however,  are  somewhat  more  lax  in  siring  childer,  and  the  latest
generation of Ravnos has seen vampires from all cultures, ethnic groups, and a variety of mortal trades
and occupations. Almost  all  Ravnos were in life some sort of rogue,  cultivating such skills  as lying,
swindling, cheating, misdirection, sleight of hand, pickpocketing, burglary, lockpicking, various stealth and
subterfuge skills, gambling, and the like. Many Ravnos in life were vivacious derelicts and vagrants (rarely,
drunken winesots and addicts). Some were political agitators and subversive activists and terrorists. These
Ravnos tend to see eye to eye with the Brujah.

CHARACTER CREATION:  Ravnos characters almost always favor social and stealth skills,  and
have at least one roguish or criminal skill from their pursuits in life. Some may even possess magical
prowess, especially in the arts of illusion and divination. See the above section for more potential Ravnos
concepts.

CLAN DISCIPLINES: Animalism, Chimerstry, Fortitude

WEAKNESSES:  The Ravnos have indulged in their particular vices for so long that they become
addicted to them. Each Ravnos character has a weakness for some form of trickery, deceit, or mischief, be
it gambling, lying, theft, blackmail, or even cleverly framed murder (though this is rare). This is chosen at
character creation. Any time the opportunity to indulge this weakness presents itself,  a Ravnos must
make a Willpower vs. Difficulty 5 self-control check. If this roll is failed, the Ranvos instantly succumbs
to the desire to indulge and must do so in-game.

ORGANIZATION: Few Ravnos trust anyone, even their own clanmates; these vampires do work
together when necessary to bilk, rob, and topple enemies outside the clan. They often make grandiose
pledges of familial loyalty to one another, though neither side expects the other to uphold these vows.
The recently awakened clan Elders, however, have begun contacting their progeny in all corners of the
world, attempting to come back into power and dictate the actions of younger Ravnos. However, as a
clan,  the  Ravnos have been so  long accustomed to  freedom and unhindered action that  most  are
resisting and ignoring these summons.

BLOODLINES: One distinct branch of the Ravnos clan, the Phuri Dae, are an ancestral line of seers
and mystics. Unlike the rest of the clan, they focus on divination and prophecy, studying the Auspex
Discipline rather than the Fortitude Discpline that most Ravnos learn.

QUOTE: "If it'd been me stealing the sun, I wouldn't have given it to the humans to keep them warm. I'd have
drowned it in the ocean, and started burying the kine's souls by selling them fire."
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The Salubri are the childer of Saulot, a revered ancient
healer-turned-Kindred. Saulot was a mystic uncomfortable
with  his  awakened  beast  and  constantly  questing  to
squelch it. In the interests of furthering this quest, and to
tame the pains of the living and dead, Saulot Embraced
the wise and the gentle to tend the pains of both mortals
and the undead.  These  childer,  now clan Salubri,  were
revered as healers and peacemakers, unusually selfless for
creatures  more  often  defined  by  their  avarice  and
monstrous cruelty. 

After countless decades of attempting to calm his inner Beast, Saulot began to despair and fled to an
unknown destination far from his homeland. When he returned, he bore a third eye and new insight
into  the vampiric  condition;  his  beast  was quieted and he described his  new condition as  being in
Golconda, named for the town where he finally achieved inner peace. The clan, revitalized by their
ancestor's return, embraced the new discipline of Obeah and enhanced their abilities. It was at this time,
with the adoption of Obeah, that the third eye became the mark of all  Salubri,  originally a sign of
enlightenment, it has now become a target, painted on the forehead of a clan of healers that most other
Kindred see as corrupt perversions of their nature.

Upon returning to his clan, Saulot inadvertently brought with him the Baali, a sect of demon worshipers
whose grim demonic masters had instructed them to follow Saulot and eradicate his childer. The reasons
belying this unprovoked attack were and remain unknown. What is known, however, is that the usually
tranquil Saulot saw these invaders as abominations and encouraged his peaceful followers to retaliate
when attacked. To that end, one of his childer, Sumiel, put aside the path of the healer and took up the
sword. And so, with this act of righteous defiance, the warrior caste of the Salubri clan were born. To this
night, they remain zealously devoted to wiping out the forces of demonic taint wherever they exist.

Whether  part  of  the  healer  caste  or  the  warrior  caste,  almost  all  Salubri  are  calm  and  placid  of
temperament,  and seek to  subdue the Beast  raging within them until  they can  attain  the state  of
Golconda. This pursuit, and their general compassion toward mortal society, makes the Salubri bizarre
anomalies in undead society. On top of that, all Salubri have inherited the third eye of their Progenitor,
Saulot, and mortals and undead alike find these eyes unnerving. As such, they tend to keep their lineage
secret, and most Salubri give a wide berth to Kindred society and politics.

Their relative rarity and extreme reclusiveness has led to a vast array of gossip and rumor-mongering
among non-Salubri vampires regarding the Salubri's practices. As is the way with gossip, vampiric high
society has twisted and perverted rumors of the Salubri's healing practices into a persistent narrative that
Kindred of this bloodline siphon out the souls of the freshly deceased. This near-ubiquitous rumor has
earned the Salubri the pejorative nicknames “soulsuckers” and “soul-thieves”, though nothing could be
further from the truth.
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- STEREOTYPES -
Assamites: Assassins. They kill for pleasure and 
profit. They are everything we are not.
Brujah: They care for the dispossessed and 
downtrodden. We respect that.
Followers of Set: Vile abominations.
Gangrel:  The wolf knows only predation and 
slaughter, and cares nothing for its victims. Still, at 
least theirs is a primal and natural brutality, unlike the 
cruelty and malice of the other clans.
Giovanni: Others have suggested that what the 
Necromancers do is similar to our gifts. How utterly 
ludicrous and defamatory. Death to the 
corpsefuckers!
Lasombra: Childer of shadow and malice. So many 
are hurt by their machinations, and they enjoy it.
Malkavian:  Poor wretches. We do all we can to 
aid them, and listen where others scoff and deride.
Nosferatu: We feel for their curse and wish we 
could help. Still though, that stench...
Ravnos: They prey on the gullible and rejoice in 
the suffering of others. Wicked creatures, though 
mostly harmless.
Toreador:  It takes a special breed of arrogance, 
idiocy, and myopia to spend an immortal eternity 
hoarding useless material objects and fetishizing 
fopishness. These lackwits no nothing but folly.
Tremere: Arcane power at any cost. That's what 
they're after, and what, I tremble to admit, they have 
achieved to some small extent. How many innocents 
suffer and die to fuel their “research“?
Tzimisce: The cruelist and most repugnant of the 
Kindred. Singularly abominable and in need of a 
good genocide.
Ventrue: Ostensibly, they think their regiments and 
structures and scheming keep a civil and subdued 
undead populace. To the contrary, their hierarchy 
creates conflict and turmoil, and claims countless 
lives every night. They're fools, but at least they're 
predictable fools.
Caitiff: Unfortunates, every one of them. We care 
for them when we can, but they'll have to grow up 
sooner or later.
The Camarilla: Authority and structure imposed 
is never stable, never welcome. The Camarilla does 
more harm than good. But it's not the Sabbat...
The Sabbat: To hell with these murderous freaks!
The Anarchs: Their aims are noble their cause 
just, but it's politics just the same. Not interested.

CLAN ADVANTAGE:
Salubri  nature  and  blood  lineage  gives  all
vampires of this Clan a general +2 bonus to
Willpower in rolls to resist Frenzy.

NICKNAME:  Soulsuckers,  Cyclops,  Soul-
Thieves

SECT: As with all bloodlines, the Salubri are
nominally assigned a place in the Camarilla.
In  practice,  however,  not  a  single  Salubri
exists  who  cares  about  undead  politics.
Because  vampires  of  this  lineage  only  sire
healers,  herbalists,  nurses,  midwives,  and
other empathetic healers, the primary concern
for  Salubri  Kindred is  abating suffering and
easing  the  transition  from  life  to  death.
Politics and power-mongering mean nothing
to  them,  especially  when  the  Salubri
acknowledge that the majority of those they
treat are bystanders and “collateral damage”
in  the  incessant  war  between  Camarilla,
Sabbat, the Indeps, and the Anarchs.

APPEARANCE:  Physiologically,  Salubri
share  little  in  common,  as  they  are  sired
exclusively from healing professions and such
professions have no limitations in regards to
race,  sex,  gender,  or  personal  background.
The feature they do all share – the feature
that  perhaps  most  alienates  them  from
Kindred society – is a third eye in the middle
of  their  foreheads.  All  Salubri  develop  this
peculiarity after their Embrace, and all become
proficient  at  hiding  it  from  mortals  and
immortals alike.

HAVEN:
Their  work  and  their  journey  toward
Golconda keeps most Salubri nomadic. They
shelter where they can, though, due to their
innate capacity for healing, they are welcome
in a variety of mortal and immortal locales.
When  they  are  stationary,  Salubri  tend  to
nest  in  seclusion,  removed  from  the
machinations  and  scheming  of  vampire
politics.
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BACKGROUND:  Salubri  very selectively (and almost
always with consent)  Embrace their childer  from mortals
who are intelligent, compassionate, empathetic, and selfless.
Healers, midwives, the charitable, teachers, aid-givers, and
others of their ilk make up the Salubri ranks, thin as they
are. Salubri are also extremely patient and observant when
siring childer, which means that Salubri are less “prolific”
and therefore less populous than other clans. Their capacity
for healing and for secrecy also makes the Salubri,  as a
clan,  generally  composed  of  older  generation  vampires
than all the other bloodlines.

CHARACTER CREATION:  Salubri  characters  tend
to  possess  high  intelligence,  both  intellectually  and
emotionally.  They gravitate toward social  skills,  empathy,
the  ability  to  listen  and  give  counsel,  to  diagnose  and
understand. In life,  many Salubri were healers,  herbalists,
wortcunners,  doctors,  physicians,  and so  on,  and should
retain relevant skills in unlife. Salubri characters belonging
to the warrior caste are sired from those who in life were
idealists, activists, dissidents, and insurgents, all those who
fought to enact their ideals and to improve the conditions
of oppressive mortal society.

CLAN  DISCIPLINES:  Healers  –  Auspex,  Fortitude,
Obeah; Warriors – Auspex, Fortitude, Valeren

WEAKNESSES: Because of their shared propensity for
compassion and easing suffering, vampires of the Salubri
lineage suffer negative consequences (whether due to guilt
or because of arcane limitations in their blood itself) when
they feed on unwilling victims (including victims coerced
through preternatural means). Any time a Salubri feeds on
an unwilling victim, she suffers -2 Strength, -2 Speed, and
-1 to all rolls. Effects last until the vampire hungers again.
Just  so,  Salubri  vampires  go  to  great  pains  to  find
consenting “donors”, and, when consensual human blood
is unobtainable, they often feed on non-human animals.
PCs and Storytellers should roleplay this aspect of Salubri
existence as much as possible – Saluri aren't excited to be
vampires,  and  they  don't  enjoy  harming  others.
Incorporate this compassionate approach to vampirism in
all games that include Salubri characters.

ORGANIZATION:  Salubri  remain loosely affiliated and in communication with one another,  but
otherwise have no organization of which to speak. They have no formal clan gatherings, no collective
desires or plans to enact. One of the only reasons Salubri ever flock together is when a major discovery
or philosophical inroad into attaining Golconda has been discovered.
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These unfortunate wretches, also called the Clanless, are vampires who don't
inherit the traits and blood of their sires, and therefore belong to no clan.
When a Caitiff  is  Embraced,  some unknown and mystical  process occurs
between sire and childe. The traits that define the sire's bloodline are not
passed on, and the childe is not "imprinted" with the defining characteristics
of the sire's clan. As a result,  the childe inherits  none of the sire's  Clan
Disciplines  or  weaknesses,  and  instead  develops  traits  and  powers  in  an
erratic and unpredictable fashion.

Caitiff  are  the  outcasts  and  pariahs  of  Kindred  society.  They  are  seen  as  weak-blooded,  feeble
abominations, and some Princes and other powerful traditionalists in vampiric society actively hunt and
destroy  them.  Even  when  they  are  not  hunted  and  killed,  Caitiff  almost  always  suffer  extreme
denigration and shame when mingling in vampiric society.

Unwanted and abandoned, the Caitiff have swelled the ranks of Kindred society in the past few decades.
They are the results of mistakes, regrets, frenzies, and poor choices. Many are lucky to have even a
vague recollection of their sire and the Embrace, while most stumble around with no understanding of
what they are. Those who discover a means to survive are exceptional, and some of these Trash grow to
become notorious Kindred in their own right.

On rare occasion, a compassionate or cunning elder adopts a Caitiff into their clan. Many Caitiff seek
this protection and refuge, working for decades, even centuries to earn the respect of the clan and its
elders, and enduring every kind of humiliation. When a Caitiff finally manages to prove his worth, clan
Elders may see fit to bring him into the folds of the clan. On the exceedingly rare occasion that this
happens, the Caitiff is given the vitae of an elder in large quantities,  and therefore earn the Clan's
Disciplines and become one with the clan's blood.

Their lack of a true Clan Curse and their periphal understanding of their new undead state lead many
Caitiff to the adoption of vampiric weaknesses propigated by the dominant mortal culture. Some Caitiff
are unable to cross running water, while others are repelled by garlic. On the other hand, Caitiff are also
able to adopt and learn any Discipline; some even turn out to be Inceptors, developing entirely new
Disciplines and powers. This doesn't help to better their reputation, as many Elders are fearful of new
bloodlines, citing the cases of the Tremere and Giovanni to prove the danger that Caitiffs present to
vampiric society. Also, many Kindred take offense when their treasured Clan Discipline is copied by some
low-running Caitiff and immediatly ask for her destruction.

Caitiffs can occur in any siring, though they are far and away most common in the 8 th generation and
beyond. Those with "weak blood" seem more apt to create Caitiffs, and indeed, the Caitiff condition is
most likely due to the dilution of bloodlines.

NICKNAME: Wretches, Trash, the Unbound (used by Caitiff themselves)
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- STEREOTYPES -
Assamites: Terrible monsters, but at least they 
don't want our blood. Heh.
Brujah: Some of the only Kindred who treat us as 
equals, or at least, less like obnoxious vermin. Some 
of the only true allies and friends we've got.
Followers of Set: They mostly leave us alone, and 
we're happy to do the same.
Gangrel:  They sometimes treat us somewhat 
better than the others, but not by much.
Giovanni: All too happy to murder us and raise us 
up as mindless minions. To hell with the 
corpsefuckers.
Lasombra: We're the only ones who know how to 
use the shadows better than these chaos-mongering 
freaks. They speak of freedom, but want us all to be 
their slaves. 
Malkavian:  It's easy enough to mingle with the 
Madmen. Hell, it's easy enough to pass as one. 
Better insane than despised by all of vampire kind.
Nosferatu: They understand what it is to be 
universally despised, and that brings us together. Still, 
they hate us because we bear no clan curse as they 
so painfully do. Tenuous friends, but we value them.
Ravnos: They think we're easy marks because 
we're thin-bloods. That makes them fools, and 
anyone we can call a fool is truly special.
Toreador:  Peacocks soaked in perfume and 
pretense. Fuck 'em.
Tremere: Most Warlocks won't bother to look 
down their erudite noses at us, and just as well – 
they're scary fuckers, and we're better off not 
attracting their attentions.
Tzimisce: ::shudders in fear::
Ventrue: They say their Camarilla exists to protect 
us all, and yet, they treat us worse than most of the 
other clans combined. Dandies and slavemasters. Like 
the Toreador: fuck 'em.
The Camarilla: Honeyed lies and empty promises. 
There's no place for us among them, despite their 
propaganda.
The Sabbat: They accept us more readily than the 
Camarilla, but only because they want suicide troops 
and cannon-fodder.
The Anarchs: They only chance of freedom or 
fitting in that any of us has.

SECT:  Nominally,  Caitiffs  fall  under  the
protection  of  the  Camarilla,  since  that
organization  claims  all  vampires  under  its
banner whether they support the Camarilla
or not. However, in truth, Caitiffs are almost
entirely outcast and independent. They're not
a clan,  and few individual  Caitiff  run with
others of  their  kind,  so few generalizations
can  be  made  about  Caitiff  politics.  More
Caitiff  pledge  their  loyalty  to  the  Anarchs
than any other sect, since only the Anarchs
promise  them  equality  and  freedom  in
Kindred society.

APPEARANCE:  Caitiff  may  come  from
any culture or ethnic group, and may adopt
or prefer any style of dress. May Caitiff are
likely of the same culture or ethnic group as
their  sire,  and  may  appear  similar  to  that
vampire.

HAVEN:  Anywhere they can find with a
speck of safety. Caitiff are rarely allowed to
nest  with  other  vampires,  and  with
numerous  other  clans  and  power  groups
competing for territory, they most often have
last  (and  worse)  pick  of  location.  Caitiff
sometimes  lair  in  sewers,  tombs,  and
catacombs with the Nossies, with whom they
tend  to  be  on  at  least  respectful  speaking
terms.  They  also  often  squat  abandoned
buildings, and even shelter in wilderness and
semi-wilderness  with  the  Gangrel  when
they're permitted to do so.

BACKGROUND  &  CHARACTER
CREATION: Caitiff literally come from all
walks of life. Caitiff characters may have any
skills,  professions,  knowledge,  and
backgrounds from their life as mortals.
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CLAN DISCIPLINES:  None.  When a  Caitiff  character  is  Embraced  and  created,  the  player  or
storyteller creating the Caitiff rolls a d20 twice. Compare the results to the chart below:

1. Animalism
2. Auspex
3. Celerity
4. Chimerstry
5. Dementation
6. Dominate
7. Fortitude
8. Necromancy
9. Obfuscate
10. Obtenebration
11. Potence
12. Presence
13. Protean
14. Quietus
15. Serpentis
16. Thaumaturgy
17. Vicissitude
18, 19, or 20. Inceptor of a New Discipline

The Caitiff character possesses the two disciplines that correspond with the results of her d20 rolls. If the
same Discipline is rolled more than once, roll again. This includes the Inceptor of a New Discipline
option – a character cannot create two new Disciplines, only a single one.

If a Caitiff character rolls 18-20, she has inherited the strange and rare ability to create an entirely new
Discpline. This task is daunting, but should provide ample creative and roleplaying opportunities. Any
new Disciplines created by players must be created in tandem with and approved by the Storyteller
before they can be used in-game.

Any Caitiff character who manages to develop a new Discipline is, in essence, the Progenitor of an
entirely new Clan of vampires, and is, in effect, a very powerful and potentially dangerous creature.
Almost the whole of vampiric society will seek that character's destruction, and roleplaying such a Caitiff
will prove difficult and daunting. Players should consider this before they choose to play such a character.

WEAKNESSES: None, as a "clan". However, all Caitiff characters are outcasts and pariahs in vampiric
society, and suffer all the humiliations, mockery, violence, and abuse of the Kindred who abhor them.

ORGANIZATION: None to speak of, really. The Caitiff aren't a clan, but a loose conglomeration of
individual vampires afflicted with the same unfortunate condition. Sometimes, though, a handful of Caitiff
decide to band together in tightly-knit collectives to ensure their mutual safety and survival. These bands
are usually non-hierarchical, decentralized, and informal, and the always operate in secret.
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VAMPIRIC POWERS & DISCIPLINES
The preceeding chapter on vampiric clans and bloodlines makes frequent mention of various powers, or
Disciplines,  used by the Kindred. This chapter delves into each particular  Discipline,  and provides
explanation and rules mechanics for each.

All vampires possess Disciplines, or supernatural powers granted to them by the Embrace. These powers
separate the undead from mortal kine, providing them vast physical and spiritual might. With Disciplines,
a vampire might display the strength of ten mortals,  bend another being to her will,  transform into
animals, or soak up absurd amounts of physical damage. Elders, who have not only learned a variety of
Disciplines but have mastered them, are truly beings to be feared.

Like  all  Attributes  and  Skills  in  Saga,  Disciplines  each  have  a  rating  that  indicates  their  level  of
accomplishment or mastery. This rating is typically 1-5, but may climb into the 6 or 7 range for Elders
and Ancients who have devoted centuries to mastering them. As a character increases her rating in a
given Discipline, she gains access to new powers and abilities therein.

Average Kindred – those not of exceptionally old generations – typically have a rating of 1-5 in their
Disciplines. All clan vampires (i.e.: not Caitiff) traditionally learn 3 Disciplines from their sires as a clan
tradition. Caitiff, due to their lack of training and weak blood, usually learn only 2 Disciplines. When a
vampire character is created, depending on his age and level of experience, Storytellers may allow the
distribution of any number of points into vampiric Disciplines. However, for very young neonates
of lesser generations (which will be the majority of characters in a Vampire campaign),
Storytellers ought to allow 3-4 points to be distributed into Disciplines at character
creation.

Although Disciplines are often thought of in terms of  a vampire's  clan,  and although an individual
vampire does tend to learn his clan's Disciplines, there is absolutely no restriction on vampires learning
Disciplines outside their clan. The only requirement for a vampire to branch out and learn Disciplines of
other clans is that she has a teacher who possesses some degree of skill in that Discipline. Vampires may
teach each other cross-Disciplinary powers all they like, and there is no limit to the number of Disciplines
a vampire may study and learn.

In the descriptions of Disciplines in the following pages, each power that a vampire may learn within a
given Discipline is listed at whatever level of numeric mastery is required to utilize that power. Note well
that whatever numeric level of mastery a vampire has in a given Discipline, she may use ALL abilities
that are equal to or LESS THAN that number. For example, in the first Discipline listed, Animalism, there
are five mundane levels of mastery. A vampire who has a rating of 3 in Animalism may use the powers
Feral Whispers, Beckoning,  and Quell the Beast, since these are levels 1, 2, and 3 abilities. Vampires who
possess five ranks in a Discipline may use ALL the regular powers of that Discipline.

ANIMALISM
The Beast resides in all creatures, from flea-ridden rats to powerful Kindred Ancients. The Discipline of
Animalism allows the vampire to develop a close, intense bond with her primordial nature and beastial
self. She not only communicates empathically with other animals, but also projects her own force of will
upon  them,  directing  other  animals  to  do  her  bidding.  Additionally,  as  a  vampire  gains  power  in
Animalism, she may learn to harness its powers to control the Beast in other mortals and Kindred.
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A vampire  who lacks  the  Discipline  of  Animalism is  repellant  to  non-human animals.  Beasts  grow
distinctly agitated and terrified in the presence of such Kindred, often to the point of fleeing from or
attacking  the  vampire.  In  contrast,  Kindred  with  skill  in  Animalism  present  a  soothing,  nurturing
demeanor to non-human creatures – indeed, animals are often drawn to them.

The Gangrel are consider the highest masters of this Discipline, although the Nosferatu, Ravnos, and
Tzimisce clans show aptitude for this power as well.

The following powers correspond to numerical levels of mastery:

LEVEL 1 - FERAL WHISPERS
This power is the basis for all other aspects of the Discipline of Animalism. Using this power, a vampire
creates an empathic connection with a beast, thereby allowing communication and collaboration. The
Kindred locks eyes with the animal, transmitting desires through sheer force of will. Although it isn't
necessary to actually speak in chirps, hisses, or barks, some vampires find that doing so helps strengthen
the connection with the animal.

Since Feral Whispers requires eye contact, animals who can't see are immune and blind vampires are
incapable. Furthermore, use of this power does not guarantee that an animal will wish to deal with a
vampire, nor does it ensure that an animal will pursue any requests made of it. Still, it at least makes the
creature better disposed toward the vampire. The manner in which a vampire presents his wishes often
depends  on the  creature.  A  Kindred  can  probably  cow smaller,  more  feeble  creatures  into  obeying
commands, but he's definitely better off framing orders for large predators in terms of requests.

If a vampire successfully uses this power, the animal performs the request to the best of its abilities and
understanding. Requests or commands with complex logic and abstract thinking are likely to fail, whereas
simple requests (such as "attack" or "listen to X") are likely to succeed.

SYSTEM: 
No roll  is  necessary to talk with an animal;  eye contact  is,  however.  Issuing commands or making
requests  does  require  rolls,  thought  whichever  approach  the vampire  takes  – intimidation,  coercion,
pleading, gentle request – the stats are the same. A vampire using this power always rolls Willpower (i.e.,
force of will)  vs. the target's Willpower. Storytellers may assign circumstantial  bonuses if a vampire's
approach matches skills she has. For example, a vampire using this ability to gentle persuade an animal to
help who also has a 5 Excellent in Charm skill would certainly receive bonuses.

The default Difficulty for these rolls is Easy 2, but this number can be adjusted for circumstances and
complexity of requests. For example, a vampire asking a bird to eavesdrop on a conversation, then report
back and tell what was said is a very simple task, probably Difficulty 1. A vampire requesting that a lion
infiltrate a high-security compound, stalk a target, and assassinate him silently is much more abstract and
complex, probably a very hard or even heroic Difficulty of 5 or 6.

Every  instance of  using this  power  is  up to  Storyteller  discretion.  Also,  players  and storytellers  are
HIGHLY encouraged to roleplay all such interactions between vampires and creatures when using this
skill.
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LEVEL 2 - BECKONING
The vampire's connection to the Beast grows strong enough that she may call out in the voice of a
specific animal – howling like a wolf, cawing like a raven, etc. This call mystically summons creatures of
the chosen type. Since each type of animal has a different call, Beckoning works for only a single species
at a time.

All such animals within earshot are summoned, but may choose individually whether or not to respond.
While the vampire has no control over the beasts who answer,  the animals who do are favorably
disposed toward him and are at least willing to listen to the Kindred's requests.

SYSTEM: 
When this power is used, the vampire using it rolls Willpower vs. Difficulty. The default Difficulty of this
roll is Average 3, which represents an average number of the desired animals within an average earshot
distance of the user. If an abundant population of the targeted animal is very near the user, the Difficulty
might be Simple 1. Likewise, if there are few or only a single individual of the desired species present and
they're not able to hear, not interested, or not paying attention, the Difficulty could be 5 or 6. It all
depends  on  context  and  circumstance.  Obviously,  if  there  are  no  animals  within  earshot  of  the
type/species a character is calling to, then no animals respond and no roll is necessary.

As with Feral Whispers, vampires using this power receive circumstantial bonuses if their communication
approach synchs with other  skills  they possess.  For example,  characters  with high Intimidation who
attempt to intimidate animals with beckoning, or characters with high Charm who use Beckoning to
attractively coax animals, etc.

LEVEL 3 – QUELL THE BEAST
As the supreme predators of the natural world, Kindred are highly attuned to the beastial nature that
dwells within every mortal heart. A vampire who develops this power may assert his will over a mortal
(human or non-human animal) subject, subduing the Beast within the target. This quenches all powerful,
assertive emotions – hope, fury, inspiration – within the target. The Kindred must either touch the target
or stare into their eyes to channel his will effectively.

Mortals who lack the fire of their inner Beasts are quite tractable, reacting to even stressful situations with
indifference. Even the most courageous or maddened mortal becomes apathetic and listless, while an
especially sensitive individual may suffer from a phobic derangement while under this power's grasp.

Different  clans  evoke  this  power  in  different  ways,  although the  effect  is  identical.  Tzimisce  call  it
"Cowing the Beast", since they force the mortals weaker spirit to cower in fear before the Kindred's own
inner Beast. Nosferatu refer to it as "Song of Serenity", since they soothe the subject's Beast into a state
of utter complacency, thus allowing them to feed freely. Gangrel know the power as "Quell the Beast",
and force the mortal spirit into a state of fear or apathy.

SYSTEM: 
The vampire character using this power rolls Willpower vs. the target's Willpower. If any such roll is
successful,  the  target  of  this  ability  ceases  all  struggle,  whether  mental,  physical,  emotion,  or  some
combination of all of these. The target doesn't even defend himself if assaulted, though the Storyteller
may allow a Willpower roll if the mortal's life is threatened. Kindred may be targeted with this power,
though bonuses and penalties apply for Generation gaps and power levels.
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LEVEL 4 – SUBSUME THE SPIRIT
By locking his gaze with that of a target animal (including humans), the vampire may psychically possess
the target. Some older Kindred are able to use this power to transfer their whole being into an animal's
body. Most younger vampires think this power is simply a transferrance of one's consciousness into an
animal's mind. In either case, its agreed that the beast's weaker spirit (or mind) is pushed aside by the
Kindred's consciousness. The vampire's body falls into a motionless state akin to torpor while his mind
takes control of the animal's actions. This effect is constant until a vampire breaks off the connection.

Tzimisce seldom use this power, considering it debasing to enter the body of a "lesser" creature. When
they  do  stoop  to  using  it,  they  possess  only  humans  and  predators.  Conversely,  Gangrel  revel  in
connecting to the natural  world in this  fundamental  way.  They delight in sampling different animal
natures and desires.

SYSTEM: 
A character using this ability rolls Willpower vs. target's Willpower. If successful, the vampire completely
possesses the animal (or human animal), and casts aside the target's mind. A vampire who uses this ability
successfully essentially becomes the target creature, and may act and do as she sees fit while in that
being's mind.

A vampire who possesses another creature may travel any distance from his own body, and is not limited
in terms of duration. However, a vampire's body still requires sustenance, and if a Kindred spends too
long possessing an animal, he still suffers penalties from bloodlust (i.e., hunger).

If, while possessing another being, the possessed being is injured or suffers psychological or emotional
duress,  the  vampire  using  this  power  must  roll  Willpower  vs.  Difficulty  (varies  according  to  the
pain/suffering). If this roll is failed, the connection is broken, and the vampire snaps back into his own
consciousness and immediately frenzies. If a roll of this sort is successful, the vampire continues to possess
the target with no ill effects.

If an animal (or human animal) possessed by a vampire dies, the vampire is immediately throttled back
into his own consciousness and body, and must roll Willpower vs. Difficulty 5. If he fails, he immediately
frenzies.  If  he  succeeds,  he  comes  back  to  his  own  being  with  no  ill  effects,  save  nausea  and
disorientation.

LEVEL 5 – DRAWING OUT THE BEAST
At this level of Animalism, a Kindred has a deep bond with and understanding of the Beast Within.
Whenever this predator spirit threatens to overwhelm the vampire's spirit and send him into frenzy, he
may instead release feral urges upon another creature. The recipient of the vampire's Beast is instantly
overcome by frenzy. This is an unnatural frenzy, however, as the victim is channeling the Kindred's own
ferocity. As such, the vampire's own behavior, expressions, and even speech patterns are evident in the
subject's savage actions.

Gangrel and Tzimisce are especially fond of loosing their Beasts on others. Gangrel do so to stir other
creatures into inspired heights of predatory and pugilistic fury. Tzimisce care less for who receives their
Beast than they do for retaining their own composure.
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SYSTEM: 
The vampire must be in frenzy or very close to it to use this power. The player announces his target
(must be within sight), then rolls Willpower vs. target's Willpower. If this roll fails, the vampire does not
manage  to  transfer  his  Beast,  and  continues  to  frenzy;  however,  because  the  character  relaxes  in
anticipation of this ability working, the Beasts digs in deeper and the frenzy lasts twice as long. If this roll
is successful, the vampire forces his Beast onto the target and ceases frenzy. This ability may be used on
all living and undead creatures, including non-human animals, humans, and vampires.
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AUSPEX
This Discipline bestows uncanny sensory abilites upon the vampire. While Auspex initially heightens all
of a Kindred's senses significantly, that is merely the beginning of this Discipline's power. As she grows in
power, the vampire can perceive the psychic auras that flow around her and even project her mind into
the thoughts of other beings.

Such sensory command gives the vampire a distinct advantage over mortals and even many Kindred.
Whether these talents let her view a distant haven, sense the Prince's mood, or pluck secrets from a rival
Kindred, Auspex is a powerful tool.

Still, the vampire must be careful lest this heightened sensitivity cause her to be distracted by beautiful
things, startled by loud noises, or overwhelmed by foul stenches. Sudden or dynamic events can disorient
an Auspex user unless she makes a Willpower vs. Difficulty roll. The Difficulty of such rolls depends on
the intensity and explosiveness of the disturbance, and typically ranges from 1-5 (higher for arcane and
otherworldly  disturbances).  Failure  overwhelms  the  character's  senses,  making  her  oblivious  to  her
surroundings for a few seconds to several minutes while she recovers.

Characters who study this Discipline will find a high Perception (or Detect, or other perception skills) a
great boon in using the abilities of Auspex.

LEVEL 1 – HEIGHTENED SENSES
This power sharpens all of a vampire's senses, effectively doubling the clarity and range of sight, hearing,
and smell. Not only does this ability extend the awareness of a vampire outward, it also makes each of a
vampire's senses more acute and precise; a vampire using this ability may taste a hint of liquor in a
victim's blood, or feel the give of a board concealing a hollow space in the floor. The Kindred may
magnify her senses at will, sustaining this heightened focus for as long as she desires.

Occasionally,  this  talent  provides  extrasensory  or  even precognitive  insights.  These  brief,  unfocused
glimpses may be odd premonitions, flashes of empathy, or eerie feelings of foreboding. The vampire has
no control over these perceptions, but with practice can learn to interpret them with a fair degree of
accuracy.

Expanded senses  come with a price,  however.  Not only  is  the vampire  exposed to the hazards  of
overstimulation (as described above), an especially sudden stimulus – like the glare of a spotlight or a loud
clap of thunder – can blind or deafen a Kindred for an hour or more.

SYSTEM:
This power doesn't typically require the use of dice, instead being defined through Storyteller descriptions
and the player's imagination. If a character uses this ability constantly for hours or days straight, the
character definitely tires more readily than other Kindred, and the Storyteller may require a Willpower
vs. Difficulty roll to continue using the power (Difficulty increases with amoung of time this power is
used).

In game mechanics, this power gives the vampire a passive bonus to all perception, detect, and intuition
skills equal to her current Auspex rating. This means that Elders and Ancients with ratings of 5, 6, or
even 7 in Auspex see and hear all there is to see and hear, even supernatural fluxes. This bonus is always
active, and has an impact on other Auspex powers!
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In situations where an Auspex user has a prescient or divinitory glimpse, the Storyteller may simply
narrate what the character perceives and intuits.

LEVEL 2 – AURAL PERCEPTION
Using this power, the vampire can perceive the psychic "auras" that radiate from all living and undead
beings. These halos comprise a shifting series of colors that take practice to discern with clarity. Even the
simplest  individual  has  many  shifting  hues  within  his  aura;  strong  emotions  predominate,  while
momentary impressions and deep secrets flash through in streaks and swirls.

The  colors  change  in  sympathy  with  the  subject's  emotional  state,  blending  into  new  tones  in  a
constantly dancing non-pattern. The stronger the emotions involved, the more intense the hues become.
A skilled vampire can learn much from her subject by reading the nuances of color and brilliance in an
aura's flow.

Aside from reading the emotions and intentions of mortals, vampires can use Aural Perception to detect
the presence of supernatural creatures. The colors in Kindred auras, while intense, are always quite pale;
mage auras flare and crackle with suppressed internal power; werebeasts have strikingly bright, energetic
halos; ghosts and other spirits have weak auras that flicker fitfully like a dying fire. 

SYSTEM: 
When a vampire uses this power to observe targets who aren't attempting to disguise or conceal their
emotions and intentions, no roll is necessary. In such cases, the vampire simply sees all the aura-colors
relevant  to  the  target's  emotions/intentions.  When  a  target  is  actively  concealing  her
emotions/intentions, a vampire using this power rolls Willpower vs. the target's Willpower. A successful
roll  reveals  true  intentions  and  their  corresponding  auras/colors.  For  targets  and  characters  with  a
complex, varied array of emotions and intentions, Storytellers may require multiple successes to reveal all
of a target's auras.
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- AURA COLORS -
 CONDITION AURA COLORS
 Afraid, fear Orange
 Aggressive Purple
 Anger Red
 Bitter, resentful Brown
 Calm Light blue
 Compassionate Pink
 Conservative, withheld Lavender
 Depressed, melancholy Gray
 Desirous, lustful Deep red
 Distrustful Light green
 Envious, jealous Dark green
 Excited Violet
 Generous Rose
 Happy Vermilion
 Hateful Black
 Idealistic, dogmatic Yellow
 Innocent White
 Lovestruck Blue
 Obsessed Green
 Sad Silver
 Spiritual, religious Gold
 Suspicious Dark blue
 Confused Mottled, shifting colors
 Diablerist Black veins in aura
 Daydreaming Sharp flickering colors
 Frenzied, mad Rapidly rippling colors
 Psychotic Hypnotic swirling color
 Vampire Pale colors
 Magic Use Myriad sparkles in aura
 Werebeast Bright, vibrant colors
 Ghost Weak, intermittent aura
 Faerie, otherworldly creatures Rainbow highlights

LEVEL 3 – THE SPIRIT'S TOUCH
Any time a person handles an object for any
period  of  time,  she  leaves  a  psychic
impression on the item. A vampire with this
level  of  Auspex  mastery  can  "read"  these
sensations, gleaning who last held the item,
when  it  was  held,  and  what  was  most
recently done with the item.

These  vision  are  seldom  clear  or  detailed,
registering rather as psychic snapshots.  Still,
the Kindred can learn much even from such
glimpses. Although most visions concern the
last  person  to  handle  the  item,  long-term
owners  and  handlers  leave  much  stronger
impressions than someone who only briefly
held the object.

Garnering information from objects requires
a  vampire  to  hold  the  object  and  enter  a
light trance. She is only marginally aware of
her  surroundings  while  using  the  Spirit's
Touch,  but  a loud noise  or jarring  physical
sensation breaks the trance instantly.

SYSTEM:
The  vampire  rolls  Detect/Perception  vs.
Storyteller  defined  Difficulty  (taking  into
account bonuses from the vamp's current level
of Auspex!). The difficulty of using this power
depends on how much time has elapsed since
an object was handled, how long the item was
handled  continuously,  and  the  handler's
emotional and psychological attachment to the
item. Sensing information from a sword used
to murder only an hour ago might be Easy 2.
Discovering who owns a set of keys that have
been abandonned for weeks might be Difficult
4.

Furthermore, objects that are only handled or used for brief periods BUT that are used or handled in
incredibly intense ways have a stronger impression and are easier to read. For example, a room of torture
implements, a powerfully emotional gift, an item not frequently handled that has been part of a familial
lineage for a dozen generations, and so forth.

In certain situations, Storytellers may require characters to make multiple rolls using this power, and may
adjust the amount of information they glean according to how many rolls succeed or fail.
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LEVEL 4 – TELEPATHY
The vampire projects a portion of her consciousness into a nearby mortal's mind, creating a mental link
throgh which she can communicate wordlessly or read the target's deepest thoughts and feelings. The
Kindred "hears" in her own mind the thoughts plucked from a subject as if they were spoken to her. This
is one of the most potent vampiric abilities, since, given time, a Kindred can learn virtually anything
about a subject without him ever knowing. The Tremere and Tzimisce in particular find this  power
especially useful in discerning the secrets of others, and for directing their mortal followers with silent and
irresistable precision.

SYSTEM:
When using this power to project thoughts into a target's mind, the player rolls Willpower vs, the
target's Willpower. No roll is necessary if the target is willing. If such a roll succeeds (or an attempt that
doesn't need a roll succeeds), the subject instantly receives whatever the Kindred is sending. Targets of
this  power  recognize  that  these  thoughts  come  from somewhere  outside  their  own consciousness,
although they cannot determine the actual origin.

To use this power to read a target's mind, the acting player again rolls Willpower vs Willpower +
Circumstantial Difficulty. The circumstantial difficulty of such rolls depends on the depth or "secretness"
of information and thoughts. Deep secrets and suppressed and buried memories are much harder to
obtain than surface emotions and passing thoughts. Simply reading a target's psychological and emotional
status is a 0 circumstantial difficulty, as this power is most commonly used to simply read passive mental
states. Other, deeper information receives circumstantial difficulty bonuses at the Storyteller's discretion.

For either of the above uses of this power, the Kindred using Telepathy must know the exact location of
the target. This usually manifests through eyesight- seeing a target is the easiest way to utilize Telepathy
on him. However, it is feasible through the use of spies and surveillance technology that a vampire may
know the exact location of a target without physically seeing her. This is perfectly acceptable, though
using Telepathy in this way adds +1 circumstantial difficulty.

Attempting to use Telepathy without knowing a target's location is possible, though all such attempts
receive large circumstantial difficulty bonuses, typically ranging from 3-5.

Storytellers  are  encouraged to  describe  thoughts  as  flowing stream-of-consciousness  impressions and
images, rather than as a sequence of prose. Instead of making statements like "He's planning to kill his
former lover's new partner," say "You see a couple kissing passionately, then a man walking alone at
night; you suddenly see your hands, knuckles raw and bleeding, punching a wall. Your heart hammers in
your chest, and above all, a blazing anger and agonizing lovelonging overwhelms you."

LEVEL 5 – PSYCHIC PROJECTION
The Kindred with this awesome ability projects her senses out of her physical shell, stepping out from her
body as an entity of pure thought. The vampire's astral form is immune to physical damage or fatigue,
and can "fly" with blinding speed anywhere across the earth – or even underground – so long as she
remains within the atmosphere of the planet she's on.

The Kindred's material form lies in a torpid state while her astral self is active, and the vampire isn't
aware of anything that befalls her body until she returns to it. Should a vampire suffer physical Final
Death, or any kind of bodily obliteration while using this power, her spirit loses any sense of individuality
and self-awareness it may have once had and is doomed to an emotionless, grim, hopeless eternity of
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incorporeal wandering. Stories of these vampiric "ghosts" are the stuff of Kindred nightmares and legends,
and act as ample warning to those who would use this power of the dangers of so doing.

SYSTEM:
Journeying in astral form requires the player to roll Willpower vs. Difficulty. Difficulty varies depending
on  the  distance  and  complexity  of  the  intended  trip.  Simply  projecting  into  an  adjacent  room or
neighbor's house is most likely a 1 or 2; 3 is an average trip within territory known to a vampire; 4 and
5 reflect trips far from familiar territory (perhaps a journey to the other side of the world with a shortcut
through the earth). Difficulties higher than 5 (6, 7, 8, etc.) represent a vampire attempting to use this
power to project into non-earthly realms, such as magical planes, arcane and eldritch places, the abodes of
gods, and so forth.

Once a character is "in transit" in ephemeral form, she may encounter further difficulties and be required
to  make further  rolls.  These  include psychic  disturbances,  magical  energies,  astral  and non-corporeal
creatures, otherworldly entities, divine interference, and so forth. These are all left to Storyteller discretion.

Likewise, characters who spend extended periods of time in astral form will find it increasingly more
difficult to maintain their journey. After any amount of time using this power, the storyteller may require
a player to roll Willpower vs. Difficulty to see if they're able to maintain astral projection. Typically, this
difficulty will start out quite low (1 or 2), and will steadily increase as a character spends more time in this
form.

Failure upon using this power means the character is unable to separate his consciousness from his
physical form. After resting briefly and focusing mentally, a character may try again. Characters who fail
any Willpower-related roll while already in astral form may suffer various negative consequences. One
failure at low-level difficulty may result in being thrown astray, flinging the vampire's astral form to an
unknown destination, or simply snapping the vampire back into his physical body. Sustained or high
difficulty failures may sever the vampire's connection with her body altogether, leaving her a wandering
"ghost" for all eternity.

Vampires  using  this  power  cannot  interact  with  the  physical  world  while  in  astral  form.  However,
vampires in astral form may use their other Auspex powers as usual, including heightened senses, aural
perception, the spirit's touch, and telepathy. In this way, a vampire using this power can still perceive and
interpret the world through sensory experience, and may also project his thoughts and read the thoughts
of others through his astral form.

If a vampire in astral form comes in contact with another astral being (e.g.- another astral vampire, a
mage, spirits, otherworldly beings, etc.), the two astral forms may interact on the astral plane. No physical
skills or attributes are used, but Intelligence, Willpower, magical skills, and psionic skills are still effective,
and two or more astral forms may also communicate thoughts and emotions freely but without words or
language.

Storytellers are encouraged to make trips through the spirit world as bizarre, mysterious, and dreamlike as
possible. The world beyond should be portrayed as vivid and fantastic, a place where the true nature of
things is stronger and more striking than earthly appearances.
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CELERITY
The Embrace gifts  some vampires with startling speed and reflexes.  These Kindred use the Celerity
Discipline to move and act with amazing swiftness in times of duress. Mortals, and even Kindred who
lack this Discpline, move as if in slow motion compared to the astonishing blur such vampires become.

Celerity is common among the Assamite, Brujah, and Toreador clans. The Assamites use this ability to
strike down their foes before the victims are even aware of the attack. Brujah delight in the advantage
this Discipline gives them against superior numbers. Toreador are more likely to use Celerity to lend
preternatural grave to live performances of dance or when crafting sculptures or paintings.

SYSTEM:
Celerity  is  one of  the easier  powers  to implement  in-game.  For  every  level  of  mastery  a vampire
achieves  in  this  Discipline,  she  receives  a  circumstantial  +1 bonus  to  all  Speed-  and  reflex-related
attempts and rolls. For example, a character with Level 3 Celerity gets +3 to his Speed and to reflex-
related rolls; a character with Level 6 mastery likewise gets +6 Speed and +6 to all reflex-related rolls.

Characters with this Discipline also receive additional actions in and out of combat. For every level of
mastery a character has in this power, she receives an additional action when it's her turn. In combat, this
means an additional attack or maneuver; outside of combat this means an infinite number of possibilities.
With their increased rate of movement and ability to attack multiple times each turn, vampires with high
levels of Celerity mastery are truly terrifying creatures. For roleplaying purposes, this basically equates to
a celeritous character being able to do more than other non-celeritous characters in any given period of
time. 

Of course, characters with this ability don't have to move to their maximum speed, and can regulate their
Celerity. When active, this ability is a violation of the Masquerade, as it imparts supernatural speed.

CHIMERSTRY
The Ravnos are heirs to a legacy of illusion, and none of them can say exactly why. The elders of the
clan, when properly and respectfully approached, speak cryptically of the shapeshifting antics of their
founder.  But whatever the source,  the nomadic Ravnos have a potent  weapon in the form of this
Discipline.

Chimerstry is an art of conjuration. Using this power, the vampire may draw upon her inner reserves to
bring phantoms to life. These false images can confound mortal senses and sensory equipment alike. If a
Kindred's power is sufficient, illsuions created with this power may even baffle the heightened senses of
other  vampires.  The Ravnos are fond of  using this  power to seduce,  swindle,  and enslave mortals,
effectively purchasing their victims' souls in exchange for gold and treasures that aren't really there.

Illusions created by Chimerstry may be dispelled if they are proven to be falsehood and lies. For example,
a person who walks up to an illusory wall, expresses her disbelief in it, and attempts to stick her hand
through it is actively attempting to dispel an illusion. In such cases, a character may make one of two
rolls: Intelligence (if intellectualizing) or Willpower (if refusing to believe) vs. Intelligence of the Ravnos
who created the illusion, or Detect/Perception skill vs. Intelligence of the Ravnos. The first type of roll is
used if the character is simply trying to believe or reason the illusion out of existence. The second type is
used  if  the  character  is  trying  to  see  through  the  illusion,  looking  for  flaws  and  falsehoods  in  its
perceptible being.
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Certain illusions summoned by this  Discipline may also be dispelled simply by touching or walking
through them. For example, an illusory wall won't actually restrain a character if she attempts to pass
through it. Similarly, illusory food or drink will dissipate and turn to nothing the instant it's ingested or
imbibed.

Magic users and psionicists may also attempt to dispel Chimerstry illusions using their respective powers
and skills.

LEVEL 1 – IGNIS FATUUS
The vampire may conjure a minor, static mirage that confounds one sense. For instance, she may evoke a
sulfurous stench, the image of a curtain, or the feel of raw silk. Note that although tactile illusions can be
felt, they have no real substance; an invisible but tactile wall cannot confine anyone, and invisible razor-
wire causes no real damage.

SYSTEM:
The vampire rolls Intelligence vs. Difficulty. The difficulty in using this power varies with the desired
results. Summoning a fleeting waft of cinnamon or perfume is Basic 1 or 2, whereas conjuring a large,
imposing, and realistic stone wall might be Challenging 4. Illusions summoned by this power remain until
the Ravnos leaves the vicinity (stepping out of the room, for example), or until another person sees
through the illusion somehow. Vampires using this power may also banish illusions at any time on a
whim.

LEVEL 2 – FATA MORGANA
The vampire may now create illusions that appeal to all the senses, although they remain static. For
example, the vampire could throw a mirage over a dank, dismal basement, making it appear to be a
luscious boudoir, although she could not create flickering candles or a flowing fountain. Again, these
illusions have no solid presence, although it's easy enough to make a filthy mattress on two sawhorses
feel like a cush four-poster bed.

SYSTEM:
Same as Ignis Fatuus; see above. 

LEVEL 3 – APPARITION
Not really a power unto itself, Apparition allows the vampire to give motion to illusions created with the
previous two powers.  Thus, a Kindred may create illusions of living beings, running water, fluttering
drapes and flickering candles, roaring fires, and so forth.

SYSTEM:
None, except that creating vibrant, moving illusions may increase the Difficulty of using either of the
previous two powers.

LEVEL 4 – PERMANENCY
This power, used in conjunction with Ignis Fatuus or Fata Morgana, allows a mirage to persist even when
the creator  is  no longer  present.  In this  way,  Ravnos often cloak their  temporary  dwellings  in  the
trappings of luxury, or ward off trespassers with illusory guard dogs.
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SYSTEM:
Once a vampire  has created an illusion that  he wishes to make permanent,  he rolls  Willpower +
Chimerstry vs Difficulty. The difficulty of this task is typically 3 or 4, but increases with the amount of
time/permanency  desired  and  the  elaborateness  of  the  illusion.  Upon success,  the  illusion  becomes
permanent until dispelled by another or dissolved by the creator.

LEVEL 5 – HORRID REALITY
Rather than create simple illusions, the vampire can now project hallucinations directly into a victim's
mind. The target of these phantom visions believes completely that they are real. Just so, a hallucinatory
fire can burn its victim, an imaginary noose can strangle him, and an illusory wall can block him. This
power affects only a single victim; although others can try to convince the victim that his terrors are
falsehoods, he won't believe them.

Certain Ravnos Elders and some other powerful ancient Kindred have a mastery of Chimerstry beyond
the mundane five levels. Vampires with such immense power are able to project this power onto multiple
victims at any given time, making them truly horrifying creatures.

SYSTEM:
Identical to Ignis Fatuus and Fata Morgana. Though this power can inflict damage, both physical and
psychological, on its victims, it can't actually kill them outright (although targets with heart conditions
may die of fright). A victim "killed" by this power loses consciousness or enters torpor or catatonia. All
injuries disappear once the victim is truly convinced that she wasn't actually harmed by the illusions of
this Discipline. Of course, such a cure may take a long time, even years of therapy. The nightmarish
power of this Discipline is nothing to take lightly.
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DEMENTATION
The special legacy of the Malkavian clan, Dementation allows the vampire to channel madness, focus it,
and pour it into the minds of others. The practicioner of Dementation need not actually be mad herself –
at least initially – although madness seems to grant a certain insight into the key tenets of the Discipline.
Few vampires ask the Malkavians to teach them this Discipline, although the Lunatics are almost always
eager to "enlighten" others. In fact, some say that one cannot learn the deep secrets of this Discipline
without going incurably insane.

Eerily enough, Dementation doesn't seem to inflict insanity on its victims. Rather, it seems to catalyze
madness, breaking down doors into the hidden reaches of the mind and releasing whatever it finds there.
The Malkavians claim that this is because insanity is the next step in the evolution of the mind – a
necessary progression if one is to behold the truths of the universe. As such, they say, it is inherent to all
minds, and evident only in the more highly evolved specimens of human and vampiric thought. Other
Kindred pray the Malkavians are wrond,  but find it  difficult  to  dismiss  such thoughts  out of  hand,
particularly because Dementation works as well on the undead as it does on mortals...

LEVEL 1 – PASSION
The vampire may stir her victim's emotions, either heightening them or blurring them as the user sees fit
until the target is completely desensitized. The Cainite using this power does not actively choose which
emotion is affected; she may only enhance or deaden emotions already present in the target. In this way,
the vampire can turn mild irritation into a frothing rage or dull true love into casual interest. In order to
use this power, targets must be within a vampire's visual range, though eye-contact is not necessary.

SYSTEM:
When using this  power,  the  acting  player  rolls  Intelligence  vs.  target's  Willpower  (represents  their
resistance to emotional influence). When used successfully, the user flips a coin, with heads equaling
heightened emotions and tails equaling attenuated emotions (any die can also be used; e.g., on a d6, 1-3
= heightened, 4-6 = lessened, on a d10, 1-5 = heightened, 6-10 = lessened, etc.) When the direction of
emotional  state  is  determined,  the  target's  current  emotional  state  is  either  exaggerated to  extreme
proportions  or  deadened  to  nothingness.  Results  should  be  roleplayed  by  the  affected  PC  or  the
Storyteller  when  an  NPC is  targeted.  Effects  last  until  the  emotional  state  plays  out  to  its  logical
conclusion or until the vampire using this power leaves visual range of the target. Vampires with a score
of 6 or greater in dementation may use this power to influence a target's emotional state for weeks or
even months at a time, and need not remain in visual range to do so.

LEVEL 2 – THE HAUNTING
The vampire may stir the sensory centers of his victim's brain, flooding their senses with visions, scents,
sounds, or feelings that aren't really present. These sensory apparitions, regardless of the sense(s) to which
they  appeal,  are  only  fleeting  “glimpses,”  barely  perceptible  to  the  victim.  The  vampire  using
Dementation cannot control what the victim perceives, but may choose which sense is affected.

Haunting effects occur mainly when the victim is alone or when they're most insecure, and also occur
mostly at night. They may take the form of the subject's repressed fears, guilty memories, or anything
else the Storyteller deems dramatically appropriate. Effects are never unpleasant or unobtrusive, however.
Storytellers should be vivid and imaginative when describing these sensory impressions; the victim may
well feel as if she's going mad, or as if the world is. Targets must be in visual range to use this power,
though as its effects play out, the vampire need not remain in eyeshot. Vampires with a Dementation
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score of 6 or higher may use this ability to influence a subject's mental state for weeks or even months
on end, and need not retain visual contact to do so.

SYSTEM:
User rolls  Intelligence vs.  target's Willpower. When successfully used the target is afflicted and the
Storyteller should roleplay the effects. Effects last until the emotional state plays out.

LEVEL 3 – EYES OF CHAOS
This peculiar power allows the vampire to take advantage of the fractured wisdom hidden in insanity. She
may scrutinize the “patterns” of a person's soul, the convolutions of a vampire's inner nature, or even
random events in nature itself. The Kindred with this power can discern the most well-hidden psychoses,
or  gain insight into a person's  true self.  Malkavians with this  power often have (or claim to have)
knowledge of the moves and countermoves of the interminable war between the Camarilla,  Sabbat,
Indeps, and Anarchs.

SYSTEM:
This power allows a vampire to determine a person's true nature or intentions, among other things. The
vampire must be able to see (or hear, or sense) the target, then spends a minute or so concentrating. That
player rolls Intelligence vs. target's Willpower.. Vampires can also use this ability to read a message locked
in a coded missive (Intelligence vs. Difficulty; difficulty depends on level of encryption),  or even the
doings  of  an  invisible  hand  in  such  events  as  the  patterns  of  falling  leaves  or  raindrops  in  sand
(Intelligence  vs.  Difficulty;  difficulty  varies).  Almost  anything  can  have  meaning  and  reveal  arcane
information, no matter how trivial it seems. These patterns are present in all things, but are often so
intricate,  they can keep a Kindred spellbound for  hours or  even days as he tries  to decipher their
meaning or intent.

LEVEL 4 – VOICE OF MADNESS
By merely addressing his victims aloud, the vampire using this ability can drive targets into fits of blind
rage or fear, forcing them to abandon reason and higher cognitive functions. Victims are plagued by
hallucinations of their subconscious demons, and try to flee or destroy their hidden shames. Tragedy
almost always follows in the wake of this power's use, although offending Malkavians often claim that
they were merely encouraging people to “act according to their natures”. Unfortunately for vampires
who use this level of Dementation, they run a very real risk of falling prey to their own voice's power.

SYSTEM:
User rolls Intelligence vs. target's Willpower. A vampire who uses this ability will receive circumstantial
bonuses if her method of communication matches other relevant skills she possesses. For example, a
vampire using this ability in a furious fit of madness who also has a high Intimidation skill will receive a
bonus. Likewise, a Malkavian with a high Seduction skill who whispers the Voice of Madness into a
lover's welcoming ear will definitely get a bonus.
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All PCs and NPCs within earshot are affected by this ability when it is used, including the user! Any
successes with this ability put a target into an immediate state of berserker frenzy, a whirlwind of babbling
insanity, or abject paranoia and terror. Mortals affected by this ability don't remember their actions when
(and if) they come to. PCs and storytellers/NPC affected by this ability should be roleplayed and vividly
described, as this ability fully embodies the Malkavian's influence in the gaming world. Effects last until
they've run their course, which could entail a character dealing with his “demons” and coming to terms,
or leaping out of a tenth story window to end the pain. Any resolution to a character's battle with his
awakened  inner  demons  will  stop  the  effects  of  this  power,  though  “resolution”  is  a  broad  and
encompassing term.

LEVEL 5 – TOTAL INSANITY
The vampire using this Dementation power pulls madness from the most safely guarded and deeply
hidden recesses of her target's mind, focusing it into an overwhelming nexus of insanity. This power has
driven countless victims, vampire and mortal alike, to horrific, tortured ends. To use this power, the acting
vampire must see (or otherwise hear, feel, or perceive somehow) the target. Effects last indefinitely, until
the target meets his demise via his blathering insanity.

SYSTEM:
The vampire using this power rolls Intelligence vs. target's Willpower. If successful, the target is rendered
completely and incurably batshit crazy.
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DOMINATE
This  Discipline  involves  influencing  the
thoughts  and  actions  of  others  through  the
vampire's force of will (i.e. Willpower). Use of
Dominate requires that the Kindred capture his
victim's  eye;  as  such,  it  may be used against
only one subject at a time. The extent of this
control depends on the particular power being
applied.  While truly potent,  Dominate powers
can be exacting to perform. Commands must be
issued  verbally;  after  all,  direct  mind-to-mind
contact  is  the  purview of  Auspex.  Still,  some
simple  orders  may be made with signs – for
example, a pointed finger and forceful expression to indicate “Go!”. If the subject doesn't understand the
vampire (doesn't speak the same language, doesn't understand the order, can't hear the vampire, etc.), she
won't comply with the directive, no matter how forceful the Kindred's will.
Not  surprisingly,  Kindred who utilize  Dominate  were  often controlling,  hierarchic  individuals  in  life.
Indeed, it's quite possible that this is what drew the vampires' sires to them in the first place. After all,
Giovanni, Lasombra, Tremere, and Ventrue clans who specialize in Domination consider strong will a
requisite attribute for clan members.

SYSTEM:
Due to the power vampiric blood encapsulates, a character's generation has an impact on the use of
Dominate powers. A character who uses dominate on a target who is of the same generation receives no
bonuses or penalties. Otherwise, if a character uses Dominate powers on a target vampire of a younger
generation, she receives a circumstantial +1 bonus for each generation higher than the target's. Likewise,
a vampire attempting to use Dominate vampires of older generations grants the target a circumstantial +1
bonus for each generation difference. These bonuses convey that it's easier to subdue and control those
with weaker blood than oneself, and more difficult (and in some cases, impossible) to dominate those with
stronger bloodlines.

LEVEL 1 – COMMAND
The vampire locks eyes with the subject  and speaks a one-word command which must be obeyed
immediately. The order must be clear and straightforward – run, cough, fall, yawn, jump, laugh, sneeze,
stop, belch, follow. If the command is at all confusing or ambiguous, the subject may respond slowly or
perform the task slowly, as if in a haze. The subject cannot be ordered to do something directly harmful
to herself, so a command like "die" is ineffective and meaningless.

The command may be included in a sentence, thereby concealing the power's use from observers. This
effort at subtlety still requires the Kindred to make eye contact at the proper moment and stress the
keyword slightly. An alert bystander – or even the victim – may notice the emphasis; still, unless she's
conversant with supernatural powers, the individual is likely to attribute the utterance and the subsequent
action as bizarre coincidence.

Vampires using this ability with a score of 6 or greater can issue more detailed, complex commands with
more than a single word. Vampires of this magnitude of power may also command subjects to act in
ways that are directly harmful to themselves, such as "shoot yourself" or "jump out of the window".
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SYSTEM:
The acting player rolls Willpower vs. target's Willpower when uttering the command. As with other
voice-based abilities, if a vampire using this ability in a specific communicatory method has corresponding
skills, she will receive a circumstantial bonus. For example, a vampiric CEO who uses Command with an
imperious and firm tone who also has a high Leadership skill will receive a bonus. Likewise, a debonair
vampire with high Charm or Seduce skill  who uses Command alongside smooth, sexy gestures will
receive bonuses. If successful, the target is mystically bound to the vampire and compelled to obey. Effects
last until the target does what he's bidden to do.

LEVEL 2 – MESMERIZE
With this power, a vampire can verbally implant a false thought or hypnotic suggestion in the subject's
subconscious mind. Both Kindred and target must be free from distraction, since Mesmerize requires
intense  concentration  and  precise  wording  to  be  effective.  The  vampire  may  activate  the  imposed
thought  immediately  or  establish  a  stimulus  that  will  trigger  it  later.  The  victim  must  be  able  to
understand the vampire, although the two need to maintain eye contact only as long as it takes to
implant the idea.
Mesmerize allows for anything from simple, precise directives (handing over an item) to complex, highly
involved ones (taking notes of someone's habits and relaying that information at an appointed time). A
subject can have only one suggestion implanted at any time.

Unlike Command, the Mesmerize power may be used to coax a subject into an act that is directly
harmful to himself. 

SYSTEM:
The acting player rolls Willpower vs. target's Willpower. If successful, the target is mesmerized, and the
vampire is free to implant whatever ideas or notions she sees fit. Effects last until the victim carries out
the directive. Circumstantial bonuses as described in the section on Command also apply to Mesmerize.

LEVEL 3 – THE FORGETFUL MIND
After capturing the subject's gaze, the vampire delves into their memories, stealing or re-creating them at
his whim. The Forgetful Mind does not allow for telepathic contact; the Kindred operates much like a
hypnotist,  asking directed questions and drawing answers out of the subject.  The degree of memory
alteration depends on what the vampire desires. He may alter the subject's mind only slightly – quite
effective for eliminating memories of the victim meeting or even being fed upon by the vampire – or
utterly unravel the subject's entire body of memories of her past.

The degree of detail used has a direct bearing on how strongly the new memories take hold, since the
victim's subconscious mind resists the alteration the vampire imposes. A simplistic or incomplete false
memory (“You went to the movies last night.”) crumbles much more quickly than does a memory with
more attention to detail (“You went to the nine o'clock showing of the new Leonardo DiCaprio movie.
You thought about getting some popcorn, but the line was too long so you went right into the theater.
The couple next to you kept whispering through the film until someone else shushed them. You liked the
movie well  enough,  but the  plot  seemed weak.  You were tired after  it  ended,  so you went  home,
watched a little late night television, and went to bed.”

A vampire can also sense when a subject's mind has been altered through the use of this ability, and can
even restore them like a hypnotist draws forth psychologically suppressed thoughts. Kindred with a score
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of 6 or more in Dominate can even retrace and recover their own memories that have been altered or
eradicated by means of this power.

SYSTEM:
The acting vampire rolls Intelligence + Willpower vs. target's Intelligence + Willpower (erasing and
altering memories is a daunting task). When used successfully, the extent of the effects depends on how
thorough and descriptive the acting vampire is in creating false memories. If the memories they fashion
are  poorly  detailed  and/or  unfathomable,  they'll  probably  not  stick  in  the  subject's  mind.  If  they're
adequately detailed and plausible, they'll stick for weeks or months, but may become muddled and fuzzy
after that time. Richly detailed and perfectly believable memories will remain permanently.

LEVEL 4 – CONDITIONING
Through sustained manipulation, the vampire can make a subject more pliant to the Kindred's will. Over
time, the victim becomes increasingly susceptible to the vampire's influence while simultaneously growing
more resistant to the influence of everyone else. Gaining a complete mastery over the subject's mind is
no small feat, often requiring months to accomplish.

Kindred often fill  their retainers'  heads with subtle whispers and veiled urges, thereby insuring their
loyalty. Yet vampires pay a high price for the minds they ensnare. Servants Dominated in this way lose
much of their passion and individuality. They follow orders quite literally, seldom talking initiative or
showing  any imagination or  lateral  thinking.  In  the  end,  such  retainers  become unthinking,  witless
automatons.

SYSTEM:
When using this power, the acting vampire rolls Willpower vs. target's Willpower. This represents one
session of Condition, which requires complete, undisturbed concentration and upwards of an hour. For
every  3  successful  uses  of  this  power,  the  victim's  Willpower  is  permanently  reduced  by  1  in  all
subsequent Dominate or non-power skill-based influence rolls involving the vampire. Willpower can be
reduced to 0 in this way, and, in fact, must be completely negate in order to use the Possession power
described below. However, subjects under the control of Domination become more resistant to outside
influence. Just so, after being initially Dominated, for any roll that involves the target's Willpower and
any force besides their dominant vampire, victim's use the dominant vampire's Willpower score in place
of their own willpower. In this way, the more dominant and willful one's vampiric lord, the more resistant
one becomes to outside influence.

LEVEL 5 – POSSESSION
At this level of Dominate, the force of the Kindred's psyche is such that it can utterly supplant the mind
of a mortal subject. Speaking isn't required, although the vampire must capture the victim's gaze. During
the psychic struggle, the contestant's eyes are locked on one another. Once the Kindred obliterates the
subject's mind, the vampire moves his own consciousness into the victim's body and controls it as easily
as she controls her own. The mortal falls into a mental fugue state while under possession. She is aware
of events only in a distorted, distant, dreamlike fashion. In turn, the vampire's mind focuses entirely on
controlling her subject. Her immortal body lies in a state of torpor, defenseless against any actions made
toward or against it.

Vampires can possess others of their kind, though bonuses and penalties as described at the beginning of
the Dominate power apply. Likewise, vampires who are blood-bound to their sires and elders cannot
attempt to possess their superiors, and superiors with blood-bound vassals receive a +2 bonus to possess
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their minions.

SYSTEM:
In order to possess a subject, the target's Willpower must be stripped away to 0 using the Conditioning
power described above. Once that's accomplished, the vampire who has learned this power can possess a
vassal with no roll necessary (eye contact and roleplaying are still necessary, however).

When a vampire is in possession of a victim's body, she experiences all the sensations and physical
feelings that body experiences. Pleasure, pain, intoxication, sexual arousal, hunger – whatever the feeling,
the vampire experiences it. If the possessed body suffers injury or harm, the vampire experiences the
sensation of being hurt, but otherwise suffers no physical damage himself. Should a possessed body be
killed, the vampire possessing it experiences the shock and terror of death. In such an instance, the
vampire's consciousness snaps back into his own body, and he must subsequently roll Willpower vs.
Difficulty 5. Succeeding on this roll means the vampire is shocked and shaken but otherwise unharmed.
Failing such a roll, however, means the vampire's psyche is unable to cope with the shock of “dying” in
another body, and the vampire immediately enters a state of Torpor. Torpor can last indefinitely, though
some individuals who have experienced this phenomenon have recovered (storyteller discretion).

FORTITUDE
All vampires possess preternatural constitution that makes most normal physical damage inconsequential
to them. As such, all Kindred are immune to disease, infection, most poisons, scratches, scrapes, bruises,
and all minor lacerations and wounds. Fortitude, however, bestows a resilience and vigor far beyond even
normal vampiric toughness. Kindred with this power ignore the mightiest blows from weapons and shrug
off barrages of ballistic weapons. This Discipline also helps protect against source of damage that most
vampires fear, such as sunlight, fire, and terminal falls.

Gangrel, Ravnos, and Ventrue possess this potent ability. Gangrel enjoy the benefit of Fortitude as a
matter of course, but Ravnos and especially Ventrue delight in the power's psychological effects. It's not
unusual  for  a Ventrue to take a “fatal”  blow,  giving his opponent  just  enough time to register  the
vampire's smile before the Ventrue finishes off the dumbfounded dupe.

SYSTEM:
Fortitude is perhaps the easiest Discipline to implement. Characters with this Discipline increase their
Endurance and gain a circumstantial +1 against rolls to wound for every level/point of Fortitude they
possess, thus rendering them practically immune to most forms of mundane damage and most weapons
(short of siege engines and rocket launchers, of course).

Also, as mentioned, vampires with this Discipline are resistant to special types of damage that affect
Kindred,  namely  sunlight  and fire.  Vampires  with Fortitude reduce the effects  of  Endurance-burning
sunlight from -1 every five seconds to -1 every 15 seconds, giving them more than ample time to find
protective covering. Also, Fortitude reduces the effects of fire from +3 Deadliness to +1 Deadliness For
more on penalties from sunlight, see the chapter on SAGA Rules & System Errata.
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NECROMANCY
Necromancy is at once a Discipline and a
school of magical learning, all devoted to
the command of the souls of the dead. It
has  similarities  to  Thaumaturgy  in  that,
rather  than  being  a  strict  linear
progression  of  powers,  Necromancy
consists  of  several  “paths”  and
accompanying “rituals”.  Well-trained and
puissant  vampiric  necromancers  can
summon  the  dead,  banish  of  imprison
souls,  and  even  possess  living  and
unliving bodies with ghosts. Necromancy
is  not  widespread  among  the  Kindred,
and its practitioners – primarily Giovanni
vampires  –  are  shunned  and  avoided
whenever possible.

Over the centuries, the various schools of
vampiric  necromancy  have  diversified,
yielding  three  distinct  paths  of  death
magic for enterprising Kindred to explore.
All neophyte necromancers first learn the
Sepulchral Path, then extend their studies
to the Bone Path or the Ash Path as time,
opportunity,  and  interest  permit.  The
Sepulchral Path is always considered the
character's  “primary”  path,  and increases
automatically as a character increases her
Necromancy  skill.  The  Bone  and  Ash
paths  are  separate  from  a  character's
necromancy skill, and are considered skill
specializations within  the necromancy skill
specialization,  and  as  such,  a  character's
ability  in  each  increases  independent  of
his or her necromancy skill.

Like Thaumaturgy, Necromancy has also spawned a series of rituals. While not nearly so immediate in
effect as the basic powers of death magic, necromantic rituals can have impressive, even world-rending,
effects. Unsurprisingly, the ingredients necessary to necromantic ritual are things like long-buried corpses,
hands from the cadavers of hanged men, gravedigger's spades, raven feathers, and so on. As detailed in
the  SAGA Core Rulebook,  ingredients are a crucial part of the enacting of ritual magic, and as such,
characters performing the necromantic rituals described herein must have relevant and ample ingredients.
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SYSTEM: 
A Kindred who engages in necromancy must attain a level of 3 (Average) competency in Necromancy
itself before choosing and pursuing one of the two specialized Paths. Further, a character who has already
declared for and begun studying one of the two Paths can only study the other Path when they attain a
level of 5 (Excellent) in their overarching Necromancy skill.

THE SEPULCHRAL PATH
LEVEL 1 – INSIGHT
This power allows a necromancer to stare into the eyes of a corpse and see reflected there the last thing
the creature witnessed immediately preceding death. The vision appears only in the eyes of the cadaver
and is visible to no one except the necromancer utilizing this power. This power works on all once-living
creatures who possess eyes (i.e., humans, all non-human animals with eyes, other vampires, fish, lizards,
whatever), as the power requires visual contact to work.

SYSTEM:
The acting vampire stares into the eyes of the target corpse, then rolls Willpower vs. storyteller-defined
Difficulty. The difficulty of using this power depends entirely on how long a corpse has been deceased.
For fresh corpses, the Difficulty is low, 1 to 2. Corpses deceased for several days to a couple weeks,
Difficulty 3 to 4. Several weeks to a couple months, Difficulty 5. Corpses long-dead and with partially
decomposed eyes are Difficulty 6.

Using this power but failing in the roll still gives the active vampire a glimpse or general “feeling” of
what the corpse perceived in its last moments of life. A successful use of this power, however, summons a
vivid image of the corpse's last visual perception in the corpses eyes. As the vampire beholds the images
in the corpse's eyes, the Kindred also hears, smells, and feels what the subject was perceiving leading up
to  their  death.  The  length  or  depth  of  the  vision  resulting  from a  successful  use  of  this  power
encapsulates the last “scene” in the subject's life – the chase preceding a cat's mauling by the pursuant
dog, the conversation the corpse had with his assailant before being shot to death, the corpse's saying
goodbye to his children while laying ill in his deathbed, etc.

LEVEL 2 – SUMMON SOUL
This  necromantic  power  allows  a  necromancer  to  call  back  the  essence  or  “soul”  of  a  subject  in
incorporeal wraith-like form, usually for the purpose of conversation. In order to activate this power, the
acting vampire must possess an object with which the subject came into contact in life. If the ingredient
object utilized for this power is something of great importance or relevance to the subject (including a
part or piece of the subject's corpse), the Difficulty to use this power is decreased by 1 or 2.

SYSTEM:
A Kindred using this power rolls Willpower vs. Difficulty (as defined by the storyteller). Difficulty varies,
but is Average 3 for mortals who died in mundane ways. Attempting to summon the souls of the dead
who were banished, exile, or ensorcelled to death via magical or arcane means will be quite challenging
(Difficult  5).  Similarly,  attempting  to  summon the  souls  of  the  undead,  otherworldly  or  extra-planar
creatures, eldritch dead beings, etc., will be Masterful 6 or Heroic 7 difficulty. Ghosts and souls who wish
to be summoned, on the other hand, will be a simple task for the necromancer (difficulty Rudimentary 1
to Easy 2).
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Moreover,  beyond requiring an ingredient (an object  important to the target),  using this  power also
requires one or two minutes of concentration for the vampire to make contact and draw the spirit back
into the mortal realm.

When this ability is used successfully, the spirit or soul is summoned into an incorporeal, shifting, difficult-
to-perceive wraith form. These soul creatures are capable of speech and can vividly recall their lives,
though their memories and accounts may be spotty or foggy depending on how long they've been dead.
The duration of the spirit's presence depends on the vampire's power. For every ten minutes the ghost is
present, the vampire must roll Willpower vs. Difficulty. The difficulty of such rolls begins at the same
level of difficulty initially used to summon the spirit. For every ten minute period subsequent to the first,
the Difficulty of withholding the spirit increases by 1. Whenever the necromancer eventually fails such a
roll, she is unable to maintain a connection with the spirit, and it instantly vanishes back into the aether.

LEVEL 3 – COMPEL SOUL
With this level of necromantic skill is achieved, a vampire can command a summoned spirit/wraith to do
his bidding for a time. As with all instances of authority attempting to coerce others, freedom-oriented
and the souls of the dead who do not wish to be Compelled may rebel against and attack their would-be
masters.

SYSTEM:
In order to Compel a wraith, a vampire must first Summon it. When that is accomplished, the vampire
rolls Willpower vs. the target's Willpower. Those wraiths summoned by necromancy who, in life, were
dissidents, anarchists, rebels, individualists/egoists, anti-authoritarians, etc. receive variable circumstantial
bonuses to their Willpower. This can include instant failure for the vampire for spirits summoned who
are extremely resistant to influence and authority.

As with all other abilities involving Communication, if a vampire character attempts Compel Soul using a
method  that  corresponds  with  her  other  Skills,  she  receives  circumstantial  bonuses.  For  example,  a
vampire with a high Convince skill pleading rationally with a soul for help, or a vampire with a high
Coerce skill bullying a ghost via Compel Soul.

When this ability is used and fails, the spirit is free from compulsion. Most wraiths will instantly dissipate
without further conflict. Some, however, who are angered by the failed attempt to force their cooperation
will instead attack the vampire and potentially his/her companions.

When this  power  is  used successfully,  the  wraith is  forced  to  obey the  necromancer,  though their
influence on the corporeal world is eldritch and fleeting. Because they can appear and disappear at will,
spirits summoned and compelled can certainly eavesdrop, spy, and engage in general subterfuge. Spirits
compelled  via  this  power  remain  under  the  vampire's  sway until  they leave the mortal  realm,  the
duration of which and rolls required are described in the previous section on the Summon Soul power.

LEVEL 4 – HAUNTING
Haunting binds a Summoned wraith to a particular location or, in potent instances of the power's use, an
object. The wraith cannot leave the area to which it is bound without risking utter annihilation by the
forces  of  necromancy  constraining  it.  In  order  to  use  this  power,  a  necromancer  must  successfully
summon a spirit, but need not also Compel it.
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SYSTEM:
The acting vampire rolls Willpower vs. the target wraith's Willpower. + Difficulty As with the rules
outlined  in  the  Compel  Soul  power,  wraiths  who  were  obstinate,  rebellious,  anti-authoritarian,  and
otherwise  difficult-to-control  individuals  in life  likewise  get  bonuses  to  their  Willpower in  situations
involving this power. Difficulty depends on the duration of time the vampire desires to ensnare the
wraith. Short periods of time, as in minutes to a few hours, is Simple 1 or Easy 2 difficulty. Many hours to
a couple of days, Average 3 or Challenging 4. Many times to a few weeks, Difficult 5. Many weeks to
several months, Masterful 6. Many months to a couple of years, Heroic 7. Many years to indefinite
imprisonment, Mythic 8 difficulty or higher.

If a vampire unsuccessfully attempts to use this power, as with Compel Soul, the target wraith may either
instantly vanish or become hostile, depending on that individual's disposition. Successful use of this power
binds the spirit for a time determined by the difficulty rolled against.

Note:  Necromancers  who acquire this  power  also  have the ability  to  release  and/or banish spirits
trapped by Haunting. To do so, the vampire rolls Willpower vs. the original necromancer's Willpower.

LEVEL 5 – TORMENT
It is through this power that elder vampiric necromancers oblige bound ghosts to behave – or else.
Torment allows the vampire to strike a wraith as if she herself were in the lands of the dead, inflicting
damage on the wraith's incorporeal form. The vampire remains in the physical world,  however,  and
cannot therefore be harmed by the wraith.

While this power is typically used to punish and cajole obstinate wraiths, it can also be used as an
outright attack against hostile, unbidden spirits.

SYSTEM:
The acting vampire rolls Willpower vs. the target's Willpower. An unsuccessful roll has no effects or
consequences. Successfully using Torment against a wraith inflicts a serious injury on that wraith, who,
though incorporeal, suffers pain and anguish nonetheless. There is no limit to the number of times a
necromancer may use this power on a victim, though, as it is high level necromancy, it will certainly take
a toll on the user, much like repeatedly physically attacking would be exhausting. Rapid and/or continual
use of this ability should be especially thirst-inducing (i.e.,  blood draining) labor for those who use it.
Players and storytellers should take this into account to avoid abusing or overusing this ability.

That said, ghosts can be utterly obliterated with this ability if they are sufficiently tormented. Spirits who
“die” in this way are torn from this reality and plunged into what appears to be an insanity-inspiring
nightmare  realm  (hence  the  threat  this  power  implies).  Ghosts  “killed”  in  this  way  can  never  be
Summoned again nor contacted in any way.
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THE BONE PATH
This necromantic tradition is concerned primarily with corpses and the energetic means by which dead
souls can be returned to the living world – temporarily or otherwise.

LEVEL 1 – TREMENS
Tremens allows the necromancer to make the flesh of a corpse shift, tremble, or spasm once. An arm
might suddenly flop forward, a cadaver might sit up or exhale a ghastly single breath, dead eyes might
open abruptly. Needless to say, this sort of occurrence tends to have an impressive impact on people who
aren't expecting their loved ones or dearly departed relatives to roll over in their coffins.

SYSTEM:
In order to use this ability, a vampire rolls Willpower vs. storyteller defined Difficulty, which is almost
always Average 3. To attempt a use of Tremens, a vampire must be able to see (or otherwise perceive
with smell, touch, or taste) the target corpse.

As with many magical pursuits, Tremens is not an exact or empirical science, but rather a chaotic and
unpredictable madman's art. Just so, when this power is used successfully, the caster has no control over
the  ability's  effects.  While  the  caster  desires  a  corpse  to  moan  eerily,  it  might  instead  fart  at  an
inopportune and awkward time. Effects are left entirely to the storyteller.

LEVEL 2 – APPRENTICE'S THRALL
With this level of the Bone Path, the necromancer can make a a cadaver rise and perform a single
function. For instance, the corpse could be set to carrying heavy objects, digging, or just shambling from
place to place. Corpses thus animated do not attack or defend themselves if interfered with, but instead
attempt to complete their given instructions until such a time they're rendered inanimate (or destroyed,
etc.). Generally, it requires dismemberment, flame, or something similar to destroy a corpse animated with
this power.

SYSTEM:
A vampire using this power rolls Willpower vs. Difficulty of the storyteller's judgment. Difficulty varies
with the number of corpses a vampire is attempting to animate and the complexity of the task involved.
Raising a single corpse to carry one's grimoire would be Easy 2. Raising several corpses to clean one's
filthy, disheveled study would be Challenging 4. Animating a legion of corpses to quarry stone and build
a fortress would be Legendary 7. It's all about context.

Cadavers animated with this power set themselves to their work and will  continue until  the task is
complete (at which point they collapse and “die” again) or something (including time) destroys them.
Bodies energized by Apprentice's Thrall continue to decompose, albeit at a slower rate than normal, and
they also continue to carry disease and carrion-eaters with them.

LEVEL 3 – SHAMBLING HORDE
This level of mastery along the Bone Path is fairly self-explanatory. Use of this ability is like Apprentice's
Thrall, except that it animates corpses capable of attack and defense, though neither is especially swift or
adept. Once primed by this power, corpses will wait – for years, if necessary – to fulfill the command
given them. Orders might include protecting a given site or immediately assailing a foe. Whatever their
reason for being, corpses raised with Shambling Horde will attempt to carry out their orders until every
last one of the horde is annihilated.
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SYSTEM:
Identical to Apprentice's Thrall, except that zombies animated with Shambling Horde do not “die” when
their bodies decompose and their flesh has decayed. Cadavers raised with Shambling Horde will wait
forever if need be to fulfill their task. Long after their meat has putrefied back into soil, skeletons will
stand ready and vigilant to perform their master's bidding.

LEVEL 4 – SOUL SIPHON
This power affects the living, unlike other powers of the Bone Path. Kindred using this power are able to
magically force a victim's soul from its body, simultaneously killing the victim and creating a bodiless
wraith. Use of this ability is required to utilize Feast On Soul-Marrow

SYSTEM:
A vampire using this ability must make physical contact with the planned victim. Then, that player rolls
Willpower vs. target's Willpower. Successful use of this ability permanently decreases the victim's Strength,
Endurance, and Speed by 1. A vampire may make such a roll on his turn every round of combat, or
every few seconds outside of combat. Victim's of this power remain alive and free to struggle in every
way they're able until a vampire successfully drains their Endurance or Strength to 0, at which point they
die.

LEVEL 5 – DEVOUR SOUL-MARROW
Ancient masters of the Bone Path are not only able to impel and displace victims' souls, they are also able
to feast on those displaced souls. Doing so empowers the vampire with the knowledge, insight, wisdom,
secrets,  experience,  skills,  and  powers  the  character  possessed  (within  reason  and  the  storyteller's
discretion, of course). Mechanically, this results in increased stats, new Knowledge, etc.

SYSTEM:
The vampire must first use Soul Siphon to kill a victim and force out her soul. Then, the vampire must
roll Willpower vs. the dead character's Willpower a final time. Failing this roll means the target is able to
resist the vampire's power and escape into the aether. Successful use of this power, however, means the
vampire eats the victim's soul, subsumes it, and gains all the aforementioned benefits.

Vampires can NOT use this ability to devour the souls of those they Summon, as those wraiths and
spirits are mere vestiges of their former living selves, not freshly-dead, intact souls. Further, vampires also
cannot inherit the Disciplines and powers of vampires whose souls they eat, because those powers rely
on the physical blood flowing through their undead veins.

Storytellers  should  also  take care  to  implement  checks  on  characters  overusing this  power,  as  it  is
extremely influential on the game. This ability should be taxing on a vampire's endurance and should
induce fervid blood-hunger and weakness. Characters who eat souls in this way should also take time in-
game to assimilate them, as in, they don't immediately gain all of the perks and must “digest” the souls
they eat.
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THE ASH PATH
This tradition allows vampiric necromancers to peer into the lands of the dead and even to affect that
land. Of the three Paths of necromancy, the Ash Path is the most perilous to learn, as its use exposes the
necromancer to countless wraiths and vengeful spirits.

LEVEL 1 – SHROUDSIGHT
This power allows the vampire to peel back the Shroud, the mystical barrier that separates the living
world from that of the dead. Using this ability therefore enables the vampire to see ghosts, wraiths, traces
and leylines of necromantic magic, portals to other planes and realms, etc.

SYSTEM:
A vampire who attains this skill gets a constant passive (i.e. always active) bonus to his Detect/Perception
skill for each level of the Ash Path that he achieves. This bonus applies only to attempts and uses of
Detect/Perception involving necromancy, the dead, and the spirit world (for example, sniffing the air for
zombies  or corpses,  scrutinizing a room for evidence of  wraiths  or ghosts,  feeling for  doors  to  the
underworld, etc.). Rolls utilizing Detect/Perception that DO NOT hinge on or relate to necromancy do
not receive the bonus (e.g., mundane smells, looking for small mundane clues, etc.).

LEVEL 2 – LIFELESS TONGUES
Where Shroudsight allows a user to see ghosts, Lifeless Tongues allows the Kindred to speak with them
effortlessly. A necromancer who has acquired this ability has no need to expend effort or Willpower to
speak with the dead when they are near.

SYSTEM:
As mentioned, a character may speak with (and listen to) ghosts without effort, comprehending the dead
in perfect clarity. That ability, coupled with Shroudsight, allows a Necromancer better make use of the
Summon Soul ability, granting a +2 bonus in rolls to summon ghosts and also +2 in rolls to maintain
their presence. Likewise, when using compel soul, Kindred with Lifeless Tongues receive +2 no matter
what methods they use to persuade or coax ghosts to obey them. Information gleaned from spirits will
also be clearer and more comprehensible to those with Lifeless Tongues.

LEVEL 3 – TRAVERSE THE DEADLANDS
A vampire with this level of mastery in the Ash Path is able to enter a trance and travel in incorporeal
form through the lands of the dead. The vampire's physical form remains unconscious and vulnerable in
the material world while she walks about with the souls of the dead.

SYSTEM:
Using this ability allows a vampire to much more easily contact hard-to-reach souls, granting a further
+2 (on top of the +3 bonus from Lifeless Tongues) to Summon a target spirit. This ability also allows the
user to make contact and converse with a great many souls and spirits, as the necromancer is mentally
present in the land of the dead rather than calling spirits into the world of the living. Learning the secrets
of the dead becomes much easier for the necromancer who can travel among them.

Vampires using this power may remain in their trance-state indefinitely, though they still require blood
and nourishment and must return to the physical world to feed.
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LEVEL 4 – EX NIHILO
Ascending to this level of learning, the necromancer is now able to fully rend the veil between worlds
and is able to physically walk into the shadowlands, where before he was only able to visit them in spirit.
Though this does not increase a vampire's ability to traffic with the dead, it does facilitate eldritch covert
movement between places in the physical world.

SYSTEM:
Using this ability requires a tremendous exertion of will and necromantic skill. First, a Kindred wishing to
walk the Shadowlands must draw an approximation of a door or portal on any surface. This can be stick
lines in sand, charcoal or chalk on cobblestones or pavement, blood on a stucco wall, whatever – the
material's not important, only that a portal is depicted. The vampire then concentrates her power for
several minutes in-game and rolls Willpower vs. Challenging Difficulty 4. If this roll succeeds, the “door”
becomes an actual gateway into the deadlands.

Vampires wishing to return need not make a roll if they are in the lands of the dead for a very short
time. Any substantial duration of visit requires a Willpower vs. variable Difficulty roll,  with difficulty
depending on the length of stay. Also, characters who wander too far or too deep (whatever that means
in an intangible non-Euclidean realm) may be lost forever. Vampires will also find no nourishment in the
Shadowlands and must bring blood with them if they wish to feed.

Moreover, due to its non-Euclidean nature, the deadlands are not bound to the physical world in a
parallel overlay. If a vampire enters the deadlands from her lair in Berlin, takes only ten steps and returns
to the physical world, she might re-emerge in South Africa. Navigating from one place in the physical
world to another by shortcutting through the lands of the dead necessitates talking with ghosts and
wraiths and discovering the correct portals in and out of deadlands. Malign spirits and any other potential
denizens of the deadworld (demons, etc.) may intentionally lead the vampire astray. This aspect of travel
through the shadowlands – the difficulty in reentering the physical world, and the perils of the deadlands
– should be a huge element of roleplaying a character who possess the ability to do so.

LEVEL 5 – SHROUD MASTERY
The puissant being who achieves this level of necromancy is able to shape and bend the shroud, making
the deadlands a malleable clay rather than a fixed location. As such, the difficult in traveling through the
deadlands is no longer complicates the doings of a shroud master.

SYSTEM:
Rather than trek about for weeks and months looking for the proper segue from one physical place to
another, the vampire can now simply open portals within the deadlands to wherever she wishes to go in
the physical world. To do so, the vampire rolls Willpower vs. variable Difficulty, with difficulty depending
on the distance between the two destinations in the tangible world. For example, a character who enters
the deadlands in Atlanta and who wishes to open a doorway to Miami might roll against Difficulty 2. A
character who enters the deadlands in Singapore and who wishes to open a gateway to Seattle might
face Difficulty 5. In fantasy and non-Earth settings, apply the same formula: farther away = more difficult.

Using this ability is literally tearing the fabric of reality within the land of the dead. As such, it should
attract the attention of whatever powerful beings, if any, care about the structure and stability of those
lands, including most of their ghostly inhabitants.
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OBFUSCATE
This uncanny power enables Kindred to
conceal  themselves  from  the  sight  of
others.  By  simply  wishing  to  remain
unseen, a vampire can disappear, even if
she stands in full view of a crowd. The
immortal  doesn't  actually  become
invisible, he simply deludes observers into
thinking that he has vanished. Contrary
to  true  invisibility,  this  ability  is  more
accurately described as liminal, a mystical
capacity for walking the uncharted umbra
between  tangible  space  and  invisibility.
Beyond  shrouding  the  user  from  sight,
Obfuscate can also be utilized to change
a  Kindred's  physical  appearance  and  to
conceal other people and objects.

Unless  a  vampire  purposefully  makes
himself  seen,  he  can  remain  obscured
indefinitely.  At  higher  levels  of  mastery
with this discipline, a vampire may fade
from  view  so  subtly  that  those  nearby
never  register  the  point  at  which  she
“left”.

Under most circumstances, few mortals or supernaturals can penetrate Obfuscate's cloaking fog. Non-
human  animals  and  wild  humans  (i.e.,  non-civilized  peoples),  more  in  tune  with  their  instinctual
awareness,  often  perceive  (and  fear)  the  vampire's  presence  even  if  they  can't  detect  the  monster
outright. Children and other “innocents” to whom deceit, delusion, and deception are foreign might also
be able to pierce the guise of Obfuscate at the Storyteller's discretion. In such cases, direct visual contact
with the Obfuscated vampire will most likely not occur; rather, a “something in the corner of my eye” or
“I just have a bad feeling” scenario is likely to result.

Since Obfuscate affects the viewer's mind, Kindred cannot use this Discipline to mask their presence from
mechanical  and/or  magical  observation  devices.  Video  recordings  and  magical  imagers  capture  the
vampire's likeness faithfully to their true nature. Even so, such is Obfuscate's arcane power to bend the
mind that someone viewing a vampire actively through such a device will not see the vampire until or
unless they watch the tape (or magical playback, whatever) at a later time, if even then.

Several clans – Assamites, Followers of Set, Malkavians, Nosferatu – use this power, but it stands as the
hallmark of the Nossies. A number of elder Kindred believe that the Original progenitor of all vampire
kind developed this ability to compensate for the hideous, twisted, monstrous deformity inherent in their
curse.
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LEVEL 1 – CLOAK OF SHADOWS
At this level, the vampire must rely on nearby shadows and cover to assist in hiding her presence. She
steps into a covert, shadowed, or hidden place and eases herself from normal sight (and other sensual
observation). The vampire remains unnoticed as long as she stats silent, still, under some degree of cover
(curtain, bush, doorframe, lamppost, alley, etc.) and out of direct lighting. The immortal's concealment
vanishes if she moves,  attacks, or falls into direct light. Furthermore, the vampire's deception cannot
withstand concentrated observation without fading.

SYSTEM:
Provided  the  Kindred  using  this  power  fulfills  the  previously  mentioned  criteria,  she  receives  a
circumstantial +5 bonus to all camouflage, hiding, and all other stealth-related rolls.

LEVEL 2 – UNSEEN PRESENCE
With minor experience, the vampire can move about without being seen. Shadows shift to cover him,
and others unwittingly avert their gaze as he passes by. People move unconsciously to avoid contact with
the cloaked creature; those with weak wills (i.e., low Willpower) may unwittingly scurry away from the
area in unacknowledged fear. The vampire remains ignored indefinitely until someone deliberately seeks
him out or he accidentally reveals himself.

Since the Kindred fully retains her physical substance, she must be careful to avoid contact with anything
that  might  disclose  her  presence  (e.g.,  knocking  over  a  vase,  bumping into  someone,  etc.).  Even a
whispered word or the scuffing of a boot sole can be sufficient to disrupt the power.

SYSTEM:
As with the previous power, this ability provides a circumstantial +5 bonus to all camouflage, hiding, and
all other stealth-related rolls. Unlike the previous ability, Unseen Presence also renders the user effectively
invisible in full view of others and even while the Kindred is mobile. This ability is always active unless
or until the user “deactivates” it, or in situations where the user disrupts the ability with erratic, loud, or
otherwise blatant and overt activity.

For example, an Unseen character who jumps into a puddle of water, creating a large and precipitous
splash. Or, an Unseen character pummeling a victim through a wooden table. In cases such as these,
Obfuscate is in danger of disruption, and in order to maintain the illusory guise of this power, the acting
vampire  must  roll  Stealth,  Camouflage,  Hide (or  any other  relevant  stealth  skill)  vs.  Difficulty.  The
difficulty depends on the level of disruption, with more cacophonous and/or sudden disruptions having a
higher difficulty. 

A vampire who succeeds in such a roll remains cloaked and unseen, though the action that necessitated
the roll will still provoke startled responses from observers. A vampire who fails a roll of this sort instantly
becomes  visible  (and otherwise  perceivable)  to  those  nearby,  and cannot  re-activate  an Obfuscation
power until she breaks the line of sight with all those who can see the Kindred.

Note: A vampire who creates and must roll against a disturbance as described above still receives the
+5 bonus to all stealth-related skills that Obfuscate always grants.
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LEVEL 3 – MASK OF A THOUSAND FACES
With this level of Obfuscate, the vampire can influence the perception of others, causing them to see
someone different from the immortal himself. Although the Kindred's physical form does not change, any
observer who cannot sense the truth sees whomever the vampire wishes her to see.

The vampire using this ability must possess a firm idea of the visage he wishes to project. The primary
decision is whether to create an imaginary face or to superimpose the features of another extant person.
Fabricated faces are often more taxing to compose in believable proportions, but such a disguise is easier
to maintain than having to accurately impersonate someone else.

SYSTEM:
When a Kindred achieves this level of Obfuscate, activating Mask of a Thousand Faces doesn't actually
require a roll.  The Kindred may project  a facsimile of his  appearance without effort or dice rolling.
However, things get a bit more difficult when the vampire then comes into contact with others who may
or may not be deceived by the glamour.
Any time a vampire using this ability is observed by someone who is scrutinizing their appearance or
wary that the vampire might not be who they appear to be, the Kindred must first roll Willpower vs. the
observer's Detect/Perception. If the vampire fails this roll, the observer can see through the disguise and
the vampire instantly re-assumes her actual appearance. If the vampire is successful in such a roll, the
illusion is maintained and the visual effect remains.

Further,  any time a  vampire  using this  ability  attempts  to  affect  the  mannerisms  and  quirks  of  an
individual she's impersonating,  other rolls  become necessary.  First,  the vampire must  have previously
gathered knowledge about or physically observed an individual in order to impersonate them, otherwise,
it's pure guesswork (random Difficulty, random circumstances, etc.). If a vampire has observed a target and
is actively impersonating them to another individual or group of observers, the vampire must roll Acting,
Charm, Convince, Seduce, Persuade or any other relevant social skill vs. the Intelligence of all others
who are observing the vampire. Any single failed roll means that one of the individuals scrutinizing the
vampire sees through their seemingly odd behavior and knows that  the vampire is  not who he is
pretending  to  be.  A  failed  roll  of  this  sort  not  only  instantly  alerts  an  observer  to  the  vampire's
masquerade but also dispels the glamour and reveals the vampire's true appearance.

LEVEL 4 – VANISH FROM THE MIND'S EYE
This exquisite expression of Obfuscate enables the vampire to instantaneously disappear from plain view,
taking with them the memory that they ever existed in observers' minds. While such a disappearance is
a disturbing and obvious manifestation of supernatural craft, the use of this power erases the existence of
the vampire in mortal minds and therefore does not violate the Masquerade.

SYSTEM:
When a vampire activates this power, she immediately disappears from sight. Then, the acting vampire
rolls Willpower vs.  Willpower of each observer (i.e.,  a different roll  for each person witnessing the
vanishing). All successful rolls erase the vampire's existence from the individual's mind. Memories erased
in such a way include only those memories of the vampire in regards to the current scene or happenings;
using this power on a friends, allies, lovers, or others who have known the vampire for weeks, months,
or years does NOT eradicated all memory of the vampire, only the memories leading up to the use of
the power. For every roll of this sort failed, an individual retains memory of the vampire vanishing, which
does constitute a violation of the Masquerade.
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When this ability is used successfully, all individuals whose memories are wiped are potentially stunned.
After successfully utilizing this ability to disappear, the vampire again rolls Willpower vs. Willpower of
each individual whose memory was wiped (not those individuals who resisted and saw through the
power). All successful rolls of this sort stun the individual in question, rendering them slow, dull-witted,
mumbling or speechless, and mentally foggy. This effect lasts from 30 minutes to two hours.

Stunned individuals  who collectively come to will  rationalize and justify  their shared weirdness in a
variety of ways, but will never understand or blame the vampiric origin of their bewilderment.

LEVEL 5 – CLOAK THE GATHERING
At this degree of Obfuscate mastery, the vampire may extend her concealment abilities to others around
her. The immortal may use any Obfuscate power upon those nearby as well as upon herself. Any veiled
person who compromises the cloak exposes himself to view. Further, if the vampire invoking this power
gives himself away, the cloak fades from everyone it affects.

SYSTEM:
In order to bring other individuals under the influence of Obfuscate, a vampire need only make a single
Willpower vs. Difficulty roll. Difficulty in such rolls varies according to the number of individuals being
brought into the vampire's sphere of influence. A single or a couple individuals would yield Difficulty 1,
several people is Difficulty 2, a small group is Difficulty 3, a large group Difficulty 4, and huge groups
would be Difficulty 5, an entire city block or village could be Difficulty 6, and so on.

When this ability is successfully activated, the individuals shadowed by the vampire's Obfuscate remain
under the protection of that power until either the acting vampire dispels the effect or until the glamour
is inadvertently dispelled by a clumsy misstep. If an individual within the vampire's power is discovered,
only he is revealed to observers and the effect remains active for all others. If the vampiric progenitor of
this power is discovered, however, the effect immediately dissipates for everyone.

If the vampire using this power wishes to activate other manifestations of Obfuscate while Cloak the
Gathering is active, rolls described in those powers are still necessary. For example, if a vampiric master is
altering the face of a protected individual with Mask of a Thousand Faces, and that persons is observed
by someone else who knows them intimately, the vampire must still roll Willpower vs. Detect/Perception
to determine if the observer sees through the vampire's illusion.

OBEAH
The signature power of the Healers of Clan Salubri, this vampiric Discipline flies in the face of almost
every other power the Kindred possess. Rather than give the vampire gifts used to destroy, to control, or
to augment her own might, the gentle powers of the Obeah Discipline are used exclusively to aid and
heal the wounded and ill. This is a Discipline of pure empathy and compassion, and so, for those Salubri
who pursue study of this path, it is also a Discipline of exile and mockery from other Kindred. As things
stand, the Salubri, who value solitude and contemplation in their quest to achieve Golconda, are perfectly
content being the black sheep of undead society.

LEVEL 1 – LAY ON HANDS
This initiate level of Obeah allows the vampire to use the power of touch to both calm others and to
diagnose their maladies, both mental and physical. This can be used for the purpose of averting conflict
and in aiding those who are ill and wish to know why.
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SYSTEM:
To fully utilize this power, the Salubri must maintain physical contact (usually by, as the name suggests,
laying on hands) for about 20-30 seconds with the target. If the target is compliant and not resisting, no
subsequent roll to diagnose the target's illnesses and mental infirmities is required. However, if the target
is in a state of panic, Frenzy, rage, or otherwise of a volatile disposition, the Salubri must roll Willpower
vs. Difficulty, where difficulty is the level of excitement (more volatile = greater difficulty). Furthermore, if
the target of this power is intentionally resisting the Salubri's probing for knowledge, the acting vampire
must roll Willpower vs. Willpower to break through and “read” the subject's physical and mental state. In
the case of enraged, frenzied, or panicked subjects who, once calmed, then continue to resist, both types
of roll are necessary.

When this power is used successfully, the subject is totally pacified, and continues to remain calm and
placid despite the surrounding circumstances or triggering topics for as long as the vampire remains in
physical contact. Further, a successful use of this power reveals all physical and mental illnesses plaguing
the subject.

Since this ability appears to others to be nothing more than a gentle, compassionate touch, it is not a
violation of the Masquerade.

LEVEL 2 – ANESTHETIC CARESS
The vampire now develops the ability to soothe pain and even put subjects to sleep via physical contact.

SYSTEM:
Identical to Lay on Hands, except that the vampire now also has the ability to remove pain in those
suffering wounds or internal pains, and can induce sleep in his subjects. As with Lay on Hands, targets
who do not resist this power are automatically soothed and put to sleep (if desired), but those in states of
agitation and panic and those who resist require rolls to be made. Anyone put to sleep by this ability
remains sleeping for a number of hours equal to the vampire's Obeah level.

As with the previous ability, this power appears to be nothing more than a kind and caring touch, and is
therefore not a Masquerade violation.

LEVEL 3 – PANACEA
The vampire's saliva takes on a potent healing quality, and so, the vampire who acquires this level of
Obeah is able to literally lick shut wounds of her own and the injuries of others.

SYSTEM:
As with the previous two abilities, the vampire must make physical contact with the intended target.
Unlike those abilities, Panacea requires the vampire to lick the subject (including herself) to heal wounds.
Tiny cuts and abrasions are healed with a single lick, with observers able to witness the two halves of the
minuscule wound sealing itself shut. Small wounds, such as those from knives or large scrapes from a fall,
require several licks, and therefore several seconds, to heal. Large wounds require a great many licks and
several minutes or dozens of minutes to heal, and severe, gaping, gushing wounds may take more time
and effort to lick shut than the victim has blood to lose. As with other similar systems involving blood
within this supplement, numeric values are not given for the use of this power. Instead, storytellers and
players  are  encouraged  to  roleplay  the  results  of  this  power's  use,  and  should  determine  among
themselves what is a “fair” amount of licking to close specific wounds.
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Whether  or  not  the  subject  of  this  power  is  willing  to  be  healed by  the  Salubri,  a  vampire  who
inadvertently feeds on blood by licking the wounds of another is aiding that person, and therefore does
not violate (or suffer the penalties of violating) her creed against harming others. However, due to the
spectacular  and  obviously  supernatural  aspects  of  this  power,  use  of  Panacea  on  non-vampires  is
considered a Masquerade violation. As the Salubri are profoundly unconcerned with the Camarilla and its
laws, few, if any, ever pause to give this thought.

LEVEL 4 – CORPORE SANO
At this level of exceptional skill in Obeah, the vampire is able to instantly heal wounds and illnesses (in
mortals) by channeling her blood into restorative magical energy. Like all the previous incarnations of
Obeah, the character must make physical contact with the afflicted area (or with any part of a target's
body in the case of illness),  although only touch – not licking – is required for this power. Within
milliseconds of activation, the target wound is healed or illness is eradicated.

SYSTEM:
Unlike the previous powers, Corpore Sano does require a roll. The vampire who has made contact with
an intended subject must roll Willpower vs. Difficulty, where difficulty represents the extent and severity
of the wound or disease. For small cuts, abrasions, scrapes, small necrotic patches, other small wounds,
and inconsequential diseases like a common cough or cold, the Difficulty is likely 1 or 2. Larger wounds,
broken ribs, fractures, and somewhat serious illnesses like the flu, whooping cough, flare-ups of herpes,
and so on could be 3 or 4. Grievous wounds, missing limbs (which can be re-attached via this power),
and long-term, terminal illnesses like cancer, AIDS, diabetes, and so on could be Difficulty 5 or even 6.

Likewise, the quantity of blood required of the acting vampire increases with the severity of the wound
or  illness.  Very little  blood is  required to  attempt  to  heal  small  wounds  and non-lethal,  short-term
diseases. Greater quantities are needed for larger wounds and more serious maladies.

If a vampire fails a roll using this power, the wound or illness is not cured, but the blood invested is still
expended. There is no penalty against further attempts at using this power to heal the same wound or
illness, except that the vampire must burn more blood.

LEVEL 5 – MENS SANA
At this level of mastery, the Salubri Healer is now able to abolish a subject's mental derangements and
psychological disorders. As with all the manifestations of Obeah, Mens Sana requires physical contact
with  the  subject.  Due  to  the  deep-seated  and  lifelong  nature  of  mental  disorders,  Obeah  requires
extended physical contact, sometimes for hours, even days, on end to uproot and obliterate the targeted
disease.

SYSTEM:
Upon making the necessary contact, the acting vampire rolls Willpower vs. Difficulty, where difficulty
represents the severity and rooted-ness of the disease (i.e., how inextricably the disease is a part of the
subject's psyche). Most mental disorders have a Difficulty of Average 3, while others are much easier to
extricate and others much more difficult. For example, attempting to remove a character's fear of sexual
intimacy that originates in an awkward sexual encounter as a teenager might be Difficulty 1 or 2, as it is
a minor issues arising from a single encounter. Endeavoring to return a subject with multiple personality
disorder and mania to sanity, however, would certainly be a Difficulty of Challenging 4 or Superbly Hard
5. The time required to use this ability also increases directly with difficulty (i.e., easier disorders require
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less time and vice versa).

Note: This manifestation of Obeah can be used to “heal” Malkavians, though doing so is markedly
more difficult, as their derangement is arcane and, probably, demonic in origin. Removing the insanity of
a Malkavian also removes the Malkavian's  ability to use his  Dementation Discipline,  and so,  many
vampires of that unstable Clan don't want to be sane. In any case, the Salubri who attempts this ability
on a  Malkavian by default  rolls  against  Difficulty  6.  If  the  Malkavian doesn't  want  to  be  “cured”,
however, the Difficulty is 6 + the Malkavian's Willpower.

OBTENEBRATION
The trademark of the Lasombra, the Obtenebration Discipline grants its users control over darkness itself.
The precise nature of the “darkness” invoked is a matter of debate among the Keepers. Some believe it
to be shadow, while others, perhaps more correctly, believe the power grants a Kindred control over the
stuff of her soul – or whatever replaces the soul of an undead mortal – allowing the vampire to coax it
forth in a tangible, deadly web.

In either case, the effects of Obtenebration are terrifying, as waves of enveloping blackness roil out from
the vampire, washing over targets like an chthonic tide. Blatant uses of this power are obvious breaches
of the Masquerade – of course, as this power is proprietary to the Sabbat, any Camarilla neonate or
ancilla caught using the Discipline had better have an impeccable explanation.

Note: Individual Lasombra can see through the darkness they create and control, but other Lasombra
(and non-Lasombra,  for  that  matter)  cannot.  Dreadful  tales  of  rival  Keepers  struggling  to blind and
smother one another with the same wisps of darkness circulate among young Lasombra, though no
elders have stepped forward to substantiate or dismiss these claims.

LEVEL 1 – SHADOW PLAY
This novice Obtenebration power grants the vampire limited control over shadows and other ambient
darkness.  Though the  vampire  cannot  truly  “create”  darkness,  she can  overlap  and stretch  existing
shadows, creating murky patches of gloom. This power also allows Kindred to separate shadows from
their casing bodies and even shape darkness into the shadows of things that aren't truly present. Though
this ability typically necessitates deep shadow and widespread darkness, masters of the Obtenebration
Discipline have been fabled to utilize shadows in the folds of a victim's clothing, or the absence of light
between a victim's hairs.

Once a vampire takes control of darkness or shadow, it gains a mystic tangibility. By varying accounts
cold or hellishly hot and cloying,  the darkness may be used to aggravate or even smother victims.
Certain callous Lasombra claim to have choked mortals to death with the mortals' own shadows.

SYSTEM:
In order to activate this power, the vampire must roll Willpower vs. Difficulty. Difficulty varies according
to the availability of darkness/shadow in an inverse relationship – i.e., in situations of minimal shadow,
the Difficulty will be quite high, whereas situations of abundant and deep darkness (like nights during the
new moon) will be extremely easy, low Difficulty.

Once a vampire has gained control of shadow, it can be put to a variety of nefarious purposes. Kindred
may cloak themselves in Shadow, giving themselves a circumstantial bonus to all stealth related rolls
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equal  to  the  amount  of  darkness  they  control.  Vampires  can  also  use  controlled  shadow to  make
themselves  more  frightening,  yielding  a  circumstantial  bonus  to  all  rolls  to  Intimidate,  Coerce,  etc.
Particularly crafty, sultry Lasombra could even use ensnared shadows to enhance their Seduce, Charm,
Convince/Persuade,  or  other  social  skills  when  communicating  with  those  who  find  shadows  and
darkness alluring, like goths, cultists, necromancers, vampire groupies, etc.

The amount of  bonus in the cases  above is  left  to  Storyteller  discretion.  Small  and inconsequential
shadows will furnish a similarly small bonus, like +1, while thick, black, prolific shadows will provide a +5
or even greater bonus). An average amount of shadow, such as a dimly lit room at dusk, will give a +3.

This ability can further be used to harass and harry victims. Opponents plagued by flittering shadows and
strangling darkness receive a circumstantial penalty to all rolls involving skills and/or Willpower (i.e.,
greater difficulty concentrating while being assaulted). The penalty in these cases corresponds with the
rules above, i.e., few and weak shadows = -1. average shadow = -3, tremendous shadow = -5.

Further still,  Lasombra may attempt to suffocate their  victims with this  power.  To do so,  the acting
vampire rolls Willpower vs. the target's Endurance. This roll represents an average amount of shadow
available to the vampire; with an abundance of shadow, the vampire receives a circumstantial +1 or +2,
whereas a lack or extreme absence of shadow yields a circumstantial -1 or -2 to the roll. A successful roll
of this sort renders the target unconscious, during which blackout the vampire may continue to choke
the victim to their death. A failed roll does not knock out the victim, but, if a vampire continuously uses
this power without knocking out a victim – thus cutting off their air flow for extended periods of time –
the victim loses 1 Endurance for every minute they are deprived of oxygen (Endurance recovers once the
victim is able to breathe and recuperate). Vampires may continue to roll during extended periods of this
power's use to attempt to render the victim unconscious.

Further,  as if  this  power weren't  already terrifying,  victims exposed to Shadow Play are also almost
universally  terrified  of  mobile,  seemingly  sentient  darkness.  Any  victim  who  has  never  before
encountered this power must roll Courage vs. Willpower of the active vampire. A failed roll means the
victim is horrified, and flees, cowers, or otherwise acts accordingly.

LEVEL 2 – SHROUD OF NIGHT
The vampire can create a cloud of inky blackness. The cloud completely obscures light and even sound
to some extent. Those who have been trapped within it (and survived) describe the cloud as viscous and
unnerving. This physical manifestation lends credence to the tales of those Lasombra who claim that the
darkness is something beyond mere shadow.

SYSTEM:
To create a shroud of darkness via this power, the Kindred rolls Willpower vs. Difficulty, where difficulty
varies according to how much space the vampire wishes to blanket in night. An area of roughly 20 feet
in diameter represents a Difficulty of Average 3. Smaller diameters are less difficult, larger areas more
challenging.  Difficulty of  utilizing this  ability  also increases  depending on the distance at  which the
vampire is projecting it. Directly adjacent or surrounding the vampire doesn't alter the difficulty. Difficulty
increases by 1 for every 10 feet the vampire attempts to “cast” this power.

A mass of darkness created by this ability extinguished light sources and muffles sound to the point of
incomprehensibility. Those within the cloud lose all sense of sight, hearing, and feel, as if they've been
immersed in a vat of pitch. Sound warps and distorts into muddled or even frighteningly bizarre un-
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sounds. These effects equate to a circumstantial  penalty to all  Detect/Perception, Hearing, and other
sensory skill rolls for all victims inside such a cloud (except the vampire using the ability – they are
unaffected). The penalty in these cases is equal to the vampire's Willpower, meaning especially willful
vampires can completely deafen and blind their victims.

Much like Shadow Play, use of this ability also deprives victims of oxygen and presses in on them like a
suffocating tar. All those who enter such a cloud must roll Endurance vs. Willpower of the vampire who
created the cloud once every 5 minutes they spend inside. A successful roll means they withstand the
suffocating  power  of  the  darkness,  though  prolonged  exposure  temporarily  reduces  Endurance  as
described in the section on Shadow Play. A failed roll of this sort means the victim loses consciousness
and begins to suffocate to death.

As with Shadow Play, victims exposed to this ability must also make Courage vs. vampire's Willpower
rolls to avoid being terrified of the Lasombra's shadows.

Clouds of darkness created with this power last until the vampire dispels them (no roll necessary) or until
a source of light greater and more powerful than the darkness shines on the cloud. This is almost always
the sun, but could also be magical illumination (in fantasy settings) or flood lights or LEDs (in post-
industrial settings). In areas where little or no light ever reaches (caves, subterranean caverns, hellpits,
etc.), dark clouds create with this power may last indefinitely, even taking on a mind and spirit of their
own.

LEVEL 3 – ARMS OF THE ABYSS
Refining her control over darkness, the Kindred can create prehensile “tentacles” that emerge from any
area of darkness,  including those created with Shroud of Night.  These arms may be used to grasp,
restrain, constrict, and otherwise attack foes.

SYSTEM:
The acting vampire rolls Willpower vs. Difficulty, where difficulty depends on how much darkness is
available (described in Shadow Play). If using a cloud of darkness created with Shroud of Night, the
Difficulty to use this power is Average 3. Every successful use of this power creates a single “arm”, which
is simple enough on its own. However, creating multiple arms in a short time span will tax the vampire's
endurance and blood reserves.

Arms created with this ability have Strength equal to the creator vampire's Willpower. These Strength
values are used for the purpose of attacking foes and sustaining attacks, as these nightmarish appendages
are  tangible  and vulnerable.  However,  these  arms  are  also  arcane  and otherworldly  in  nature,  and
therefore yield a -1 penalty to all  non-magical  rolls  to  wound (i.e.,  mundane weapons and physical
attacks). Arms created by this power's use remain until they are “killed” by combat damage, dispelled by
the vampire, or until they dissipate by time or light as described in the Shroud of Night section.

Any use of Shadow Play and/or Shroud of Night that necessitates a Courage roll by victims gives a
circumstantial +1 to the vampire's Willpower if the darkness in question also has Arms of the Abyss.
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LEVEL 4 – BLACK METAMORPHOSIS
The vampire who achieves this level of mastery in Obtenebration can call upon his inner darkness and
infuse himself with it, becoming a monstrous hybrid of matter and eldritch shadow. His body becomes
mottled with spots of tenebrous shade, and wispy tentacles extrude from his torso and abdomen. Though
still roughly humanoid, a vampire who enacts the Black Metamorphosis takes on an almost demonic
appearance as the blackness within him bubbles to the surface.

SYSTEM:
To activate  this  power,  the  vampire  rolls  Willpower  vs.  Difficulty,  where  difficulty  depends  on  the
vampire's constitution, endurance, and ability to concentrate. Weakened vampires, ill-fed Kindred, and
those who are in disruptive environments will face higher difficulties, whereas those who are “healthy”
(as undead monsters go), full of blood, and in relative calm and quiet will face easier difficulties.

When this ability is successfully used, the vampire's appearance changes as described previously. The
obsidian tentacles that erupt from her body vary in number and placement, and are ever shifting, as are
the motley spots of black night.

The darkness emanating from a vampire using this  power has a variety of effects.  First,  the visible
darkness of the power makes the vampire more difficult to perceive in areas of darkness (circumstantial
bonus = to Willpower) and also easier to perceive in areas of illumination (circumstantial penalty = to
Willpower). The vampire is also more difficult to touch or physically contact, as their physical extremities
and limbs seem to shift and disappear. This gives a circumstantial penalty to all attackers in rolls to hit
equal to the vampire's Willpower (equates to a circumstantial bonus to the vampire in all rolls to dodge).
The vampire likewise becomes a horrifying spectacle to behold, and thus receives a circumstantial bonus
in rolls to Intimidate, Coerce, etc. equal to her Willpower. And, in the rare event a vampire is attacked
and struck, the viscous darkness enshrouding him actually absorbs impacts that contact his body. This
essentially creates a “shield” or darkness around the vampire that has a Strength value equal to the
vampire's Willpower. Just so, when a vampire using this power is struck in combat, the attacker must roll
to “wound” the shield of darkness first, and then make a roll to wound the vampire as usual (Deadliness
vs. Strength).

Effects  of  this  ability  can be maintained for hours or even entire days,  though the sheer scale and
potency of this manifestation of Obtenebration requires extreme amounts of energy within the vampire.
Essentially, this ability drains blood at a rapid rate, ensuring that vampires who use it continually will be in
constant need of fresh prey or face weakness, torpor, or even succumbing to the Beast.

LEVEL 5 – TENEBROUS FORM
At this level, the Kindred's intimacy with darkness is so complete that she may physically become it. Upon
using this power, the vampire transmogrifies into an inky, amorphous patch of jet-black shadow. Vampires
in Tenebrous Form are practically invulnerable to harm, and may slither through cracks, bars, crevices,
and other barriers that would normally constrict passage. Furthermore, vampires in this form can “see” in
utter darkness.

SYSTEM:
The transformation requires a Willpower vs. Difficulty roll, where difficulty varies as described in Black
Metamorphosis,  and  also  takes  upwards  of  a  minute  to  complete.  Upon  realizing  a  complete
transformation, the vampire is completely immune to mundane physical attacks (weapons, fists, etc.), but
remains vulnerable to light, fire, and magical damage. If attacked by such a source, the vampire's Strength
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in incorporeal shadow-form is equal to her Willpower, though being “wounded” by a successful roll to
wound simply  ends  the  transformation  and  returns  the  vampire  to  her  normal  humanoid  form.  A
vampire in this form may not physically attack foes, but can envelop and ooze over others, affecting
them in the same manner as described in Shroud of Night. 

Vampires in Tenebrous Form may even slither up walls and across ceilings,  or even “drip” darkness
upward – they have no mass and are thus unaffected by gravity. As described in previous powers, when
mortals  and others  witness  this  power  for  the  first  time,  they must  roll  Courage vs.  the  vampire's
Willpower to keep their wits, or, otherwise, freak out, tremble, flee in terror, etc. This power also confers
the stealth effects described above in Black Metamorphosis.

This effect lasts until either the vampire dispels it, the vampire is struck with light/fire/magic, or until the
vampire is too exhausted and drained to maintain the effect. As with Black Metamorphosis, this power
requires extreme energy and focus.
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POTENCE
Vampires endowed with this Discipline possess preternatural Strength and augmented physical abilities.
Potence enables vampires to leap tremendous distances, lift massive weights, and strike opponents with
shattering force. Even the lowest ranks of this power gift Kindred with physical might beyond mortal
bounds. Vampires with advanced Potence can leap so far they seem to be flying, can punch through
stone walls and concrete, can rip their foes in twain.

Clans Brujah,  Giovanni,  Lasombra,  and Nosferatu are the primary possessors of  this  Discipline.  Still,
because this Discipline virtually insures a vampire's immortality, members of other clans often go to pains
to search out a teacher who can enlighten them in the ways of Potence.

SYSTEM:
For every level  a  vampire gains in Potence,  she receives a +1 bonus to Strength.  Additionally,  this
Discipline bestows a circumstantial +1 to all skill use and skill rolls involving physical strength (swimming,
acrobatics, jumping, throwing, etc.) for every level a vampire gains in Potence. Further, because physical
strength is often a factor in bullying and coercion, vampire's receive +1 in rolls to Intimidate, Coerce,
Frighten, etc. for every level of Potence.

PRESENCE
This is the Discipline of supernatural socializing, seduction, and influence. Kindred who develop Presence
can  inspire  zealous  fervor,  sensual  passion,  and  unspeakable,  piss-beckoning  terror  in  mortals  and
immortals alike. Though this power is less flashy and visually stunning than some other Disciplines, it is
yet one of the most useful powers a vampire can pursue.

Presence is noteworthy since, unlike virtually all other vampiric Disciplines, it can be used on entire
crowds at a time, and, moreover, that its subtlety allows it to be used without violating the Masquerade.
The vampire may bring large groups under her sway, so long as her face is visible to those she wishes to
affect  –  Presence doesn't  even require  eye contact.  Further,  the  Discipline  transcends  race,  religion,
gender, class, and other societal biases and prejudice. 

Aside from its deliberate uses, Presence conveys upon the vampire an indescribable mystique and allure.
He stands out in any crowd, drawing the interest (and often desire) of those around him even if he's
merely standing still. The higher the vampire's Presence, the greater this allure and the more obvious and
puissant its impact on others.

SYSTEM:
The effects of this power are twofold. First, the vampire receives a passive +1 bonus to all social skills
(Charm, Seduce, Haggle, Leadership, Convince/Persuade. Coerce, Intimidate, Calm, etc.) for each level of
Presence  she  gains.  Second,  a  vampire  character  with  this  Discipline  literally  draws  and  holds  the
attention of all those to whom she speaks (yells at, commands, flirts with, etc.). Any victim of a vampire
with Presence – whether a single individual, a small group of friends, or a massive crowd – must make a
Willpower vs. vampire's Willpower roll if they wish to disengage from socializing with or listening to the
vampire. Conversely, if the vampire with Presence wishes to dismiss or shoo away one or more targets,
she may roll Willpower vs. target's Willpower, and, if successful, the target is compelled to leave, feeling
shamed, awkward, or too “uncool” to further bother the vampire.
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Though this power gives a vampire increased effectiveness in all social rolls, it doesn't in any way alter
the vampire's personality or penchant for acting in certain ways and not in others. For example, an
outspoken,  fiery Brujah demagogue will  almost  always use Intimidate and Leadership as they fit  his
personality, leaving seduction and haggling to others. A suaviloquent Toreador or Venture, on the other
hand, will almost certainly prefer to Seduce, Persuade, and Charm others, as these are more fitting of
their personalities. Players should still roleplay characters with Presence, not allowing the power's ubiquity
to change their character's behaviors (except in cases where the character is awkwardly trying a social
skill he's terrible at in tandem with Presence).

PROTEAN
This Discipline allows the vampire to manipulate his physical form in animalistic and brutal ways. Some
Kindred view this power as a heightened connection to the natural world, while others, in contrast, see
Protean as an outward magnification of their monstrous inner being. Whatever its basis, vampires who
develop this ability can grow bestial claws, assume the form of wolves and bats, transform into mist, and
even “melt” into the earth.

Vampires can generally use other Disciplines while transformed – Kindred in wolf form can still read
auras  and  communicate  with  other  animals.  However,  there  may be  some situations  in  which  the
Storyteller may decide that the immortal cannot use a certain Discipline. After all, a vampire in mist form
cannot  use  Dominate,  since  she  has  no  eyes  with  which  to  make  contact.  Also,  Storytellers  are
encouraged  to  be  vivid  and  descriptive  in  situations  where  Kindred  transform in  full  clothing  and
equipped with personal effects, as these items do not transform alongside a vampire.

Clan Gangrel lay exclusive claim to this Discipline, though other vampires occasionally learn the power
from their wolfish cousins.

LEVEL 1 – EYES OF THE BEAST
The vampire's eyes change into glowing, red-gold, predatory orbs, granting the vampire the ability to see
in utter darkness and to better see through illusions and guises. This effect also violates the Masquerade
– not to mention inspiring primal terror – if witnessed by mortals.

SYSTEM:
No roll is necessary to activate this power – the PC or storyteller must simply describe the character
calling forth the Eyes. The change takes a few seconds to complete, and, when activated, gives the
character a circumstantial passive bonus to all Detect/Perception rolls involving sight equal to his Protean
level. The character also receives the same bonus on all rolls to Intimidate, though using this power in
view of mortals is a Masquerade violation, provided the mortal survives the encounter with the Gangrel...
Further,  vampires  using the eyes gain nightvision,  and suffer  no penalties to low-light  and no-light
conditions. Vampires with Protean instantly use this power when they frenzy and cannot end the power
until the frenzy concludes.

LEVEL 2 – FERAL CLAWS
The vampire's fingers and nails morph into long, fierce claws. These talons are wickedly sharp, able to
shred flesh with ease and even carve stone and metal with little trouble. Vampires who achieve a level of
4 or greater in Protean can harness the same effect with their fangs, transforming their normal vampiric
teeth into malevolent tusks.
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SYSTEM:
Claws grow automatically in response to the character's desire from both hands and feet, and can be
retracted as easily at will. Characters with Protean who frenzy instantly engage this power and are unable
to end its use until the frenzy is concluded.

While Feral Claws are deployed, the character's hands and feet become lethal weapons. The Deadliness
and Penetration of  these  claws  each  equals  the  character's  Strength + Protean level.  As characters
increase their mastery of Protean, they become truly fearsome warriors, capable of eviscerating bone,
flesh, stone, and steel.

LEVEL 3 – EARTH MELD
One of the most prized powers the Gangrel utilize, Earth Meld enables the vampire to become one with
the earth itself. The immortal literally sinks into bare ground, transmuting her substance to bond with the
earth.

Though a vampire can immerse himself full into the ground, he cannot move around once in it. Further,
it is impossible to meld into the earth through another substance. Wood slats, cobblestone, pavement,
astroturf – these all prevent the use of Earth Meld, though a vampire at this level of Protean aptitude can
almost certainly sprout talons and rip the floor to splinters.

By interring himself in the ground, the vampire gains full protection from daylight when outdoors. It is
also the method of choice for those Kindred who wish to sleep away the centuries, locking themselves
away in the earth's embrace and garnering strength as they rest. Superstitious and paranoid Kindred
whisper that thousands of Ancients sleep within the ground and will awaken on the night of Gehenna,
the vampiric apocalypse.

While so immersed, the vampire is in a transitional state between flesh and earth. Her physical presence
exists between the physical world and the astral plane. As such, the vampire is difficult to sense, even
through supernatural means (+3 difficulty to Detect, mundane or magical). However, a disruption to the
soil the vampire occupies, or to his presence on the astral realm, returns him immediately to the physical
world (and to full wakefulness), showering dirt outward as his body displaces the soil.

SYSTEM:
No roll is necessary, unless the character is submerging herself into especially hard or intractable soil (in
which  case,  Willpower  vs.  Difficulty  2  or  3).  Subsuming  into  the  earth  takes  about  a  minute  to
accomplish; if the process is disturbed, the character bursts back into physical existence. Once immersed,
the character falls into a state of deep sleep verging on torpor, sensing surroundings only distantly. To
rouse  himself  in  response  to  danger  or  any  stimulus,  an  Earth  Melded  character  must  roll
Detect/Perception vs. Difficulty, where difficulty varies according to the amount and type of disturbance
(more difficult for little, minute disturbances, less difficult for larger disturbances).

Characters who remain submerged for extended periods of time must make a Willpower vs. Difficulty
roll, wherein Difficulty depends on the amount of time immersed. For every year or two years a Kindred
maintains this ability, the Difficulty increases by 1 (starting at Difficulty 1 for a year or two years). Kindred
who fail a roll of this sort are essentially trapped in a subterranean torpor for a period of time until they
gather their will sufficient enough to try again.
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LEVEL 4 – SHAPE OF THE BEAST
This  power  endows the  vampire  with  the  legendary  and  fabled  (even among the  Kine)  ability  to
transform into a bat or wolf. A Kindred changed in this way is a particularly imposing representative of
her assumed animal form. Indeed, she is a singular, bizarre, and superior specimen of the chosen form,
faster, stronger, and far more monstrous than any wild beast. The vampire retains her own psyche and
temperament, and is able to call upon the abilities of the beast form – increased senses, flight (in bat
form), etc..

Some vampires are reputed to shift into other animal forms better suited to their preferences and/or
environment: jackals and hyenas in Africa (and fantasy settings), predatory cats in big cities, foxes and
coyotes  for  sly  vampires,  and  so  on.  Due  to  their  unexplained  though well-known connection,  all
vampires with this ability have an innate ability to use wolf and bat form. Other manifestations of this
power depend solely on the vampire's character, temperament, desires, animal kinships, and the flavor
and  setting  of  the  story/campaign.  Vampires  are,  however,  limited  to  mammal  forms  due  to  the
limitations inherent in being an undead mammal (save for Settites, of course, whose Serpentis Discipline
allows them to become snakes...). 

SYSTEM:
No roll is necessary to activate this power unless the vampire is attempting to assume an animal form
with  which  he  is  unfamiliar  (then  Willpower  vs.  Difficulty  becomes  necessary).  In  any  case,
transformation requires a minute of time. Clothing and personal effects stay attached to the vampires
now animal  form if  they conform to  the animal's  physiology,  or,  if  not,  they fall  off  and must  be
recovered later or gathered up by an ally. A successfully transformed vampire remains in animal form
until the next dawn, at which time the vampire can roll Willpower vs. Difficulty 1 to retain the animal
form. For every subsequent day spent in this form, the vampire must make the same roll with difficulty
increased by 1. Vampires with Protean can also end the effects of this ability at will at any time.

While in animal shape, the vampire can use any Discipline she possesses except Necromancy, Serpentis,
Thaumaturgy, and Vicissitude. Furthermore, each animal form obviously grants the vampire the chosen
animal's abilities. For example, in wolf form, the vampire runs at wolf speed, gains a circumstantial +2
bonus to all rolls involving Detect/Perception, Smell, etc., and has claws and teeth that still utilize the
character's  Feral  Claws ability.  In  bat  form,  the  character  can fly  20 miles  per  hour,  navigate  with
echolocation (+2 to Detect/Perception rolls), and becomes incredibly difficult to catch or strike (+4 Speed
for purposes of dodging and reflexes). However, due to a bat's diminutive size, the vampire also receives
a -2 penalty to Strength in rolls to wound (+2 to attacker's roll to wound). Other animal forms should
yield similar benefits.

LEVEL 5 – MIST FORM
This truly disquieting power enables the vampire to turn into mist. His physical shape disperses into a
hazy fog, but one still subject entirely to the immortal's will. He floats at a brisk pace and may slip under
doors, through screens or portcullises, down pipes, and into other tiny openings. Although strong winds
can blow the Kindred off her chosen course, even hurricane-force winds cannot scatter her mist form.

Some vampires believe this power to be the ultimate expression of control over the natural world, while
others believe that it is the vampiric soul made manifest.

SYSTEM:
No roll  is  required,  although initiating this  power is  quite taxing on the vampire's  energy reserves.
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Transforming into mist requires a minute to complete. Strong winds, as previously mentioned, may blow
the mist form vampire off course; to resist such wind, the vampire may roll Willpower vs. Difficulty,
where difficulty depends directly on the force of the wind.

Vampires in mist form are immune to all mundane physical attacks, although she remains vulnerable to
fire, sunlight, and magical attacks. Because of the moist, airy nature of this power, all fire, sunlight, and
magical effects and attacks are at a -1 penalty for vampires in mist form. Vampires may not affect the
physical world while using this power, though they may use mental (i.e., non-physical) Disciplines.

Mist Form's duration depends entirely on the vampire's force of will and nourishment. The ability is
extremely exhausting to maintain for any extended length of time, and is mostly used in dire situations to
bypass  security  measures,  avoid  physical  contact  or  conflict  with  others,  and  as  an  alternative  and
outlandish form of stealth.
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QUIETUS
The Discipline of the silent death is practiced primarily by the assassins of Clan Assamite. Using the
principals of poison, vitae control, and pestilence, this blood-based Discipline focuses on the destruction of
its targets through varying means. Quietus does not always involve a quick death; rather, the Assassins
rely upon its secret lethality to conceal their involvement with their victims.

LEVEL 1 – DEATHLY SILENCE
Many Assamites claim never to have heard their victim's death knells, and that is most likely due to this
early manifestation of Quietus. Deathly Silence imbues the Assamite with a magical silence that radiates
from her body, muting all noise within a limited vicinity. No sound occurs inside this zone, though sounds
originating  outside  the  area  of  effect  may be heard  by those  within  in.  Rumors  abound of  skilled
Assamite viziers who possess the ability to silence a  location  rather than a circumference that follows
them, but this is unsubstantiated hearsay.

SYSTEM:
This power grants a constant passive sphere of silence around the vampire skilled in Quietus. The sphere
projects outward in radius of complete still and noiselessness. The range of this radius is 5 feet for every
level the vampire attains in Quietus (level 1 = 5 feet, level 2 = 10 feet, level 5 = 25 feet, etc.). Within
this sphere, sound does not exist for anyone other than the vampire, and any sound generated by the
vampire does not leave the sphere, essentially rendering all Assamites – even neonates – totally silent.

LEVEL 2 – SCORPION'S TOUCH
By changing the properties of her blood, an Assassin may create caustic venom that strips her prey of
their resilience. This power is greatly feared by other Kindred, as it is one of the few poisons that affects
their  undead bodies.  Assamites  are  known to  deliver  this  poison by coating their  weapons with it,
blighting their opponents with a casual social touch, or spitting it like an asp. An apocryphal account
speaks of a proud prince who discovered an Assamite plotting her exsanguination and began to diablerize
her would-be assassin. Halfway through the act, she learned that she had ingested a dire quantity of
tainted blood and was then unable to resist the weakened Assamite's renewed assault.

SYSTEM:
The vampire with this power can exude a paralyzing poison at will, though doing so repeatedly drains
the vampire's blood reserves. Poison produced with this ability has a Potency equal to the vampire's
Quietus rating. This poison takes effect within 30 seconds of entering a victim's bloodstream, and, while
active, induces lethargy and paralysis in victims. When an Assamite afflicts a target with this secretion,
the victim's Speed (and all  Speed-related and reflex-related rolls)  is reduced by the poison's Potency.
Characters whose Speed is reduce to 0 are physically paralyzed, unable to move or act – but still fully
able to feel – until the toxin wears off.

Once a victim has been poisoned, the venom of Scorpion's Touch remains in his system for a duration
between a day and a week, depending on his Endurance. Characters with higher Endurance recover
more quickly, and vice versa.

This poison DOES affect vampires, unlike most mundane toxins. Knowledge that this venom taints their
undead blood coupled with the knowledge that Assamites love to diablerize their enemies assures the
almost-universal dread of all other Kindred.
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LEVEL 3 – DAGON'S CALL
This horrific power allows an Assamite to drown a target in his own blood. By concentration alone, the
vampire bursts her victim's blood vessels and fills his lungs with precious lifeblood, strangling the victim
from within. The blood actually constricts the target's body from the inside as it  floods through his
system; just so, it works even on unbreathing Kindred. Until  the target collapses in agonizing death
throes, this power has no visible or audible effect, and a great many Assamites prefer it because it leaves
no trace of their presence.

SYSTEM:
The vampire using this power must make physical contact prior to invoking Dagon's Call. Within an
hour thereafter, the Assamite may issue the “call” at will, though he need not be in the presence or even
line of sight of the target.

When physical contact is established – even as little as a casual brush up against a target in a busy
crowd will suffice – the vampire rolls Willpower vs. Willpower of the target. A successful roll begins the
process of catastrophic cellular failure within the victim's body; a failed roll has no effect except draining
the  vampire  of  energy  reserves  and  rendering  her  temporarily  weakened  (penalties  at  Storyteller
discretion). 

After a successful activation of this power, when the vampire wishes to engage the power (must be
within an hour thereafter), the acting vampire rolls Quietus level vs. target's Endurance. A failed roll
means the victim withstands the effects of Dagon's Call, as his constitution is sufficient to avoid instant
death. Target's who suffer failed rolls of this sort are still rendered extremely sick and are stricken with
intense, crippling pain (effects should be roleplayed, and storytellers are encouraged to assign applicable
penalties to such targets). If a vampire succeeds in a Quietus vs. Endurance roll, however, a target afflicted
with this power instantly suffers an agonizing death.

LEVEL 4 – BAAL'S CARESS
At this penultimate level of Quietus mastery, the vampire is now able to transmute his blood into a toxin
that is both paralyzing AND physically caustic and injurious to health. This virulent ichor is deleterious to
all living and undead flesh it touches, and is universally feared by Kindred. The Assamite with access to
this power can cut himself and apply the venom to any bladed weapon, bullet, arrow, blowgun dart, or
other melee or projectile weapon that pierces flesh, and can also be used as an ingested internal poison.

SYSTEM: 
In addition to the effects described in Scorpion's Touch, the Assamite's blood-poison now physically harms
others. Any time this blood touches or afflicts another, the victim suffers a -1 penalty to both Strength
and Endurance for each level of the poison's Potency (equal to the vampire's Quietus score). Victims
reduced to either 0 Strength or 0 Endurance instantly suffer tremulous, bloodsoaked paroxysms and death
in total anguish.

Vampires with this power need not roll to activate the power; their blood is simply toxic at this level of
Quietus. Of course, opening up their veins in order to utilize their blood obviously drains the vampire of
blood, limiting this power's use and scope and insuring the vampire must feed to replenish his blood.
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LEVEL 5 – TASTE OF DEATH
A refinement or Baal's Caress, the vampire is now capable of spitting her vitriolic blood-venom at others,
removing the necessity of cutting herself and/or coating weapons or projectiles. The Assamite's blood is
so caustic, so vile at this level of mastery that it no longer needs to afflict the target's blood to harm
them, and can inflict lethal wounds through topical exposure alone.

SYSTEM:
In addition to the effects described in both Scorpion's Touch and Baal's Caress, the vampire using this
power may now spit blood-poison up to 10 feet. In so doing, the vampire must roll to hit the target. This
is done by rolling the vampire's Unarmed Combat (or other specialized skill, like Spitting) vs. the target's
Speed. Upon a successful hit, the spit projectile has Deadliness and Penetration both equal to its Potency
(which is equal to the vampire's Quietus score). All subsequent rolls to bypass armor and rolls to wound
are done using the aforementioned stats. Any wounds inflicted this way are grievous, aggravated, and
wicked.

Victims of this nightmarish ability are often reduced to steaming puddles of liquid putrescence. Those
unfortunate  few who have faced  this  ability  and survived frequently  have mangled,  mutilated,  and
missing limbs, or worse, holes melted directly through limbs and torsos.
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SERPENTIS
Serpentis is the legacy of Set, the Old Serpent, Eater of Days and Destroyer of Worlds, and father to the
Followers of Set. The Setites carefully guard this Discipline's secrets, teaching this serpentine art only to
those they deem worthy (almost never outsiders). Other Kindred who fear the Settites do so almost
solely due to this Discipline. This power is more than capable of instilling and invoking a primal fear in its
victims, understandable seeing as Set is an evil older than almost every other evil in existence.

LEVEL 1 – EYES OF THE SERPENT
This power grants the vampire the legendary hypnotic gaze of the serpent. The Setite's eyes become
gold with elongated black irises, and, though terrifying to behold, becomes strangely alluring to mortals. A
mortal who meets the vampire's beguiling stare is immobilized and held in thrall until such a time as the
vampire averts his gaze. Due to the bewilderment inherent in this power,  its use on mortals is not
considered a violation of the Masquerade.

SYSTEM:
No roll is necessary when bewitching mortals. The vampire must simply activate this power and establish
eye contact with the intended focus of Eyes of the Serpent. Vampires and other non-mortal creatures
(werewolves, magical creatures, etc.) are also subject to this ability, though the arcane nature of their
essence gives them the ability to resist its influence. A vampire using this power on other Kindred (or
other non-mortals) must roll Willpower vs. Willpower of the target. If this roll is failed, the target resists
the reptilian hypnosis. If this roll succeeds, the target is immobilized and paralyzed as with mortals.

LEVEL 2 – TONGUE OF THE ASP
The Setite may lengthen her tongue at will, splitting it into bifurcated halves like a snake's tongue. The
tongue may reach up to 18 inches, and can be utilized as a freakishly effective weapon in close combat.
Moreover,  a  vampire  using  this  ability  gains  increased  ability  to  swindled,  persuade,  and  sweet-talk
mortals and others, becoming imbued with the traditional deception and wisdom of the serpent.

SYSTEM:
The Deadliness and Penetration of the vampire's Tongue of the Asp are both equal to the vampire's
Serpentis score – the more intimately entwined with Set the vampire becomes, the deadlier and more
effective His gifts become. If a Setite wounds an enemy with this ability, she may drink blood from the
target as the victim will surely be bleeding freely.

Terrifying though it is, the tongue's caress is very like the kiss of Embrace, and so strikes mortal victims
helpless with fear,  ecstasy,  and intrigue (immobilizes and paralyzes them as described in Eyes of the
Serpent).
Additionally, the vampire receives other benefits. First, the tongue is highly sensitive to vibrations, giving
the vampire a +2 circumstantial bonus in all rolls involving Detect/Perception, and further negating low-
light and no-light penalties as the vampire is able to perceive and navigate in total darkness using her
tongue. Finally, the snake's tongue also gives the vampire the ability to better persuade, deceive, and
interrogate others, giving a circumstantial +1 bonus in all rolls involving Charm, Persuade, Intimidate, and
all other social skills (+2 to Seduction/Seduce, Flirt, and other sexy social skills).
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LEVEL 3 – SKIN OF THE ADDER
By calling upon her blood, the vampire may transform her skin into a mottled, scaly hide. A vampire in
this form becomes more supple and flexible, and more resistant to physical injury and burns. 

SYSTEM:
No roll is necessary to activate this power, though it does require great energy expenditure and therefore
adequate blood reserves.  When used,  the vampire's  skin becomes serpentine (mottled,  leathery,  and
scaly). Increased flexibility granted by this form yields a circumstantial bonus to all Acrobatics rolls equal
to the vampire's Serpentis score, and also allows the vampire to squeeze through any opening wide
enough to fit her head through.

This ability also distends and widens the vampire's maw and lengthens his fangs, allowing his mouth to
be wielded as a deadly weapon. The Deadliness and Penetration of this bite attack are each equal to the
vampire's Serpentis level, and rolls to hit using this ability use Unarmed Combat skill (or Specializations
therein).

Use of this ability renders the vampire very obviously inhuman, and is therefore a violation of the
Masquerade. Of course, very few if any Setites give even a passing thought to the Camarilla's laws, and
so use this power when and where they wish. The frightening serpent-ness this ability imparts gives the
Setite a +2 bonus in rolls to Intimidate, rolls to Terrify, etc.

Finally, the scaly hide imparted by this ability gives the vampire a circumstantial +1 Protection bonus
(thus, acting as a rudimentary armor in addition to other armors worn).

LEVEL 4 – FORM OF THE COBRA
At this level of competency, the Setite can now transmogrify his body into that of an enormous black
cobra. The vampire in this form stretches out over 10 feet in length, and is as thick as a muscular thigh.
This form grants several obvious advantages, including a venomous bite, the ability to slither through
small openings, enhanced smell, and the ability to terrify others.

SYSTEM:
The acting vampire must roll Willpower vs. Difficulty when using this power, where Difficulty represents
how hard it  is for the vampire to concentrate (i.e.,  how tumultuous and distracting the surrounding
environment is).  If  the vampire fails  such a roll,  she is  exhausted and remains in vampiric  form. A
successful  roll  begins the vampire's  transformation into a cobra,  completion of  which requires a full
minute.

Once a vampire has fully transformed, she receives several bonuses and unique abilities, many of which
are amplified versions of the abilities detailed in Skin of the Adder. As with that power, the vampire in
cobra form is able to slither through small openings and shimmy through spaces that would otherwise
limit his movement. The vampire also acquires the distended maw as described above, with the added
benefit of deadly poison in the cobra-form's fangs. Not only does the vampire using this ability retain the
mouth attack as detailed in the previous power, she may also inject victims with a lethal venom at her
discretion. This venom is instantly deadly to mortals, who suffer an excruciating, writhing end, and is also
potentially deadly – and always deleterious – to vampires. When vampires are afflicted with this venom,
the acting cobra-form vampire rolls Potency (equal to his Serpentis level) vs. the target's Endurance. If this
roll succeeds, the target instantly suffers the same agonizing death as a mortal. Otherwise, if the roll fails,
the vampire survives the toxicity, but is still brutally weakened by its insidious poison. Vampires in this
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state have all their Attributes reduced to 1 and suffer a circumstantial -5 to all skill rolls until the poison
wears off (normally several days to a week). Though this effective is utterly crippling (and should be
roleplayed as such), the presence of the cobra poison within the vampire's undead veins shields him from
further infection by the same cobra-form vampire.

Further,  the  full  realization  of  snake  form  with  this  ability  increases  the  circumstantial  bonus  to
intimidate/frighten from +2 (as with Skin of the Adder) to an amount equal to the vampire's Serpentis
score. Likewise, the innate “armor” granted by the cobra skin increases from +1 Protection (Skin of the
Adder) to an amount equal to the vampire's Serpentis level, essentially rendering characters who master
this ability inherently immune to mundane weapons. Finally, the prostrate, black-skinned essence of this
ability lends a circumstantial +3 bonus to all Sneak, Hide, Camouflage (and all other Stealth) rolls when
the vampire is in dark areas, and gives a -3 penalty to all of the above when the vampire is in brightly lit
and lightly colored areas.

However, because of the totality of the transformation in this power, it also has some notable differences
and drawbacks when compared to other uses of Serpentis.  First,  because a vampire in cobra-form is
incapable of speech, use of this ability does NOT grant the circumstantial bonus to communication that
Tongue of the Asp does. Additionally, the reptilian nature of a transformed vampire's body means that
she can no longer wear clothes, armor, gear, etc. Using Skin of the Adder allows the vampire to wear
humanoid armor, and this ability does not, meaning that a vampire is in fact sometimes better protected
with that power.

Use of this power is a graphic violation of the Masquerade.

LEVEL 5 – HEART OF DARKNESS
The Setite with mastery of Serpentis achieves the spectacular and ghastly ability to pull his own heart
from his body. This ability can only be performed during the new moon, the invisible moon, when
darkness shrouds the world and darkest night prevails. Upon reciting an incantation to Set during this
time, the vampire reaches into his own sternum and withdraws his heart. Hearts removed in this fashion
can be stored in any container and buried or otherwise hidden. A vampire with no heart cannot be
staked or otherwise harmed by any weapon that pierces his breast. Also, as the heart is the seat of
emotion, a heartless Kindred is completely deaf to emotional influence, persuasion, and psyho-emotional
control. The vampire is also more capable of resisting frenzy (-3 Difficulty).

Setites are meticulously cautious with their hearts, keeping them well concealed from prying eyes (and
hands). If another seizes a vampire's heart, that vampire is completely at the mercy of the captor. Hearts
can be destroyed by casting them into fire or exposing them to direct sunlight, magically annihilating
them, or continuously and brutally physically attacking them. Should this happen, the Setite dies where
she stands,  boiling away into a blistering heap of ash and charred bone. Plunging a stake or other
stabbing implement into an exposed heart instantly drives the Setite into a deep torpor, inescapable until
the stake is removed.

A Setite may carry his heart with him or leave it in hiding, and many of Set's brood have a menagerie of
false hearts  scattered close to their  havens to mislead and baffle  those  who would do them harm.
Cunning Setites avoid the hearts' hiding places, hoping to deter discovery. Further, among those who are
versed in Setite lore, it is whispered that the elders of the serpent clan frequently hold their underlings'
hearts, the better to control, coerce, and manipulate errant hatchlings.
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SYSTEM:
This power requires no roll, but does need a minute to complete. As mentioned above, Setites with
extracted hearts are totally immune to influence, emotional control, and so on, unless, of course, another
possesses  their  heart.  Any  mortal  or  Kindred  who  witnesses  a  Setite  performing  this  ritual  must
immediately  make  a  Courage  vs.  Difficulty  5  roll  to  avoid  the  shock  and  horror  of  what  they're
witnessing. Mortals who fail such a roll lose their wits and are struck dumb with terror; vampires who fail
such a roll must make a subsequent Frenzy roll or enter immediate frenzy.

Hearts removed via this power may be reinserted by the same means, but only during a new moon.
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THAUMATURGY
This  Discipline  encompasses  blood  magic  and
other sorcerous arts, and is the unique domain of
the  Tremere.  It  is  so  jealously  coveted  and
guarded,  in  fact,  that  mystic  cabals  within  Clan
Tremere exist whose sole purpose is hunting down
and  slaughtering  those  non-Tremere  vampires
who pursue this Discipline.

Vampires  of  Clan  Tremere  innovated  this
Discipline  by  synthesizing  mortal  wizardry  with
the  potency  of  vampiric  vitae.  Though  its
existence  is  not  widely  known  among  mortal
mages,  Thaumaturgy is considered a disreputable
aberration of “true” magic by those familiar with it.

Thaumaturgy is a versatile and powerful Discipline. Like Necromancy, its practice is divided into multiple
paths. These are various traditions, or “schools”, through which the vampire is able to achieve a variety
of effects. Because of the diversity of these paths, one never knows what powers one will encounter
when crossing a hostile Tremere.

THAUMATURGICAL PATHS
When a character first learns Thaumaturgy, the player selects a path for that character. That path is
considered the character's primary path, and she automatically receives one level in it. A character's score
in her chosen primary path increases each time her overall score in Thaumaturgy increases.

Paths define the types of magic a vampire can perform. A vampire typically learns his primary path from
his sire, though it is not unknown for vampires to study under many different tutors and learn all their
secrets.

As previously mentioned, a vampire's primary path increases in tandem with her Thaumaturgy score.
Secondary paths may be learned once the character has acquired a score of Average 3 in Thaumaturgy,
though non-primary paths are separate Specialized Skills and increases independently of Thaumaturgy
(and can never exceed the character's Thaumaturgy score).

THE PATH OF BLOOD
Almost every Tremere studies the Path of Blood as her primary path. It encompasses some of the most
fundamental principles of Thaumaturgy, based as it is on the manipulation of Kindred blood. If a player
wishes to select another path as her character's primary, she'd better have a good reasons (such as a sire
whose primary is a different path, etc.).

LEVEL 1 – A TASTE FOR BLOOD
This power was developed as a means of testing a foe's might – an critical ability in the tumultuous and
tenuous nights  of  Clan Tremere.  By merely  tasting the blood of  his  subject,  the  thaumaturge may
determine all the victim's Attributes, in roleplaying friendly terms (i.e., they are not given exact numerical
values, but descriptors such as “Extremely Strong”, “Weak of Will”, “Of Average Health”, etc.). Tasting a
vampire victim's blood also reveals the vampire's generation (in in-game terms, a description of how
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potent their blood is, not a numerical value), how recently they have fed, roughly how full or empty their
blood reserves are, and whether or not the victim has ever committed diablerie.

SYSTEM:
No roll necessary, except those required to actually lay hands on a victim and physically extract his blood
(e.g., rolls to grapple, rolls to bite, etc.).

LEVEL 2 – BLOOD RAGE
This power allows the user to drain another Kindred of his vitae through magical transference. The
thaumaturge must make physical contact with her would-be victim, though only the lightest and most
fleeting contact is necessary. A vampire affected by this power might feel a physical rush as the blood
drains from her body, and will most likely struggle to resist Frenzy as the Beast wells up within her.

SYSTEM:
Upon making physical contact with a victim, the vampire rolls Willpower vs. Endurance of the target.
Upon success, the victim is drained of an amount of blood equal to the acting vampire's Thaumaturgy
score. This is done in roleplaying descriptors, not in concrete numerical values. For example, if the acting
vampire has a score of Average 3 in Thaumaturgy, then her victims are drained of a Moderate amount
of blood. A vampire with Excellent 5 in Thaumatugy drains her victims of nearly all  of their blood
reserves. Victims drained of the entirety of their blood pool obviously enter immediate Frenzy.

Further,  when this  ability  is  used  successfully,  its  victims  suffer  an  immediate  Frenzy  check,  as  the
depletion of their blood reserves triggers the Beast within them. What's worse, a vampire making such a
check suffers a penalty (i.e., increased Difficulty) equal to the acting vampire's Thaumaturgy score (e.g., 2
Thaumaturgy = +2 to Difficulty in the Frenzy check).

LEVEL 3 – BLOOD POTENCY
The thaumaturge gains such control over his own blood that he may essentially “concentrate” it, making
it more powerful for a short time. The extremely taxing nature of this ability limits Kindred to utilizing it
once every 24 hours or so; the strain in using it more frequently is lethal.

SYSTEM:
Upon activating this ability, the vampire rolls Willpower vs. Difficulty, where difficulty is equal to the
amount of “concentration” the vampire hopes to achieve. In effect, successful activation of this ability
gives the vampire a circumstantial bonus to all skill  rolls equal to the Difficulty he rolls against. For
example, a vampire who desires a Moderate bonus (+3) rolls against Difficulty 3; a Tremere seeking a
Colossal bonus (+6) rolls against Difficulty 6. Vampires using this ability cannot attempt garner a bonus
that is greater than their overall Thaumaturgy score.

When this ability is successfully activated, the vampire receives the relevant bonus for a number of hours
equal to his Thaumaturgy score. As mentioned, the ability can only be used once every 24 hour period –
a vampire who attempts to use this ability twice in a 24 hour period faces doubled Difficulty upon second
activation, a third attempt triples the Difficulty, and so on.

If a vampire attempts and fails to use this ability, she immediately faces an internal and potentially lethal
turmoil, as her blood rebels against her magical coercion and attacks her undead body systems. Any time
a vampire fails to use this ability, the storyteller rolls Deadliness vs. the vampire's Endurance, wherein
deadliness equals the original Difficulty rolled against (i.e., the bonus desired). If the storyteller fails this
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roll, the vampire survives the tumult of her blood; if the storyteller succeeds, the vampire begins bleeding
from eyes,  mouth,  and  skin,  vomits  blood  and  black  bile,  and  is  generally  dreadfully  incapacitated.
Vampires who suffer this state alone almost certainly face their Final Deaths, while those who have allies
or thralls can be nursed back to health with fresh blood. Effects of such a catastrophe are variable and
roleplaying is encouraged.

LEVEL 4 – THEFT OF VITAE
This refinement of Thaumaturgy expands on the effects  of  Blood Rage,  and allows the vampire to
actually siphon the blood of her foes and “drink” it via magical prowess. Unlike Blood Rage, this ability
does not necessitate physical contact with the subject – used successfully, blood streams out of the target's
eyes, nose, mouth, and pores and physically cascades to the Kindred utilizing Theft of Vitae. Vampires
using this ability absorb the stolen blood, and need not drink it via their mouths.

SYSTEM:
Identical to Blood Rage, except that this ability can be up to a distance in feet equal to the vampire's
Thaumaturgy skill. This power can be used on mortals and vampires alike, and, in either case, depletes
the victim of blood and feeds the vampire. If a thaumaturge drains a vampiric victim entirely, this power
does constitute diablerie, and does transfer the potency of the vampire's blood to the user. Likewise, used
successfully three times without killing the subject, this power can be used to make mortal ghouls/thralls
and to create blood-bonds with other Kindred. Due to its mystical transference, a vampire “drinking”
blood with Theft of Vitae can never be too “full”, as the blood transfer is energetic and not entirely
tangible.

The spectacular and gruesome nature of this ability makes it an obvious violation of the Masquerade.

LEVEL 5 – CAULDRON OF BLOOD
A thaumaturge using this power can cause the blood of her victims to boil  within their own veins.
Physical  contact  is  necessary,  though prolonged contact  is  not.  This power is almost  always fatal  to
mortals, and causes grievous injuries and death to the undead as well.

SYSTEM:
Upon making contact  with a  subject,  the  vampire rolls  Willpower vs.  Endurance of  the  subject.  A
successful roll  instantly kills any mortal it  affects;  a success against another vampire causes a roll  of
Deadliness vs. Endurance of the target, where deadliness is equal to the acting Kindred's Thaumaturgy
level. A success on this secondary roll causes the target to erupt in a geyser of blood and ash, and the
acting vampire is free to siphon or drink the essence of the unfortunate. A failed roll of this kind means
the vampiric victim sustains the magical attack and is not instantly killed, but the agony of having one's
blood boil is still quite crippling. Vampires suffering through this ability are rendered immobile, writhing
masses  of  undead  torment,  and  must  make  a  Willpower  vs.  Difficulty  (where  difficulty  equals  the
Thaumaturgy level of the acting vampire) to attempt to perform any action. Vampires in this state also
suffer a circumstantial penalty to all rolls equal to the user's Thaumaturgy score, effectively rendering
them useless even if they muster up the will to act as their blood boils within their veins.

For those few who survive this ability as it ravages their innards, effects last ten minutes times the user's
Thaumaturgy score (e.g., level 5 = 50 minutes, 6 = 60 minutes, etc.).
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PYROMANCY
This  path  grants  the  thaumaturge  the  ability  to
conjure occult flames – small fires at first, progressing
to  gargantuan  conflagrations  upon  mastering  this
path. Pyromancy is widely feared, as fire is one of the
surest  ways to inflict  Final  Death upon a vampire.
See SAGA Rules & System Errata for more information
on how fire affects vampires.

Fire  summoned  with  this  path  is  by  no  means
“natural”. In fact, the flame conjured forth with this
ability is simply light while in the caster's hand, and
must  be  released  before  it  actually  burns  as  do
mundane flames. Once released, however, the flames
of this ability cannot be controlled or influenced, and
burn as normal fires burn. This means that those who
utilize  Pyromancy  can,  in  fact,  wound  or  kill
themselves if they are careless.

SYSTEM:
The magnitude of this path's effects depend entirely on how adept the user is. No roll is necessary to
summon flames with this power, though any use of flames so conjured to attack others must roll to hit
using either the character's Pyromancy skill specialization or Ranged Combat skill generalization or the
Throwing skill specialization within ranged combat. Flames so summoned have a Deadliness equal to the
character's Pyromancy specialization. Furthermore, projectile fire created via this path have an effective
range equal to 10 feet times the character's Pyromancy level (e.g., Pyromancy 2 = 20 feet, Pyromancy 4
= 40 feet, etc.).

Moreover,  the size and quantity of  flames a character  can summon also depends directly  upon his
Pyromancy level. The following chart provides a rough description of this concept:

Level 1: Candle flame, lighter flame, any tiny flicker emitting from a fingertip. Just enough to
light a small space or potentially burn a target at up to 10 feet.
Level 2: A palm's worth of fire, small blaze. Effective up to 20 feet.
Level 3: Campfire size flame. Effective up to 30 feet.
Level 4: Large bonfire, small house fire or forest fire. Effective up to 40 feet.
Level 5: Raging inferno, large forest fire, etc. Effective up to 50 feet.
Level 6: Immense conflagrations, small towns, etc. Effective up to 60 feet.

Characters who pursue this path may obviously utilize smaller flames than those they are capable of
producing. For example, a character with level 5 mastery of this ability can still  conjure candle-sized
flickers, or small palm-sized blazes. Additionally, the visibly esoteric and otherworldly nature of this ability
is an outright violation of the Masquerade.

Finally, the pursuit of Pyromancy also gives the student of flames the ability to control fire-based creatures
and entities to a certain extent. For example, a character might roll Pyromancy vs. Willpower to banish a
flame elemental, and so on.
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TELEKINESIS
The path gives the thaumaturge the ability to move objects with her mind by channeling the potency of
her blood into mental might. At higher levels of telekinetic aptitude, “flight” becomes possible, as the
competent  thaumaturge can lift  and move even himself  with his  own thoughts.  Objects under the
character's control  may be manipulated as if  she held them – they may be lifted,  spun, juggled,  or
mentally “thrown”. Some elder thaumaturges even utilize this ability to protect their havens, animating
swords, axes, and firearms (in settings in which they exist) to ward off intruders.

Further, this ability can be used to frighten and shock the unwary. For example, turning the pages of a
book via a sudden telekinetic burst, or flinging wall-hangings and paintings across narrow corridors. Such
uses can certainly effect Courage rolls in the unsuspecting.

SYSTEM:
As with Pyromancy, individual power levels are not provided for this path, as its effects are essentially the
same at every level,  except that the magnitude of influence grows as a vampire's deftness with this
power increases. When a vampire achieves the third level of Telekinesis (Average competency), she may
levitate herself and “fly” at the same speed at which she runs.

At each level of mastery, the vampire increases her capacity for telekinetic “lifting”. The following chart
provides the weight limit for each level of competency:

Level 1: 2 pounds.
Level 2: 20 pounds.
Level 3: 200 pounds.
Level 4: 500 pounds.
Level 5: 1000 pounds.
Level 6: 2000 pounds.

Objects wielded via Telekinesis  can be utilized as weapons,  causing blunt force trauma and outright
squishing of opponents. Objects used as projectile weapons have a Deadliness equal to their imagined
lethality, according to the Storyteller's discretion. At all levels, weapons wielded via Telekinesis retain their
Deadliness and Penetration values. Other non-weapon objects used for battering victims will vary. A
laptop or small candelabra might have a Deadliness and Penetration of 1. A circular saw or cast iron pot,
on the other hand, would certainly be more efficacious. At higher levels, when a thaumaturge is capable
of elevating a car, a siege engine, heavy stone blocks, or an elephant, no roll is really necessary when
obliterating an enemy.

In all such uses of Telekinesis to weaponize objects, the user must still roll to hit potential victims. This is
done by rolling Telekinesis vs. Speed (if the target is dodging) or Telekinesis vs. Block, Shield, or Weapon
Skill (if the target is blocking).

Telekinesis is certainly outside the realm of mortal ken, and therefore considered a Masquerade violation
in all circumstances in which mortals can determine the source of this power. For example, seeing a
vampire “fly” via his own Telekinesis is certainly a violation; being terrified by vases smashing into each
other and floorboards ripping off seemingly of their own volition is NOT a Masquerade violation.
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CONJURATION
Invoking objects “out of thin air” has been a
staple of occult and supernatural legend since
long  before  the  inception  and  rise  of  the
Tremere.  This  Thaumaturgical  path  enables
powerful,  seemingly  impossible  summoning
limited  only  by  the  creativity  of  the
practitioner.

Objects summoned via this path share two
distinct characteristics in common. First, they
are uniformly “generic”,  in that each object
summoned,  if  summoned  again,  looks  and
feels  (is)  identical.  A  summoned  knife  is  a
knife is a knife, and is obviously generic in its
knife-ness; all rats conjured by a vampire will
look  identical  and  generically  rodent-like.
Further,  conjured  objects  bear  no  flaws.
Weapons  bear  no dents  or  scratches,  tools
have no distinguishing marks nor blemishes
of use, computers have featureless cases.

The  limit  on  the  size  of  conjured  objects
appears  to  be  the  size  of  the  conjurer;
nothing larger than the thaumaturge can be
created. The conjurer must also have some
degree  of  familiarity  with  the  object  she
wishes to call forth. Simply working from a
picture or one's imagination calls for a higher
difficulty, while objects with which the 
vampire is  intimately  familiar  may actually  lower the difficulty  (such as  conjuring a locket  that  the
vampire's mother always wore).

LEVEL 1 – SUMMON SIMPLE FORM
At this novice level of skill,  the conjurer may create simple, inanimate objects. Objects cannot have
moving or otherwise complex parts, and may not be made of multiple notably different materials. Valid
uses of this ability include steel batons, lead pipes, wooden stakes, chunks of granite, a leather patch, etc.

SYSTEM:
The character using this power rolls Willpower vs. Difficulty, where difficulty is the complexity of the
desired object and the user's unfamiliarity with it (i.e., more difficult the less the user knows about a
thing). At this level, since the vampire can only summon simple objects, the difficulty should be relatively
low (1 or 2), unless the vampire is completely ignorant of the object she wishes to conjure.

Objects summoned at this level are impermanent, and have a duration in minutes equal to the vampire's
Conjuration times 10. When this time runs out and an object begins to vanish, the vampire may make
another Willpower vs. Difficulty roll to retain the summoned object,  where difficulty is equal to the
original difficulty to summon +1. For every period of time that elapses where another such roll becomes
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necessary, the difficulty increases by 1.

LEVEL 2 – PERMANENCY
At this level, the conjurer no longer needs to devote his intention to keep an object in existence. Objects
summoned by characters at this level are, as the name implies, permanent. However, a conjurer of this
level may still only summon simple, non-complex objects.

SYSTEM:
After summoning an object, within the duration of its existence (as described in Summon Simple Form),
the  acting  vampire  may make  a  Willpower  vs.  Difficulty  roll,  where  difficulty  equals  the  size  and
complexity of the object. A successful roll drains the vampire of a good bit of her blood reserves and
imbues the object with tangibility and reality.

LEVEL 3 – SUMMON COMPLEX FORM
The Kindred now gains the ability to conjure complex objects of multiple components and with moving
parts.  For example,  the thaumaturge can create bicycles,  chainsaws,  suits of armor, crossbows,  or cell
phones.

SYSTEM:
Identical to Summon Simple Form, save that the vampire can now create complex, sophisticated objects.
Difficulty increases with complexity and with the Kindred's lack of knowledge about a desired object.
Storytellers  may  also  require  a  Knowledge  roll  for  especially  intricate  and  specialized  objects,  like
machines, apparatuses of specific fields, etc.

Complex objects may also be made permanent using the previous power. Again, the more complex and
object is the more difficult it is to impart permanency on it.

LEVEL 4 – BANISH
This power allows the conjurer to un-summon a conjured object, impelling it into oblivion.

SYSTEM:
The acting vampire rolls Willpower vs. the Willpower of the vampire who originally summoned the
object into existence, even if that vampire has faced its Final Death. A successful roll banishes the object,
instantly removing it from physical reality. A failed roll means the object has resisted the vampire's will. A
vampire who tries and fails to banish an object faces a +1 circumstantial bonus to Difficulty is she tries
again. Further failures incur additional increases in Difficulty, as the object becomes increasingly more
tangible the more times it resists banishment. 

A vampire  attempting to  banish  his  own conjured objects  need not  roll,  and may banish  his  own
conjurations instantly and at will.

LEVEL 5 – SUMMON LIFE
This power cannot create true life, though it can summon forth some truly impressive and convincing
simulacra. Creatures (and people) summoned with this power lack the free will to act on their own,
instead mindlessly following the simple instructions of their summoner.
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SYSTEM:
The acting vampire rolls Willpower vs. Difficulty as usual. The difficulty to use this power should be
relatively high, as living creatures are minutely complex. A vampire's familiarity with his subject matter
will  reduce the difficulty as usual.  In addition to being quite innately challenging,  this ability is also
physically and energetically draining to enact. 

Too imperfect and ephemeral to exist for long, creatures summoned via this path cannot typically last
more than a week, at which time they vanish into nothingness. In rare and desperate circumstances, a
vampire may wish to imbue permanence on a creature thus summoned. To do so, the character rolls as
described in Permanency and must also permanently reduce her Willpower by 1 (to a minimum of 1) to
ensoul  the creature with a part  of her being.  Whether or not a vampire succeeds in the roll,  her
Willpower  is  still  depleted.  Creatures  successfully  ensouled  in  this  way  become  permanent.  The
Willpower a vampire spends in such a circumstance may eventually  be recovered,  by only  after  a
lengthy and arduous effort.

DESTRUCTION
This Path is practiced almost exclusively by the thaumaturges of the Sabbat, though it is not unheard of
in Anarch circles. A tiny cabal of Camarilla Tremere have managed to glean the secrets of this path over
the centuries. This Path has an infamous history, and some superstitious and/or moralistic Tremere refuse
to practice it due to its rumored demonic origins.

Brutal  and excruciating to its  victims,  this  path provides thaumaturges with offensive capabilities not
found in other less martial paths. It embodies the violent nature of its Sabbat wielders, existing solely to
cause entropy and decay. For the anarchs who wield this power, it is seen as a potent weapon in the war
against undead hierarchy and tyranny.

LEVEL 1 – DECAY
This power accelerates the decrepitude of its target, causing it to wither, rot, and otherwise decompose.
The target must be inanimate, though dead organic matter can be affected.

SYSTEM:
To use this power, the vampire must make physical contact with the target. For every minute the Kindred
maintains contact, the objects ages 10 years. No roll is necessary to enact this power, though excessive
and prolonged use is physically draining to the vampire.

LEVEL 2 – GNARL
This power extends the fundaments of Decay into the ability to warp and bend wooden objects. Though
the wood is otherwise undamaged (unless the vampire activates the powers of Decay), this power almost
always leaves target objects utterly useless. This power may also be used to swell or contract wood, in
addition to bending it into unwholesome shapes. Unlike other powers of this path, Gnarl requires only
visual contact (though physical contact may also be used) to enact. The most obvious and frequent target
of this ability is the wooden stake and wooden crosses so ubiquitously wielded by vampire hunters.

SYSTEM:
No roll is necessary for small objects. For tremendous objects, such as large wooden palisades or log rafts,
the storyteller may require the vampire to roll Willpower vs. Difficulty, where difficulty increases with the
size and complexity of the target. 
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Wood warped by this power is not consciously controlled by the acting vampire. That is, she does not
choose its shape and cannot force it to move in specific ways (“I make it grab my enemies”, etc.). Targets
simple twist into misshapen, disfigured messes.

LEVEL 3 – ACIDIC TOUCH
The thaumaturge secretes a bilious, caustic fluid from any portion of his body. The viscous acid corrodes
metal, destroys wood, and causes horrendous chemical burns to living tissue. In addition to being a lethal
weapon,  this  substance can be used to melt  through obstructions,  create caustic  traps,  and free the
vampire from shackles or other bonds.

SYSTEM:
The player devotes several seconds of concentration to enact this power, literally transmuting his blood
into  the volatile  secretion.  The Deadliness  and Penetration of  this  substance are each equal  to the
vampire's  Destruction  skill  specialization,  and  can  be used  in  tandem with  physical  attacks,  can  be
slathered on weapons, and can be flung or otherwise propelled at enemies. Any attacks which utilize this
secretion  add  the  acid's  Deadliness  and  Penetration  to  their  innate  values,  making  for  some  truly
devastating attacks.

Thaumaturges are immune to their own Acidic Touch, but not to that of other vampires.

LEVEL 4 – ATROPHY
This power withers a victim's limb, leaving only a desiccated, shriveled husk of bone and skin. The effects
are instantaneous and horribly painful; in mortals, they are irreversible.

SYSTEM:
The vampire must  make physical  contact  with the intended victim.  Upon touching the victim,  the
vampire's hands basically become weapons, and the acting vampire rolls Willpower vs. Endurance of the
target.  A  failed  roll  has  no  effect,  as  the  target's  constitution  is  sufficient  to  resist  the  vampire's
thaumaturgic attack. A successful roll atrophies whichever of the target's limbs was touched, reducing it to
a withered and useless husk. In the event that the victim's torso was the vampire's target, the subject
suffers atrophy within either his gastrointestinal tracts, lungs, heart, liver, kidneys, or some combination of
the above – this is quite lethal (or at least debilitating) to mortals, but has less impact on vampires, to
whom internal  organs are relatively unimportant.  A successful  use of  this  ability  while grasping the
subject's head instantly kills the subject (but is obviously more difficult  to achieve given the relative
smallness of the head in comparison to other body parts).

Due to their uncanny regenerative abilities (not to mention the fact that they're dead!), vampires are able
to recuperate from Atrophy attacks and restore the use of crippled limbs. This can be done in one of two
ways: first, by diablerizing the vampire who inflicted the atrophic wound, or by diablerizing a vampire of
a higher generation. Either of these actions renews a vampire's limbs and reverses all atrophic effects.

It is noteworthy to mention that Tzimisce are entirely immune to the nefarious influence of Atrophy.
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LEVEL 5 – TURN TO DUST
This fearsome power accelerates decrepitude in its victims. Mortals literally crumble to dust at the touch
of a skilled Thaumaturge, aged beyond death and into putrefaction. Immortals who encounter this power
can also be utterly obliterated, reduced to a smoking pile of cinders and ash in a heartbeat.

SYSTEM:
The vampire's hands are now death incarnate, capable of transforming the living (or unliving) into the
instantly dead. The vampire must make physical contact in order to use this power. Once contact is
established, the vampire rolls Willpower vs. Endurance of the target. If this roll fails, nothing happens, as
the victim is able to repel the magical assault. If successful, the target is obliterated – mortals are rapidly
mummified into putrescence, while Kindred who feel this power's caress explode into ash and dust.

VALEREN
This Discipline, the Path of the Warrior, is
the exclusive domain of the warrior caste of
Clan  Salubri,  those  selfless  paladins  who
protect the clan's Healers. The legacy of the
Salubri warleader Sumiel, this path increases
the  martial  prowess  of  its  practitioners,
renders  them armored  by  their  faith  and
loyalty, and creates impenetrable barriers of
protective  energy.  Valeren  is  one  of  the
most  unshakably  powerful  vampiric
Disciplines, but it comes with a price – the
powers  granted  to  the  students  of  this
Discipline can only be used in the selfless
service  of  others.  A  vampire  cannot,  for
example, make himself a whirlwind of total
combat  destructiveness  to  meet  his  own
ends.  Instead,  the  powers  given  by  the
blood of Sumiel can only be accessed when
a vampire acts out of loyalty and defense of
those in need.

Of course, there's nothing inherently “good” in the use of Valeren, only selflessness and loyalty. That
being said, there are a seldom few Salubri who serve the Sabbat, the Camarilla,  and even malicious
independent elders, and who do the bidding of their masters selflessly and without question. Salubri in the
service of “evil” may still access their Valeren powers.

In terms of game mechanics, what constitutes selflessness and loyalty and the service of others is all left
to Storyteller discretion. Furthermore, for optimal roleplaying possibilities, Salubri players are encouraged
to walk morally neutral or dubious paths, as long as they adhere to the notion of “serving others” with
their powers. After all, if a vampire shares the aspirations of a group, why not use Valeren to advance
their collective goals? It's still serving others, right?

Better yet, Storytellers in campaigns that include Salubri characters should intentionally create moral and
ethical dilemmas and situations that challenge characters of this Clan. For example, forcing the Salubri to
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act in selfish and myopic ways and therefore denying access to Valeren during a critical combat. Or
creating a Salubri  NPC who is  constantly  torn between her own desires  and goals  and the forced
allegiance to her Clan's ideals if she wishes to access the powers of her bloodline.

SYSTEM:
Unlike  some other  Disciplines,  Valeren does  not  manifest  in  “levels”  of  competency  and individual
powers therein.  Instead,  like Celerity,  Fortitude and Potence,  Valeren imparts passive bonuses to the
wielder.

More specifically, any time a disciple of this path acts in the service of others (either to protect them,
advance their agenda, retrieve an object they need, rescue them, or whatever), the vampire receives a
circumstantial bonus in all rolls to hit, and is also wreathed in a mystical armor that adds a circumstantial
bonus to Protection and Fire Resist of any armor worn. The bonus in both cases is equal to the user's
Valeren level. The bonus applies no matter what, if any, weapon the vampire wields, and the energetic
armor protects  the vampire whether or not  she's  wearing other protective gear (in which case the
“bonus” Protection and Fire Resist are the actual values she uses in armor rolls).

Furthermore,  as  if  increased combat effectiveness  and a weightless  magical  armor weren't  sufficient,
vampires with Valeren can create invisible and insuperable barriers by burning blood. These sphereical
barriers are created with the vampire as the center, and have a diameter equal to 10 times the vampire's
Valeren score (e.g., a vampire with Valeren 3 can create a barrier with a diameter of 30 feet. Barriers
remain for a number of minutes equal to 10 times the vampire's Valeren, and then dissipate and must be
re-created. Creating such a barrier requires a tremendous investment of blood by the acting vampire. 

Once a barrier is created, no being outside it may enter without strenuous effort.  Any character or
creature attempting to enter the barrier must roll Strength vs. Potency of the barrier, or Willpower vs.
Potency of the barrier. In the first situation, the creature is attempting to brutally force his way through,
while in the second, a character is attempting to disrupt the field with the force of his will. In either case,
the Potency of the barrier is equal to the vampire's Willpower.

Barriers remain for their allotted time even if the vampire creating such a field departs. Salubri who create
these energetic shields may will them into oblivion at any time.

VICISSITUDE
This Discipline is the signature power of Clan Tzimisce and is almost unknown outside the clan. Similar
in some respects to the Gangrels' Protean, Vicissitude allows the Fiends to shape and sculpt their own or
others' flesh and bone. When a Tzimisce uses Vicissitude to alter mortals, ghouls, and vampires of a
younger generation, the effects of the power are permanent; vampires of equal and older generations
may recover from the effects of Vicissitude, though not always. Naturally, a wielder may always reshape
her own flesh.

Note that while this Discipline permits powerful and horrific effects, the wielder must maintain skin-to-
skin contact and must often physically sculpt the desired result. This applies also to the use of the power
on oneself. Tzimisce adept at Vicissitude are often (but not always) inhumanely beautiful; those less skilled
are simply inhumane.

Note: Nosferatu always “heal” back Vicissitude alterations, as the essence of their being transcends the
scope of the Tzimisce fleshsculpting.
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LEVEL 1 – MALLEABLE VISAGE
A vampire with this novice understanding of Vicissitude may alter her own bodily parameters: height,
build, voice, facial features and skin tone, among other things. Such changes are cosmetic and minor in
scope – no more than a foot gained or lost, for example. She must physically mold the alteration, literally
shaping her flesh into the desired result as the sculptor molds clay.

SYSTEM:
No roll is necessary for minor alterations or achieving the aesthetic desires in the vampire's mind's eye –
for example, slightly changing one's skin tone. To use this power to emulate others is more difficult,
however. To duplicate another person or voice requires the Tzimisce to roll Vicissitude vs.  Difficulty,
where difficulty increases with the extent and scope of imitation. 

LEVEL 2 – FLESHCRAFT
This power is similar to Malleable Visage, but allows the vampire to extend her Vicissitude to perform
drastic, grotesque alterations on other creatures as well. Tzimisce often use this power to transmogrify
their servitors into monstrous guards, the better to frighten foes. Only flesh (skin, muscle, fat, cartilage,
fascia, but not bone) may be molded with this ability. The Tzimisce may obviously make such changes to
herself as this ability entails.

SYSTEM:
The vampire must grapple the intended victim (or otherwise restrain them), then she makes a Vicissitude
vs.  Difficulty roll.  Difficulty  depends on the extent of  alteration – a crude yank-and-tuck might be
Difficulty 2 or 3, while an extensive transformation might be a 4 or 5. 

In terms of game mechanics, the use of Fleshcraft can have very noticeable effects. Characters who are
made horrific or intimidating receive a circumstantial bonus to Intimidate, Frighten, Coerce, etc. that is
equal  to  the  Tzimisce's  Vicissitude  score.  Also,  at  this  level  of  mastery,  the  Tzimisce  can  alter  the
fundamental components of life, turning fat into muscle and so forth. Doing so on particularly rotund
characters could increase their Strength and Speed attributes, or, if done in reverse, a cruel fleshcrafter
could turn all of a victims muscles into fat, rendering their Attributes pathetically low and making the
target slow, fat, and atrophied.

LEVEL 3 – BONECRAFT
This level of moderate competency allows the fleshsculptor to manipulate bone in the same manner that
flesh is shaped. In conjunction with Fleshcraft above, this power enables a vampire to deform a victim (or
himself) beyond recognition, indeed, beyond healthy physical functioning if so desired.

SYSTEM:
Identical to the two previously listed powers, except that the vampire may now sculpt bone. This ability
may be further used as a lethal weapon. To do so, the Tzimisce rolls Vicissitude vs. Strength of the target.
If failed, the target resists the vampire's powers. If successful, the Tzimisce inflicts a serious wound on
whatever body part she's grasping, as bones rip, splinter, puncture, and slice their way out of the victim's
skin.

The vampire may also utilize this power (on himself or others) to form spikes and talons of bone, either
on the hands and knuckles as offensive weapons or all over the body as a porcupine-like shroud of
spikes. Any bone spike or talon created with this ability has Deadliness and Penetration equal to the
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vampire's  Vicissitude at  the  time of  creation.  Vampires  can  further  mold  already extant  spikes  into
deadlier protuberances as their Vicissitude increases.

Especially cruel and cunning Tzimisce can extract the bones of others (Vicissitude vs. Strength) and then
craft them into weapons, armor, or simply gruesome adornments. Weapons crafted in this way have
Deadliness and Penetration equal to the vampire's Vicissitude at the time of creation. Likewise, bonemold
armor created with this ability has Protection and Fire Resist stats equal to the Vicissitude at the time of
crafting.

LEVEL 4 – HORRID FORM
The Tzimisce use this power to become hideous monsters; naturally, this provides great advantages in
combat and in instances of intimidating and terrifying foes. The vampire's stature increases to a full eight
or even nine feet, the skin becomes a sickly greenish-gray or grayish-black chitin, and the arms become
apelike and thickly knotted with muscle, tipped with ragged black talons, and the face warps into a
Geiger-esque nightmarescape. A row of spines sprouts from the vertebrae, and the external carapace
exudes a mephitic grease.

SYSTEM:
The Horrid Form requires a well-fed vampire with nearly full  blood reserves,  and is quite physically
taxing to empower. While active, this ability imparts a circumstantial +2 to Strength, Endurance, and
Speed, and gives the vampire a bonus equal to his Vicissitude in all rolls to Intimidate and Terrify. The
extreme abundance of spines, spikes, and protrusions in this form gives an additional +1 Deadliness and
+1 Penetration to any and all pre-existing bone weapons.

Moreover, any mortal or immortal who comes within 15 feet of the Tzimisce in Horrid Form must make
a Willpower vs. Vicissitude roll. If a character fails this roll, the Tzimisce's stench is overpowering, and
the character retches, heaves, and vomits until her stomach is empty, or, for vampires, until they are weak
and sickly from puking blood. A successful roll means the character has the strength of will to resist the
bilious stench.
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LEVEL 5 – BLOODFORM
A Tzimisce who achieves this level of mastery in Vicissitude can physically transform all or parts of her
body into a sentient, amorphous pool of blood. This blood is in all respects identical to the vampire's
normal vitae; she can use it to nourish others, create ghouls, and establish blood bonds. If all such blood is
imbibed or otherwise destroyed, the vampire meets her Final Death.

SYSTEM:
The vampire may transform all or part of herself as she sees fit. A vampire entirely in this form cannot
be staked, cut, bludgeoned, pierced, or burned (as blood is not flammable), but can be torched by sunlight
as usual. This is likewise true for individual body parts the vampire transforms. The vampire may also
ooze  along,  drip  up  walls  and  flow  through  narrow cracks  and  crevices,  as  though  they  were  in
Tenebrous Form.

While transformed,  mental  Disciplines may be used,  provided no eye contact  or  vocal  utterance is
necessary. Further, if a vampire in bloodform washes over a mortal or non-human animal, that creature
must make a Courage vs. Difficulty 5 roll or fly (or collapse) into a panicking fit.

Should a Tzimisce transform part of her body to feed another, that limb or segment remains “missing”
until she consumes an amount of blood equal to the amount of blood-flesh lost.

ANTAGONISTS & FOES – ENEMIES OF THE KINDRED
Terrifying, bloodthirsty, undead monsters that they are, the Kindred have a variety of enemies, some
mortal,  some supernatural.  Unlike the original  World of  Darkness,  from which this material  is  largely
“borrowed”, this supplement is not a traditional world/campaign setting. Just so, it is difficult to outline
and reify  enemies  of  the  Kindred,  since,  this  being a universal,  non-setting-specific  supplement,  the
information herein can be applied to a variety of different worlds, genres, and campaign settings.

It  is  reasonable  to  suggest  that,  whatever  world  or  setting  one  uses  with  this  information,  mortal
organizations would certainly exist to oppose the Kindred. In a game set on earth in the medieval era to
the modern age,  the  Catholic  church and many other  religious  institutions would  certainly  employ
crusaders and vampire hunters to seek out and destroy the Kindred. Most mortal governments, whether
rustic townships or nation state bureaucracies, would certainly seek to eradicate the Kindred... unless, of
course, those governments are administered by enterprising vampires. In fantasy settings, there could be
any number of organizations that exist to thwart (or aid and ally with) vampire kind.

Moreover, in the traditional  World of Darkness and many other vampire mythologies, werewolves are
seen as the ancestral and traditional foes of the Kindred. This can certainly hold true in whatever setting
you choose to play, but could also be turned on its head or entirely abolished. If you and your gaming
group wish to incorporate this age-old rivalry, it seems reasonable to adhere to the original White Wolf
mythology. Said mythology states that werewolves, or Lupines, are the children of Gaea, the warrior-
guardians  of  the  earth  and  the  natural  order  of  life.  Just  so,  werewolves  see  vampires  as  crude
abominations whose very existence spits  in the face of  the cycle of  life  and death.  To the Lupine,
vampires represent and bring about nothing but Entropy, and must therefore be annihilated. The only
potential  exception to this are the Gangrel,  whose connection to the cycles of nature renders most
Lupine at least neutral to their existence.
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SAGA RULES & SYSTEM ERRATA
Because the majority of the material herein is sourced from the original  Vampire: the Masquerade, and
because that setting was also its own rule system, it is necessary to adapt the source material into the
SAGA ruleset. This chapter contains all such changes and errata.

BLOOD & FEEDING
THE NEED FOR BLOOD, “BLOOD POOLS”
Vampires require blood to sustain their un-lives, and crave it beyond that for the near-orgasmic, predatory
bliss it affords them. In the original V:tM, vampires had “blood pools” and could spend “blood points”.
However, since SAGA aims to be a rules-light, roleplaying-focused system, we've chosen to discard that
system in favor of a narrative one.

In short, vampires in this system do NOT have a “blood pool” or “blood points”. Instead, the amount of
blood  reserves  each  vampiric  character  possesses  depends  solely  on  the  Player-Characters  and  the
Storyteller and upon the story they're collectively telling. If a vampire uses a blood-demanding power
several times, she should be drained, hungry, and potentially suffering from penalties. Again, Storytellers
and PCs should simply roleplay this continual need for blood.

In terms of how much blood individuals provide and how much vampires require, this is left to the
discretion of players and storytellers as well. However, a good standard to use is that any given vampire
requires about 2 liters (about 4 pints, or half an adult human's capacity) of blood every night (i.e., every
24-hour cycle) to stay well fed. Vampires utilizing their Disciplines burn blood much faster, and therefore
require more blood. Also, vampires of older generations, having stronger blood, have both a greater
capacity for blood (i.e., a bigger “blood pool”) and also need to feed less often, as their vampiric powers
are more efficient. Thin bloods and young generations, on the other hand, have reduced blood capacity
and must feed more often.

As with most  things in SAGA, this is left  to the discretion and roleplaying prowess of players and
storytellers. The original V:tM quantified these values and used strict numbers, but we feel this detracts
from creative roleplaying and falls into rules-lawyering.

HUNGER & FRENZY
Vampires cannot die from blood deprivation, but they certainly suffer consequences due to “hunger”. The
hungrier a vampire is for blood, in fact, the more likely she is to give in to the Beast within her and enter
a state of Frenzy (described in the Frenzy section following below). The following chart provides suggested
values for the increased Difficulty to avoid Frenzy for each level of hunger a vampire experiences:

Fully Fed, Satiated: No penalty.
Mild Hunger, Peckish: +1 Difficulty in Frenzy rolls.
Moderate Hunger: +2 Difficulty in Frenzy rolls.
Great Hunger: +3 Difficulty in Frenzy rolls.
Extreme Hunger, “Starvation”: +4 Difficulty in Frenzy rolls.
Weeks (or longer) of Starvation: Automatic Frenzy.

These  bonuses  to  the  Difficulty  of  avoiding  Frenzy  add  to  any  other  Difficulty  in  circumstances
necessitating a Frenzy roll. Furthermore, any time a vampire changes Hunger Level (e.g., transitions from
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fully fed to mildly hungry, or goes from moderate hunger to great hunger), she must make an immediate
Frenzy roll. In such instances, if there are no other extenuating factors, the Difficulty of the roll is simply
the Difficulty bonus listed above – for example, a vampire entering a state of extreme hunger rolls
Willpower vs. Difficulty 4. If there are other circumstances in cases such as these (e.g., a vampire is being
assaulted AND changes hunger states mid-battle), the Difficulties are added together.

Any failed Frenzy roll due to hunger sends the vampire into Frenzy, as usual.

FRENZY & THE BEAST
Nestled deep within the vampiric psyche is a force of primal, predatory brutality, utterly without ethics,
morality,  or the trappings of civilization. The Kindred collectively know this force as The Beast,  and
having varying opinions about this underpinning of their being. The Tzimisce and Gangrel, for example,
embrace,  even  revere  their  bestial  ferocity  (though  for  very  different  reasons  and  via  differing
philosophies). The Ventrue and Toreador, on the other hand, cling to the social, political, aesthetic, and
philosophical aspects of mortal life, suppressing and shunning the Beast with all their effort.

Yielding to the Beast – to its urges, to the lust for blood, and to the joy of hunting and killing – is known
as “Frenzying” in vampiric society. When a vampire enters this state, she has completely lost control of
her actions and desires, and is compelled by the most primeval urges to hunt, to feed, to revel in the
carnality of carnivorousness. The vampire in Frenzy is tsunami of predation and violence, blinded to the
delusions and pretenses of Camarilla law, and deadened to her former humanity.

The most common cause for Frenzy is a  vampire's lack of adequate blood, or “hunger”. As mentioned in
the previous section,  any time a vampire's  hunger level  changes,  they must  make a  Frenzy check
(Willpower vs. Difficulty as defined by the level of hunger and other external circumstances). Other
potential triggers of the Frenzy state include exposure to fire and flame (as all vampires universally fear
fire), murdering non-hostile humans or others (as wanton murder eradicates the vampire's humanity and
brings her closer to her inner Beast), being taunted or humiliated, physical provocation and assault, un-
life-threatening situations, exposure to sunlight, and so on. These causes, and the difficulties to resist
Frenzying on account of them, are left intentionally vague to encourage roleplaying and circumvent
excessive rules. Suffice to say, any time a storyteller feels a vampire is sufficiently agitated or enraged, she
may call for a Frenzy check.

Regardless of its myriad causes, any time a vampire is faced with potential Frenzy, she rolls Willpower vs.
Difficulty (varies with circumstances). If she succeeds in such a roll, her self-control is sufficient to quell
the turmoil within. Otherwise, failing a roll of this sort instantly flings the vampire into the Frenzy state.
In such a state, the vampire is incapable of rational decision-making and higher cognition – all she knows
in Frenzy is  hunger,  rage,  and destruction.  Players and storytellers still  roleplay characters in Frenzy,
though their actions are limited to the motivations just previously listed. Generally, a vampire entering
this state will immediately and unrelentingly attack whoever is nearest and will attempt to feed on this
unfortunate, whether mortal, Kindred, or other supernatural monster. Many vampires have unwittingly
diablerized friends, even sires, in states of frenzied oblivion.

Furthermore, giving in to the Beast (i.e., entering Frenzy) shakes the foundations of a character's being,
meaning that the Beast's grasp over the character tightens and, thus, that future Frenzies are more likely.
Just so, any time a character fails a Frenzy check and enters the frenzy state, he must make a subsequent
Willpower vs. Difficulty roll, where difficulty in this case is equal to the number of times the character
has frenzied over the course of his vampiric unlife. A successful roll of this sort means the character's
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essence,  soul,  or  whatever  stays  intact  and  suffers  no  penalty.  However,  failing  a  roll  of  this  sort
permanently reduces the character's base Willpower by 1, demonstrating that his personhood and mental
control are eroding under the pressure of the Beast.

Any vampire whose Willpower is reduced to 0 (by this means or any other) succumbs wholly to the
Beast, obliterating his consciousness, sense of self, and, in regards to game mechanics, ends the player's or
storyteller's ability to actively play the character. Characters reduced to this bestial state are known as
Ferals, and they are mindless, merciless predators who are likewise tirelessly pursued by both vampire
hunters AND the vampiric enforcers of Camarilla law. In contrast to this, however, are the sadistic and
warmongering leaders of the Sabbat,  who regularly induce permanent Frenzy in their suicide shock-
troops.

Frenzy lasts an indeterminate amount of time, varying greatly between vampires. However, as a general
rule, the lower a vampire's Willpower, the longer lasting his Frenzies tend to be. For those wanting a
standard by which to measure Frenzies, vampires frenzy until they've made at least two or three kills or
until they've destroyed a sufficient amount of property or inanimate objects.

Because a vampire in a state of Frenzy may unknowingly slaughter her friends, loved ones, even family,
mortal  children,  or  generally  perform  other  atrocities,  “coming  down”  from  this  state  may  have
unintended psychological consequences. Any time a vampire in a Frenzy state performs some horrific
action, she suffers a new Derangement (described in a subsequent section).

GENERAL VAMPIRIC BOONS
Being an undead horrorshow has its benefits, not only in the ostentatious use of Disciplines, but also in
subtle, underlying commonalities that make the Kindred a step above mortal beings. These are listed
below.

RESISTANCE TO INJURY, FASTER HEALING
In addition to the bonuses to Strength and Endurance granted by some Disciplines, all vampires share an
increased resistance to physical injury. Much speculation has been offered as to why and how, and, though
no conclusion has been settled upon, it is universally understood and observed by the undead and by
those who hunt them that vampires can “soak” wounds much more easily than their previously mortal
forms were able.

In game mechanics, this equates to a +2 circumstantial bonus to Strength in all rolls to wound in which
the vampire is the target (though the vampire is not actually stronger in non-wound related rolls). This
universal passive bonus is cumulative with other such bonuses received from Disciplines, making some
vampires essentially immune to mundane weapons. Note: this bonus does NOT apply when a vampire
is attacked with fire/flame.

Moreover, due to the supernatural power of their blood, vampires are also exceptionally fast healers.
Provided they are “fed” and their blood reserves adequate, vampires laugh at their assailants as withdraw
crossbow bolts and watch the wounds heal in real-time, while bullet holes close up within seconds of
being shot, and while lacerations seal themselves shut.
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DISEASE & POISON
Except in the event of eldritch poisons (such as those excreted by the Assamites) or magical diseases,
vampires are completely immune to the illnesses and toxins that afflict mortal kine. However, vampires
may carry and transmit diseases via the vitae they consume,

INTOXICANTS
Because their physiological systems are somewhat functioning (though they are, in fact, dead), vampires
can still experience the sensory pleasure (or horror) of intoxicating substances. This includes depressants,
stimulants, hallucinogens, entheogens – any substance that gets a mortal high or drunk will do the same
to  vampires.  Likewise,  any time a  vampire  drinks  the  blood of  a  mortal  who is  inebriated by any
substance that affects his bloodstream, the vampire gets a “contact high”. However, because vampires are
dead, they experience no physical side-effects from such consumption, such as liver damage or heart
attack. Vampires can still  develop psychological and emotional dependencies and addictions. Vampires
who seek out and intentionally drink the blood of addicts and junkies are known as lushes.

FOOD & DRINK
Vampires  can  only  glean  sustenance  and  perpetuate  their  immortality  by drinking  blood.  However,
Kindred may also choose to ingest food and imbibe non-blood beverages for the visceral pleasure they
provide, including intoxicating alcoholic drinks. Their bodies simply dissolve any non-blood substances
vampires consume, providing the taste and potential intoxicating effect, but offering no nourishment or
sustenance  whatsoever.  Though  it  is  considered  passe  in  polite  vampire  society,  many vampires  of
Toreador – known well for their involvement in mortal society and for their Epicurean love of sensory
experience – are especially fond of this practice, particularly when it concerns fine wine and culinary
delicacies.

GENERAL VAMPIRIC BANES – FIRE, SUNLIGHT, STAKES
While they are more resilient to injury and illness than mortals, vampires do have their weaknesses. For
whatever reason, vampires are exceptionally sensitive to, indeed, viciously damaged by, both fire and
sunlight. In terms of game mechanics, any time a vampire is exposed to direct (or very bright indirect)
sunlight, he begins smoldering and burning, his flesh blistering and catching fire. For every five seconds a
vampire spends in sunlight, he suffers a -1 reduction to Endurance – if Endurance reaches 0, the vampire
completely incinerates into ash. Endurance penalties from sunlight are only temporary, and heal once the
vampire is able to recover in darkness.  An hour of recovery is  necessary to heal a single point of
Endurance. Further, vampires are completely unable to access their Disciplines any time they are exposed
to light. Of course, dark clothes, veils, and other protective coverings are adequate to prevent sunlight
damage, so many vampires who wish to trek out in the daylight simply keep themselves enshrouded.

Fire is almost as devastating to the immortal as sunlight. All fire and flame-based attacks on the undead
are at +3 Deadliness! Those vampires with the Fortitude Discipline are much more resilient to both
sunlight and fire, yielding -1 Endurance every 15 seconds and +1 Deadliness to all fire attacks rather than
the normal effects.

Another dreaded weapon against the Kindred is the time-honored stake to the heart. Not as spectacular
as Buffy would have us believe, in this campaign setting stakes to the heart are non-lethal but completely
paralyzing to a staked Kindred. In many cases, this might as well  kill  the subject,  as she is entirely
immobilized and unable to act in any way. Left in this state, the vampire's lack of blood circulation causes
her body to shrivel and desiccate, becoming a dry husk. The vampire in this state of Torpor mummifies,
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but continues to live, losing all sanity and almost certainly entering a permanent state of Frenzy should
she ever be un-staked and emerge from mummified torpor.

BLOOD-BONDS & GHOULS, DIABLERIE
BLOOD-BOND
Vampire vitae is tremendously potent ichor, and its consumption has a number of auxiliary effects that
vampires wield with diabolic intent. The first of these is known as the  Blood-Bond, a form subtle,
physiological coercion via the power of vampiric vitae. Blood-bond is achieved by feeding an intended
victim a large quantity of the vampire's blood three nights in a row. This creates a physical dependency
on the blood's power, an addiction of sorts, that likewise compels and influences the target's mind. Any
mortal or vampire of a younger generation who feeds an intended three nights in a row enacts the
blood-bond. Those who are afflicted with this bond suffer a -3 penalty to their Willpower in all social
and communication rolls in which they are being commanded, intimidated, coerced, etc.,  including all
such rolls with the Dominate Discipline. This makes subjects much more pliable and easily impelled to
actions they might not otherwise commit. This translates to a +3 bonus to Willpower in an situation in
which the thrall (those who have been shackled with the blood-bond) is being influenced or compelled
against his  regnant  (the initiator and controller or the blood-bond). Due to the potency of ancient
blood, vampires can only blood-bond those of younger generations than themselves.

GHOULS
Another use of vampiric vitae is the creation of ghouls, mortals who are fed vampire blood in exchange
for their services. When mortals consume vampire vitae, it acts as an amazing and enticing drug, equal
parts meth-like stimulant and orgasmically pleasurable opiate. Mortals who imbibe this drug live longer,
are stronger, swifter, and more endurable than typical mortals, and have keener perception. In almost
every case,  ghouls are given their monthly fix in exchange for unwavering servitude.  Indeed,  most
ghouls – though certainly not all  – are also subject  to  blood-bonds.  Vampire manipulators prefer
ghouls who are not bound, however, because those who choose fanatic loyalty are often more fearsome
and effective than those who are forced by magical compulsion.

Ghouls who serve vampiric masters for decades or even centuries may eventually be rewarded by being
sired. The tantalizing promise of this eventual favor serves to keep most every ghoul loyal and zealous in
their service.

DIABLERIE
The act of one Kindred completely draining another of their blood is called  diablerie, and in polite
vampire society – especially in regards to the Camarilla – it is considered a heinous act of revolting
transgression.  Diablerie  is  strictly  forbidden  by  Camarilla  tradition,  but  among  the  Sabbat  and  the
Assamite Clan, it is not only considered acceptable, but desirable.

Diablerie has several notable impacts on the vampire who engages in it. First, the vampire who has
diablierized another Kindred develops writhing black wisps in her aura, visible via the powers of Auspex.
Second, and much more tangible, the diablerist grows stronger and more terrible when she consumes a
vampire of an older generation.

More  specifically,  in  game mechanics,  a  younger  generation  vampire  who  diablerizes  an  older  gen
Kindred effectively decreases her own generation by 1 - 9 th generation diablerist becomes 8th generation,
and so on. Any time a diablerist drains an elder vampire, as her blood mingles with the more potent, less
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diluted older blood, the vampire fills with the power of the victim. The precise effects of such diablerie
are left to the storyteller, but generally involve the increasing of one or more of the vampire's Disciplines
and Attributes.  The diablerist  also gleans knowledge and life experiences from the consumed victim,
though these snippets are likely to be opaque, oblique, and/or subconscious.

The third and least desirable effect of Diablerie is a stirring of the Beast within. Any vampire who
engages in  diablerie  must  make an immediate Frenzy check at  a Difficulty  equal  to the consumed
vampire's Willpower. Failure or success has effects as usual. However, if a vampire enters Frenzy on
account of diablerie AND fails the subsequent Willpower roll  (thus losing a point of Willpower),  a
ghastly remnant of the consumed vampire's soul lives on in the vampire's blood, haunting, taunting, and
attempting  to  control  the  diablerist's  psyche.  Such  soul  remnants  can  be  quashed,  subsumed,  or
exorcised/banished, but the difficulty to do so is epic.

DERANGEMENTS & INFIRMITIES
Though the tantalizing allure of immortality is undeniable, everlasting life is not without drawbacks. The
longer a vampire survives unlife, the more likely she is to erode mentally and emotionally. For many, this
results in an eventual loss of all humanity and a complete depredation of morals, ethics, and values the
vampire possessed as a mortal. This almost always manifests in viciousness, brutality, cruelty, malice, and a
total lack of empathy and compassion. For others, the woes of interminable unlife render them manic and
insane.  Others  yet  simply  fall  into  inescapable  states  of  torpor,  malaise,  and  ennui.  Whatever  the
individual  neuroses,  almost  all  vampires  eventually  succumb  to  one  form  or  another  of  mental
degradation.

In game terms, when a vampire has lived sufficiently to experience an unlife's worth of tragedy, horror,
loss,  depression,  and  so  on,  characters  in  a  vampire  campaign  are  encouraged  to  develop
Derangements  (with  Storyteller  consent,  of  course).  Possible  Derangements  include:  multiple
personalities, schizophrenia, OCD, paranoia, megalomania, bipolar disorder, manic-depression, and fugue
state. Any other mental disorder players and storytellers agree upon is also permissible. Characters who
develop such conditions should be actively roleplayed as coping/struggling with said disorders.

VAMPIRIC MAGIC & STANDARD SAGA MAGIC
The Disciplines of Thaumaturgy and Necromancy described herein are distinct traditions inextricably
bound to the vampire clans who practice them. For the purpose of playing characters who practice
vampiric “magic”, these should be considered disparate from and unrelated to schools of magic descrinbed
in  the  SAGA  core  rulebook  and  in  other  SAGA supplements.  A  vampire  who  studied  a  more
“mainstream”  or  conventional  mortal  necromancy  in  life  may  continue  to  practice  such  skills  into
undeath. Further,  variances in other magical  skills and the vampiric magical Disciplines should cause
interesting disputes, disagreements, scholarly discussions and debates, and rivalries between practitioners
of different paths. That being said, there's no reason the information regarding magic herein and the
information regarding magic in the core rulebook and other supplements can't coexist in a campaign.
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GOLCONDA
Golconda is a fabled state among the Kindred roughly akin to Enlightenment. It is reputedly a state in
which either the mortal and bestial aspects of the vampire are in harmony, or in which the Beast is
utterly eradicated from the vampire's being. Golconda is both a myth, a narrative, and the highest and
most pressing pursuit of vampires of the Saulbri Clan.

As with all mythic states of being, it is not the intention herein to quantify this state with numbers and
rules. Rather, the quest to achieve this state should be lengthy, difficult, obscure, and mystical. The path to
Golconda should be contextual and vary heavily from vampire to vampire. However, though a variety of
paths  might  lead  to  vampiric  “redemption”,  a  commonality  among  all  those  seekers  of  undead
Enlightenment is the suppression and restraint of the Beast, and a retention and preservation of one's
mortal desires, values, and morality/ethics.

The exceedingly rare vampires who achieve this state (if any) are faced with a choice. They can either
remain undead and “living”, with the benefit of no longer being subject to the Beast or to Frenzy AND
requiring  much less  blood  to  sustain  their  existence.  Or,  they  may choose  to  transcend  vampirism
altogether, and either enter a second mortal life or ascend to a different state of being entirely. All these
options are viable, and so to is the option that Golconda is simply an unattainable myth. All such choices
are left to the Storyteller and Players in a vampire campaign.

VAMPIRE  PARLANCE:  A  LEXICON  OF
KINDRED SLANG
Exactly as the name implies, this chapter simply details all the cryptolect of vampiric society. Players and
storytellers  are  encouraged  to  incorporate  this  underworld  slang  into  their  campaigns  for  enhanced
realism and flavor.

Anarchs, the Anarch Movement: The smallest and arguably most passionate of vampiric political
Sects. Anarchs reject both the Camarilla and its laws and the Sabbat and its mindless destruction. Anarchs
were primarily anarchists and political dissidents in life, and in undeath they still strive for freedom and
the abolition of centralized authority. Most anarchs belong to the Brujah Clan.
Ancient: A vampire of the second or third generation, and therefore the childer of a Progenitor or a
childe of his or her childer.
Ancilla (pl. Ancillae): A vampire of the ninth or tenth generation.
Assassin: Nickname for a vampire of Clan Assamite.
Beast, the: The underlying primal rage that lives within every vampire's soul, and which, unchecked,
can overwhelm a vampire and turn her into a force of pure destructive madness.
Black Hand: The Sabbat.
Blue Blood: Insulting epithet for a vampire of Clan Ventrue.
Blood-bond: The process of a vampire enthralling another by repeatedly feeding the subject his blood.
Caitiff: Clanless vampires.
Camarilla: The political Sect within vampiric society concerned with upholding Kindred law, including
the Masquerade.
Cammy, Cammies: Colloquial and pejorative term for those loyal to the Camarilla.
Cattle: Mortals kept enslaved as a regular source of sustenance.
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Childe, Childer: The vampiric “offspring” of a sire.
Clan: Distinct lineages and bloodlines based on tradition and blood.
Corpsefucker: Painfully insulting nickname for a vampire of Clan Giovanni.
Coterie:  A vampire “pack” or gang, united by shared goals and interests, or simply by the common
need for protection.
Diablerie: Feeding on another vampire and draining them completely.
Domain: The area under a vampire's control or influence.
Elder: A vampire of the sixth, seventh, or eighth generation.
Embrace: The process of creating (see sire) a new vampire, in which the fledgling is drained and then
fed the blood of her sire. This process is also known colloquially as “the Kiss”.
Farmer, Swineherd, etc.:  Derogatory terms used to mock vampires who refuse to feed on mortal
blood, relying instead on the blood of non-human animals.
Fiend: A term of contempt for a vampire of Clan Tzimisce.
Fledgling: A just-sired vampire, usually still under the protection and tutelage of his sire.
Frenzy, Frenzied:  A state of mindless rage and violence during which  the Beast  takes over the
vampire's mind and body.
Gehenna:  Vampire  Armageddon.  A fabled  apocalypse  during  which  vampire  Lords,  Ancients,  and
Methuselahs will rise up from their dormant torpor and slaughter all other, lesser vampires. Many see this
as a story used by powerful vampires to keep their childer in line, much like the fairy tales and bedtime
stories of mortals.
Generation:  As with  mortal  generations,  the  “age  group”  to  which  a  vampire  belongs.  A  blood
quantum measurement of how closely or distantly a vampire is to her Clan's Progenitor, and thus how
“diluted” her blood and powers are.
Ghoul: A minion created by giving vampire blood to a mortal. Ghouls are stronger, faster, and more
able than regular mortals, and often serve vampires as lackeys in exchange for further gifts of blood.
Golconda:  The  mythical  state  of  “enlightenment”  or  transcendence  after  which  all  Clan  Salubri
vampires chase and which few, if any, vampires have ever achieved. Little is known about the actual
process of attaining Golconda, though there is much discussion and speculation among Kindred.
Haven: A vampire's dwelling.
Inconnu: Vampires who actively choose to avoid participating in Clan and Sect politics.
Indep, Indeps: Independent vampires who reject or simply avoid the Camarilla, the Sabbat, and the
Anarch Movement.
Keeper: Nickname for a vampire of Clan Lasombra.
Kindred: Vampires.
Kine: Mortals, non-vampires.
Kiss: See Embrace.
Lineage: A vampire's bloodline; the Kindred's sire, the sire's sire, etc.
Lunatic: A vampire of Clan Malkavian, used as an insult. 
Lupine: A werewolf, widely recognized as the traditional enemy of the Kindred.
Lush: A vampire who seeks out intoxicated mortals and drinks their blood to get drunk or high.
Masquerade: The vampiric law/tradition of keeping the existence of vampires, their powers, and the
intricacies of their society secret from mortals.
Methuselah: A vampire of the fourth or fifth generation.
Necromancer: Nickname for a vampire of Clan Giovanni. 
Neonate: A vampire of the eleventh, twelfth, or thirteenth generation.
Nossie: A vampire of Clan Nosferatu, used disparagingly by others but wielded proudly by the Nossies
themselves.
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Poseur: A vampire of Clan Toreador, used as a slight by others.
Primogen: The vampiric leaders and heads-of-clan in a given city or domain.
Prince: A vampire who has claimed an expanse of domain as her own, particularly a city, and defends
that claim through adjudication and violence against all others. 
Progenitor: Vampires of the first generation who are the origins of a Clan or Bloodline. Also known as
Lords.
Rabble: A vampire of Clan Brujah, used pejoratively.
Regnant: A vampire who holds another in thrall via a blood-bond.
Rogue: Derogatory nickname for a vampire of Clan Ravnos.
Sabbat: A vampiric political Sect and power group focused on all the monstrous aspects of vampirism
and dedicated to destroying the Camarilla.
Serpent, Snake: Sneering nickname for a vampire of the Followers of Set bloodline.
Sire:  As a noun, the vampiric creator of another vampire. As a verb, to create another vampire. (See
Childe, Embrace).
Soulsucker, Soul-thief: Pejorative nickname for a vampire of Clan Salubri.
Thrall: The dominated half of a blood-bond, serving the regnant master.
Traditions, the Six: Vampire law as established and enforced by the Camarilla.
Usurper: A vampire of Clan Tremere, used as an insult by others.
Vitae: Blood.
Weak-blood: A vampire of any generation “younger” (i.e., higher in number) than the 13th generation.
Wolfkin: A vampire of Clan Gangrel, used derisively.
Whelp: A pejorative insult toward young Kindred.
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